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PREFACE

The present volume consists of the first five books of

the authors' ** Elements of Geometry," or that portion which

relates to Plane Geometry.

While the book speaks for itself, we would call attention

to some of its most important features.

The Introduction presents in the shortest possible com-

pass the general outlines of the science to be studied, and

leads at once to the actual study itself.

The definitions are distributed through the book as they

are needed, instead of being grouped in long lists many
pages in advance of the propositions to which they apply.

An alphabetical index is added for easy reference.

The constructions are also distributed, so that the student

is taught how to make a figure at the same time that he is

required to use it in demonstration.

Extensive use has been made of natural and symmetrical

methods of demonstration. Such methods are used for de-

ducing the formula for the sum of the angles of a triangle,

for the sum of the exterior and interior angles of a polygon,

for parallel lines, for the theorems on regular polygons, and

for similar figures.

The theory of limits is treated with rigor, and not passed

over as self-evident.

Attention is also called to the theorems of proportion

and the use of corollaries as exercises to supply the need
of ** inventional geometry."



IV PREFACE

We would here express our grateful acknowledgments to

all who have aided in the preparation of this book ; to Miss

Elizabeth H. Richards, whose successful' experience in fit-

ting students for college in Plane Geometry has rendered

her criticisms and suggestions most valuable ; and to our

colleagues, Messrs. W. M. Strong and Joseph Bowden, Jr.

Mr. Strong has selected, for the most part, the exercises at

the end of the book, and Mr. Bowden has examined criti-

cally the references and proof-sheets of the book.
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SPECIAL TERMS

H An axiom is a trutii assumed as self-evident.

B A theorem is a truth which becomes evident by a train of reason-

K ing called a demonstration.

V A theorem consists of two parts, the hypothesis, that which is given, and the

conclusion, that which is to be proved.

I

A problem is a question proposed which requires a solution.

A proposition is a general term for either a theorem or problem.

One theorem is the converse of another when the conclusion of the

rst is made the hypothesis of the second, and the hypothesis of the

rst is made the conclusion of the second.

The converse of a truth is not always true. Thus, " If a man is in New
York City he is in New York State," is true ; but the converse, " If a man is

in New York State he is in New York City," is not necessarily true.

When one theorem is easily deduced from another the first is

sometimes called a corollary of the second.

A theorem used merely to prepare the way for another theorem is

sometimes called a lemma.

SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS

-f- plus. Cons.—Construction.

— minus. Cor.—Corollary.

> is greater than. Def.— Definition.

< is less than. Fig.—Figure.

X multiplied by. Hyp.— Hypothesis.

= equals. Iden.— Identical.

=C= is equivalent to. Q. E. D.—Quod erat demonstrandum.

Alt.-int.—Alternate interior. Q. E. F.—Quod erat faciendum.

Ax.—Axiom. Sup.-adj.—Supplementary adjacent.
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GEOMETRY

I

INTRODUCTION

FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTIONS

1, Def.—Geometry is the science of space.

2, Every one has a notion of space extending indefinitely

in all directions. Every material body, as a rock, a tree, or

a house, occupies a limited portion of space. The portion

of space which a body occupies, considered separately from

the matter of which it is composed, is a geometrical solid.

The material body is a physical solid. Only geometrical

solids are here considered, and they are called simply solids.

Def.—A solid is, then, a limited portion of space.

3, Def.—The boundaries of a solid are surfaces (that is,

the surfaces separate it from the surrounding space).

A surface is no part of a solid.

•JL, Def.—The boundaries of a surface are lines.

A line is no part of a surface.

S, Def.—The boundaries (or ends) of a line are points.

A point is no part of a line.



4 GEOMETRY

0, The solid, surface, line, and point are the four funda-

mental conceptions of geometry. They may also be con-

sidered in the reverse order, thus

:

(i.) A point has position but no magnitude.

(2.) If a point moves, it generates (traces) a line.

This motion gives to the line its only magnitude, length.

(3.) If a line moves (not along itself), it generates a surface.

This motion gives to the surface, besides length, breadth.

(4.) If a surface moves (not along itself), it generates a solid.

This motion gives to the solid, besides length and breadth, thickness.

Def.—A figure is any combination of points, lines, sur-

faces, or solids.

7. Def.—A straight line is a line which is the shortest

path between any two of its points.

S. Def.—A plane surface (or simply a plane) is a surface

such that, if any two points in it are taken, the straight line

passing through them lies wholly in the surface.

0, Def.—Two straight lines are parallel which lie in the

same plane and never meet, however far produced.

GEOMETRIC AXIOMS

10. All the truths of geometry rest upon three funda-

mental axioms, viz.

:

(rt.) Straight line axiom.—Through every two points in space

there is one and only one straight line.

This is sometimes expressed as follows : Two points determine a

straight line.

{b.) Parallel axiom.—Through a given point there is one and

only one straight line parallel to a given straight line.

(^.) Superposition axiom.—Any figure in a plane may be freely

moved about in that plane without change of size or shape. Like-

wise, any figure in space may be freely moved about in space with-

out change of size or shape.
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GENERAL AXIOMS

11, In reasoning from one geometric truth to another the

following general axioms are also employed, viz.

:

(I.) Things equal to the same thing are equal to each other.

(2.) If equals be added to equals, the wholes are equal.

(3.) If equals be taken from equals, the remainders are equal.

(4.) If equals be added to unequals, the wholes are unequal in the

same order.

(5.) If equals be taken from unequals, the remainders are une-

qual in the same order.

(6.) If unequals be taken from equals, the remainders are une-

qual in the opposite order.

(7.) If equals be multiplied by equals, the products are equal

;

and if unequals be multiplied by equals, the products are unequal

in the same order.

(8.) If equals be divided by equals, the quotients are equal ; and

if unequals be divided by equals, the quotients are unequal in the

same order.

(9.) If unequals be added to unequals, the lesser to the lesser

and the greater to the greater, the wholes will be unequal in the

same order.

(10.) The whole is greater than any of its parts.

(II.) The whole is equal to the sum of all its parts.

(12.) If of two unequal quantities the lesser increases (continu-

ously and indefinitely) while the greater decreases ; they must be-

come equal once and but once.

(13.) If of three quantities the first is greater than the second

and the second greater than the third, then the first is greater

than the third.

12, Def.—Plane Geometry treats of figures in the same

plane.

13, Dcf.—Solid Geometry, or the geometry of space,

treats of figures not wholly in the same plane.
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BOOK I

FIGURES FORMED BY STRAIGHT LINES

14, Defs,—An angle is a figure formed by two straight

lines diverging from the same point.

This point is the vertex of the angle, and the lines are its sides.

A clear notion of an angle may be obtained by observing the hands of a

clock, which form a continually varying angle.

We may designate an angle by a letter placed within as a and b in Fig. i,

and c in Fig. 2.

Three letters may be used, viz.: one letter on each of its sides, together

with one at the vertex, which must be written between the other two, as

AOC, BOC, and A OB m Fig. i, and A'O'B' in Fig. 2.

If there is but one angle at a point, it may be denoted by a single letter

at that point, as 0' in Fig. 2.

Angles with a common vertex and side, as a and b, are

said to be adjacent.
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7

7«7. Def.—Two angles are equal if they can be made to

coincide. Also, in general, any two figures are equal which

can be made to coincide.

Thus, suppose we place the angle AOB on the angle A' OB' so that O
shall fall at 0\ and the side OA along 0'A'\ then, if the side OB also falls

along 0'B' , the angles are equal, whatever may be the length of each of their

sides.

16, Dcf.—When one straight line is drawn from a point

in another, so that the two adjacent angles are equal, each

of these angles is a right angle, and the lines are perpen-

dicular.

o
RIGHT ANGLES ACUTE ANGLE 03TUSE ANGLE

Thus, if the angles AOC and COB are equal, they are right angles, and

CO is perpendicular to AB.

When a straight line is perpendicular to another straight line,

its point of intersection with the second line is called the foot of

the perpendicular.

17. Dcf.—An acute angle is an angle less than a right

angle ; an obtuse angle, greater.

The term oblique angle may be applied to any angle which is

not a right angle.
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM

IS. From a point in a straight line one perpendicular^ and

only one^ can be drawn (on the same side of the given straight

line).

Given a straight line, AB, and any point, O, upon it.

To PROVE—from O one, and only one, perpendicular can be drawn to

AB (on the same side of AB),

Suppose a straight line OX to revolve about O. Ax. c

In every one of its successive positions it forms two dif-

ferent angles with the line AB, viz. : XOA and XOB.

As it revolves from the position OA around to the posi-

tion OB the lesser angle, XOA, will continuously increase,

and the other, XOB, will continuously decrease.

Ther.e must, therefore, be one and only one position of

OX, as OX' where the angles become equal. Ax. 12

[If, of two unequal quantities, the lesser increases, etc.]

That is, there must be one and only one perpendicular to

AB^'lO. Q. E. D.

Question.—The above proposition applies to the plane of the diagram.

Could you draw any other lines perpendicular to AB at out of the plane of

the page ?
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PROPOSITION II. THEOREM

19. All right angles are equal.

X— 'A X.

B'

O'

Given any two right angles AOB and A'O'B'.

To PROVE they are equal.

Apply A'O'B' to AOB so that the vertex O' shall fall on

Oj and so that A', any point in one side of A'O'B', shall

fall on some point iii OA or OA produced.

Then the line O'A' will coincide with OA, even if both be

produced indefinitely. Ax. a
[Two points determine a straight line.]

If O'B' should not fall along OB, there would be two

lines, O'B' and OB, perpendicular to the same line from the

same point, which is impossible. § i8

[From a point in a straight line, one perpendicular, and only one can be

drawn.]

Therefore O'B' must fall along OB—that is, the angles

A'O'B' and AOB coincide and are equal. q. e. d.
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20» Defs.—A circle is a figure bounded by a line al)

points of which are equally distant from a point within

called the centre.

O ^A ~^

The bounding line is called the circumference.

Any portion of the circumference is called an arc.

Any one of the equal lines from the centre to the circum-

ference (as OA) is called a radius.

21. Construction. To draw a perpendicular from a

straight line AB at some point in it, as O.

FIRST METHOD

First method.—Place a right-angled ruler T with the ver-

tex of its right angle at O and one of its edges along AB.

Draw OE along its other edge. OE will be the required

line for, first, it is drawn through O, and, second, it is drawn

perpendicular to AB.
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The student should observe that it is impossible to construct an absolutely

accurate diagram, for no ruler is absolutely accurate nor can it be applied with

absolute accuracy. Moreover the dots and marks formed by a pencil, how^-

ever well sharpened, are not absolute points and lines, for the dots have some

magnitude, and the marks j^///<f breadth. Diagrams only approximate the ideal

points and lines intended.

If, however, the practical means employed could be made perfect, the re-

sulting construction loould be absolutely exact. Hence we may say of the

preceding construction, the metJiod is perfect, though the means can never

be. This method is largely used by draughtsmen and carpenters.

>^

y;y<\ o

SECOND METHOD COMPASSES

Second method {vf'ith. straight ruler and compasses).—Take

(9 as a centre, and with any convenient radius describe with

the compasses two arcs cutting AB ?i\.X and Y. Then with

X and Y as centres, with a somewhat longer radius describe

two arcs cutting each other at Z. Join OZ with the ruler.

OZ will be the perpendicular required.

[The correctness of the second method can be proved after reaching § 89.]

Of the two methods above described, the first has the advantage of quick-

ness, but it assumes that the ruler is really made with a right angle, that is,

it assumes that some one has already constructed a right angle and all we do

is to copy it. The second method is free from this assumption, though, in

both methods, it is assumed that the ruler is made with a straight edge, that

is, that some one has already constructed a straight line. The first way of*

constructing a straight line was by stretching a string, a method still used by

carpenters. In fact the word "straight" originally meant "stretched."

The ancient Egyptians used this method, and even invented a way of mak-

ing a right angle by stretching a cord, (See foot-note to § 317.)
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PROPOSITION III. THEOREM

^^. The tivo angles which one straight line makes with an-

other, upon one side of it, are together equal to tzvo right angles.

Given—the straight line CM meeting the straight line AB atM and

forming the angles a and b.

To PROVE a-\-b— i right angles.

Suppose J/X drawn perpendicular to AB. § i8

[From a point in a straight line one perpendicular can be drawn.]

Then BMX-\-XMA-2 right angles. § i6

We may substitute for BMX its equal, a-\-CMX. Ax. 1

1

[A whole is equal to the sum of its parts.]

This gives a^CMX-\-XMA=2 right angles.

We may now substitute for CMX-\-XMA the angle b.

[Same axiom.]

This gives a-Vb— 2 right angles. q. e. d.

^5. Defs.—Two angles whose sum is equal to a right an-

gle, are complementary angles.

Two angles whose sum is two right angles, are supple-

mentary angles.

The two angles which one straight line makes with anoth-

er on one side of it (as a and b), are supplementary-adjacent

angles.
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^4. Cor. I. If one of the angles formed by the intersec-

tion of two straight liiies is a right angle, the others are right

angles. (Fig. I.)

Hint.—Apply Proposition III.

FIG. 3

25, Cor. II. If of two intersecting straight lines one is

perpendicular to the other, then the second is also perpejidicu-

lar to the first.

Hint.—Apply Corollary I.

26, In Corollaries the proof is left, wholly or in part, to the student.

Practice will give him the power of carefully stating and separating the steps

^Xi^ findingfor each a satisfactory reason.

27• Cor. III. The sum of all the angles about a point on

one side of a straight line equals two right angles. (Fig. 2.)

Hint.—Group the angles into two angles and apply Proposition III.

2H* Cor. IV. The sum of all the angles about a point

equals four right angles. (Fig. 3.)

Hint.—Prolong one of the lines through the vertex, separating the oppo-

site angle c into two angles, and apply Corollary III.

Question.— If, of three angles around a point, two are eacli one and a third

right angles, how much is the third angle ?

Question.—If six angles about a point are all equal, how large is each

angle ?
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PROPOSITION IV. theor;em

^.9. If two adjacent angles are together equal to two right

angles^ their exterior sides are in the same straight line.

[The converse of Proposition III.]

Given «+ jE'6>^= 2 right angles.

To PROVE AO and OB form one straight line.

Hyp.

§22

Ax. I

Ax. 3

Let OX he the prolongation of AO.

a-\-E0B= 2 right angles.

a-\-E0X—2 right angles.

[Being sup. -adj.]

Hence a-\-EOB= a-^EOX.
Subtracting a, EOB^EOX.
Hence OB must coincide with OX.

Otherwise one of the angles [EOB and EOX) would in-

clude the other, and they could not be equal. Ax. 10

Therefore OB lies in the same straight line with OA.
Q. E. D.

Question.—If two angles are supplementary-adjacent, and their difference

is one right angle, how large is each ?

Question.—The angles on the same side of a straight line are three in

number. The greatest is three times the least, and the remaining one is

twice the least. How large is each? In how many ways can they be ar-

ranged on the straight line ?
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PROPOSITION V. THEOREM

»50. If two straight lines intersect, the opposite {or vertical)

angles are equal.

I
Given—two intersecting straight lines forming the opposite angles

a and a'.

To PROVE a^a'.

Therefore

Subtracting a-,

a { x= 2 right angles. §22

a' -{-x= 2 right angles. §22
[Being, in each case, sup.-adj.]

a-\-x= a' -{-x. Ax. I

a=.a'. Ax. 3

Q. E. D.

PARALLEL LINES AND SYMMETRICAL FIGURES

5^. Def.—Two straight lines are parallel which lie in the

same plane, but never meet, however far produced.

PARALLEL LINES
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32, Def.—Two figures are symmetrical with respect

to a straight line called an axis of symmetry, when, if one

of them be folded over on that line as an axis, it will coin-

cide with the other. (Fig. I.)

A clear notion of this kind of symmetry may be obtained by drawing any
figure in ink, and before the ink has dried folding the paper on to itself over

a crease. The original figure and the resulting impression arc symmetrical

with respect to the crease as an axis, (Fig. 2.)

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM

S3, Tivo straight lines perpendicular to the same straight

line are parallel.

x'<:::

M' A

:^±^

M

N

GiVEK

To PROVE

AM and BN perpendicular to AB.

AM and BN parallel.
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If AM and ^iV should meet, either at the right or left, as

at X, fold the figure AXB about AB as an axis to form the

symmetrical impression AX'B, the right angles a and b

forming the impressions a' and b' respectively.

Then AM and AM' form one and the same straight line,

and BN and BN' form one and the same straight line.

§29
[If' two adjacent angles (as a' and a) are together equal to two right an-

gles, their exterior sides are in the same straight line.]

Hence we would have two straight lines through X and

X'y which is absurd. Ax. a
[Two points determine a straight line.]

Therefore AM and BN cannot meet, and, as they lie in

the same plane, they must be parallel. § 31

Q. E. D.

Question.—Will the preceding proposition still be true if the lines are not

all confined to one plane ?

34, Cor. Through a given point P without the line one

and only one perpendienlar can be drawn to a given straight

line, AB.

Outline proof : From in another line CD erect a perpendicular OE.

(By what authority?) Superpose CD upon AB, and move it along ^^5 until

OE contains P. (What axiom applies ?)

Second, suppose two were possible, as PX and P V, and show that this

would contradict Proposition VI.
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35, Construction. To drop a perpendicular to a straight

line AB from a point P without the line.

First meihod.~Ap^\y a straight edge of a ruler R to the

straight Hne AB. Place one side of a right-angled ruler T
upon the ruler i?, making another side perpendicular to AB.

Then slide T along AB until the perpendicular edge con-

tains P. Draw PE along that edge. PE is the perpen-

dicular required, for it is drawn through P and is perpen-

dicular to AB.

X:

Second method.—From P as a centre with a convenient

radius describe an arc cutting AB at X and Y. Then with

X and Y in turn as centres describe arcs with equal radii

intersecting at Z. Join PZ. This will be the required per-

pendicular.

[This can be proved correct after reaching § 104.]
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PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM

36. If tivo straight lines are parallel, and a third straight

line is perpendicular to one of them, it is perpendicular to the

Otiier. [Converse of Proposition VI.]

Given—CZ> and AB parallel, and PO perpendicular to AB.

To PROVE PO perpendicular to CD.

Suppose XY to be drawn through O perpendicular to OP.

Then XY is parallel \o AB. % 33
[Two straight lines perpendicular to the same straight line are parallel.]

But CD is parallel to AB. Hyp.

Hence CD must coincide with XY. Ax. b

[Through any point there is one and only one straight line parallel to a

given straight line.]

That is CD must be perpendicular to PO,

and OP is perpendicular to CD. § 25

Q. E. D.

57. Construction. To draw a straight line through a

given point C parallel to a given straight line AB.

First method (Fig. i).—Place a right-angled ruler in the

position T, making one edge about the right angle coinci-

dent with AB, and along the other edge place a ruler R.
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Then hold the ruler R firmly against the paper. Slide Zto

the position T till its edge reaches C. Draw CX. It is

the parallel required. (Why ?)

B A ^

dX

^

^ B

Second method (Fig. 2).—From C draw CD perpendicular

to AB. § 35

At {7 draw ^'X perpendicular to CD. % 21

Then CX is the required parallel to AB. (Why ?)

PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM

SS, If two straight lines are parallel to a third straight

line
J
they are parallel to each other.

M

Given M and N each parallel to AB.

To PROVE M and N parallel to each other.
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If M and N should meet, as at X, we would have two

parallels to AB through the same point X, which is ab-

surd. Ax. b

[Through one point there is one and only one straight line parallel to a

given straight line.]

Therefore M and N cannot meet, and, lying in the same

plane, must be parallel. § 31

Q. E. D.

39. Defs.—When two straight lines are cut by a third

straight line, of the eight angles formed

—

a, b, a', b', are interior angles.

A, B, A\ B\ are exterior angles.

a and a', or b and b\ are alternate-interior angles.

A and^', or^ and ^', are alternate-exterior angles.

A and a\ b and B\ B and b', or a and A\ are correspond-

ing angles.

Question.—Of the eight angles, which are always equal, and why?
Question.—If A=A', what other angles are also equal to A, and why ?

Are the remaining angles all equal, and if so, why ?

Question.—If A = A' and also A = B, what angles are equal, and why?
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40* Defs.—Two figures are symmetrical with respect

to a point called the centre of symmetry when, if one of

them is revolved half way round on this point as a pivot, it

will coincide with the other.

A single figure is said to be symmetrical with respect to

a point called the centre of symmetry if, when the figure is

turned half way round on this point as a pivot, each portion

of the figure will take the position previously occupied by

another part.

[A figure is said to be turned lialf way round a point when a line through

the point turns through two right angles.]

.O

TWO FIGURES SYMMETRICAL A SINGLE FIGITOE SYMMETRICAL
Wri'H RESPECT TO O WITH RESPECT TO O

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM

4:1, When two straight lines are cut by a third straight

line, if the two interior angles on the same side of the cutting

line are together equal to two right angles, then the two

straight lines are parallel.

K — a'/b

if. .pX

Given—PQ cutting QM and PN so that a and d on the same side of

PQ are together equal to two right angles.

To PROVE QM and PJV parallel.
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About O, the middle point of PQ, as a pivot, revolve the

figure QMXNP\\-d\{ way round to the symmetrical position

PM'X'N'Q, so that /*and Q exchange places.

The angle a is the supplement of b. Hyp.

Hence, when a takes the position a', PM' must be the

prolongation of PN. § 29
[If two adjacent angles equal two right angles, their exterior sides foriu

the same straight line.]

Likewise QN' is the prolongation of QM,

Now if these lines should meet on the right of PQ, as

at Xy they would also meet on the left, at X'

.

§ 40

And we would have two straight lines between the two

points, X and X\ which is absurd. Ax. a

If they do not meet on the right of PQ, neither can they

meet on the left of it. § 40

Hence QM Sind PN do not meet, and, being in the same

plane, are parallel. q. e. d.
•V

It may be observed that the preceding proposition rests on only t7i'o of the

three geometric axioms stated in § lo, viz. : the superposition axiom, assumed

in turning the figure unchanged about 0, and the straight-line axiom, used

to prove that there cannot be two straight lines between X and X' . The

parallel axiom (viz.: that through a point only one straight line can be drawn

parallel to a given straight line) has only been used so far in Propositions

VII. and VIII, Mathematicians have tried to dispense with the parallel

axiom entirely, but have not succeeded. In fact, Lobatchewsky in 1829

proved that we can never get rid of the parallel axiom without assuming

the space in which we live to be very different from what we know it to

be through experience. Lobatchewsky tried to imagine a different sort of

universe in which the parallel axiom would not be true. This imaginary

kind of space is called non-Eticlidean space, whereas the space in which we
really live is called Euclidean, because Euclid (about 300 B.C.) first wrote a

systematic geometry of our space. In Lobatchewsky 's space, Proposition IX.

would be true, but Propositions VII. and VIII. would not be true, nor would

§§ 47, 48, 49, 51, 58, etc., in Book L.and §§ 284, 327, 329, etc., in Book
III.
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42. Construction. To bisect a given straight line, AB,

First method (Fig. i).—At A and B erect Aa and Bb equal

perpendiculars on opposite sides of AB. Join ah cutting

AB at O. O is the required middle point.

Proof.—Suppose the middle point of AB is not O, but

some other point as X.

Then turn the whole figure about X until AX coincides

with its equal BX, A falling on B (call this position of A,

A'\ and B on A (call this position of B, B'). And O will

assume the position O' on the opposite side of X.

Then the perpendicular Aa will fall along Bb. § i8

[From a point in a straight line only one perpendicular can be drawn.]

And a will fall on b (call this position of a, a).

[Since Aa is equal to Bl>.^

Likewise b will fall on a (call this position of b, b').

Then the straight line aOb takes the position a' O'b'

.

That is, through two points, a and b, there would be two

straight lines, which is absurd. Ax. a

Hence the supposition that O is not the middle point is

false, and O is the middle point. q. e. d.
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X

/\.

FIG. 3

Second method (Fig. 2).—From A and ^ as centres with

the same radius describe arcs intersecting at X and Y. Join

;JfF intersecting AB at O, the required middle point.

[This method can be proved correct after reaching § 104.]

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM

4:3, If two straight lines are cut by a third straight line,

making the alternate-interior angles equal, the lines are par-

allel.

Dv./
—

o-K/h

A-» uA
,

Given a^=za'.

To PROVE AB and CD parallel.

§22a' \-b— 2 right angles.

[Being sup. -adj.]

Substitute for a' its equal a.

Then a-\-b= 2 right angles.

Therefore AB is parallel to CD. § 41

[When two straight lines are cut by a third straight line, if the two inte-

rior angles on the same side of the cutting line are together equal to two

right angles, then the two straight lines are parallel.] q, e. D.
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44, Cor. I. If two or more straight lines are cut by a

thirds so that corresponding angles are equals the straight

lines are parallel.

HinL—Reduce to Proposition X.by means of Proposition V.

4o, Cor. II. If two straight lines are cut by a third

straight line so that the alternate-exterior aiigles are equals

the lines are parallel.

Hint.—Reduce to Proposition X.by Proposition V.

4(i, Exercise.—Show by § 44 that the construction of § 37

may be effected as in the preceding figure.
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PROPOSITION XL THEOREM

47, If two parallel lines are cut by a third straight line,

the sum of the tivo interior angles on the same side of the cut-

ting line is two right angles.

I

[Converse of Proposition IX. J

Given—^^ and CD parallel and cut by the straight line OP.

To PROVE /y-\-P0B=2 right angles.

Suppose XY to be a line drawn through (9, making

b-{-P0Y=2 right angles.

Then XY is parallel to CD. § 41
[When two straight lines are cut by a third straight line, if the two inte-

rior angles on the same side of the cutting line are together equal to two

right angles, the two straight lines are parallel.]

But AB is parallel to CD. Hyp.

Hence AB coincides with XY. Ax. l?

[Through a given point only one straight line can be drawn parallel to a

given straight line.]

And POB=POY. Coinciding

Hence b^POB=b+ POY. Ax. 2

But ^+ P(9F= 2 right angles. Cons.

Hence b-\-P0B=2 right angles. Ax. i

Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM

4iS, If two parallel lines, are cut by a third straight line^

then the alternate-interior angles are eqical.

[Converse oi Pioposition X.}

Given AB and CD parallel.

To PROVE b-AOP.

Suppose XY to be a line drawn thro-ugh O, making

XOP^b.
Then XY is parallel to CD. % 43

[If two straight lines are cut by a third straight line, making the alternate-

interior angles equal, the lines are parallel.
|

But AB\?. parallel to CD. Hyp.

Hence AB coincides with XY. Ax. b

And AOP^XOP. Coinciding

But b=XOF, Hyp.

Therefore AOP^b. Ax. I

Q. E. D.

4A), COR. If two or more parallel lines are cut by a third

straight line, the corresponding angles are equal.

Hint. —Reduce to Proposition XII.
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50* Remark.—It follows from the previous propositions

and corollaries that if two lines are parallel and cut by a

third straight line, as in the figure,

I ..„^ B=b=b'=B\
and any angle of the first set is supplementary to any angle

of the second set.

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM

51, Two angles whose sides are parallel, each to each, are

either equal or supplementary.

Given—the angles at O and O' with their sides OA and OB respec-

tively parallel to C/'and ED.

To PROVE the angle a^=.a', and ^+ (5=2 right angles.
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.A

^49

Ax. I

§22

Q. E. D.

Produce OB and O'C until they intersect

Then a=x
a'—x

[Being corresponding angles of parallel lines.]

Therefore a=a\

Moreover, a' -\-b=2 right angles.

Substituting a for its equal a\

a+ b=2 right angles.

52» Remark.—To determine when the angles are equal

and when supplementary, we observe that every angle,

viewed from its vertex, has a right and a left side. (Thus

OA is the left side of «.) Now, if the two angles have the

right side of one parallel to the right side of the other and

likewise their left sides parallel, they are equal ; whereas,

if the right side of each is parallel to the left side of the

other, they are supplementary. Or, briefly, if their parallel

sides are in the same right-and-left order, they are equal, if

in opposite order, supplementary.

Thus, a .and EO'F, which have their sides parallel, right to right {OB to

O'E) and left to left {OA to O'F), are equal, while a and EO' C, which have

their sides parallel right to left {OB to OE) and left to right {OA to O'C),

are supplementary. The student can easily test and verify all the sixteen

cases obtained by comparing each of the four angles about O with each of

the four about O'.
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PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM

53. Two angles whose sides are perpendicular, each io each,

are either equal or supplementary.

^F Given—the angle NOM, or a, and the lines AB and CD intersecting

at O' and respectively perpendicular to 07V and OM.

To PROVE—the angle a= a', and a-^b= 2 right angles.

At O, draw OA' parallel to AB and OC parallel to CD.

OA', being parallel to AB, is perpendicular to ON. § 36
[If two straight lines are parallel, and a third straight line is perpendic-

ular to one of them, it is perpendicular to the other.]

For the same reason OCj being parallel to CD, is perpen-

dicular to OM.
From each of the right angles A'ON and COM take

away the common angle w.

This leaves c=a. Ax. 3

But c=a\ §51
[Having their sides respectively parallel, and in the same right-and-left

order.]

Therefore a= a'. Ax. i

Moreover a' -{b=2 right angles. § 22
[Being supplementary-adjacent,

]

Substituting a for its equal a',

a-\-b=2 right angles. q. e. d.
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54, Remark.—The angles are equal if their sides are per-

pendicular right to right and left to left, but supplementary

if their sides are perpendicular in opposite right-and-left

order.

Thus a and DO'B, which have their right sides {OM and 0'U) perpen-

dicular and their left sides ((9A^and O'B) perpendicular, are equal ; etc., etc,

TRIANGLES

^*5. Def.—A triangle is a figure bounded by three straight

lines called its sides.

56, Def.—A right triangle is a triangle one of whose

angles is a right angle.

57. Def.—An equiangular triangle is one whose angles

are all equal.

PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM

55, The Slim of the three angles of any triangle is tivo

right angles."^

Given ABC, any triangle, with a, b, and c its angles.

To PROVE a-\-b-\-c — 2 right angles.

Draw KH parallel to BC, and from (9, any point of this

line, draw OE and OD parallel respectively to the sides AB
and AC.

* This was first proved by Pythagoras or his followers about 550 B.C. !'l
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Then a—a^

c=c'
J

[Having their sides parallel and in the same right-and-left order.]

Hence a^b-\-c= a' -^-b' -^-c'. Ax. 2

lut rt' -4- <^'-|-r' = 2 right angles. §27
[The sura of all the angles about a point on one side of a straight line

equals two right angles.
]

!ence a-\-b-{-c= 2 right angles. Ax. I

Q. E. D.

59, Cor. I. If otie side of a triangle be produced, the ex-

rrior angle thus formed equals the sum of the two opposite

xterior angles {and hence is greater than either of them).

Outline proof: rt!+/5+^= 2 right angles =jr-}-<:, whence rt+^=jr.

[Give reasons.]

GO, Cor. II. If the sum of tzvo angles of a triangle be

~given, the third angle may be found by taking the sum from

two right angles,
^^^hat axiom applies ?]

ai. Cor. III. If two angles of one triangle are equal re-

spectively to tzvo angles of another triangle, the third angles

will be equal,
j-^yi^^^ ^^^.^ ^^i^^^^ ^ppj^ ^-j

02, Cor. IV. A triangle can have but one right angle, or

one obtuse angle.

63, Cor. V. In a right triangle the stmt of the two angles

besides the right angle is equal to one right angle,

64, Cor. VI. In an equiangular triangle, each angle is

one-third of two right angles, and hence two-thirds of one

right angle.

\
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05, Defs.—A polygon is a figure bounded by straight

lines called its sides.

A polygon is convex, if no straight line can meet its sides

in more than two points.

PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM

(yO, The sum of all the angles of any polygo7i is twice as

many right angles as the figure has sides, less four right

angles.

Given ABCDE, any polygon, having n sides.

To PROVE—the sum of its angles is 2^— 4 right angles.

From anj^ point within the polygon draw lines to all

the vertices forming n triangles.

The sum of the angles of each triangle is equal to 2 right

angles. § 58

Hence the sum of the angles of the n triangles is equal to

2n right angles.

But the angles of the polygon make up all the angles

of all the triangles except the angles about O, which make

4 right angles. § 28

Hence the sum of the angles of the polygon is 2/^—4

right angles. q. e. d.

\
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6*7. Defs.—A quadrilateral is a polygon of four sides, a

pentagon, of five, a hexagon, of six, an octagon, of eight, a

decagon, of ten, a dodecagon, of twelve, a pentedecagon.

f fifteen.

6*^. Exercise.—The sum of the angles of a quadrilateral

[uals what ? of a pentagon ? of a hexagon ?

PROPOSITION XVII. THEOREM

6,9. If the sides of any polygon be successively produced,

forming one exterior angle at each vertex, the sum of these

'terior angles is four right angles.

Given— the polygon P with successive exterior angles a, b, c, d, e.

To PROVE rt4-<^+ <^+^H-^=4 right angles.

Through any point O draw lines successively parallel to

the sides produced.

Then a—a'^

b=b'A ' §51
c=c

etc.

[Two angles are equal if their sides are parallel and in the same order.]

Hence a-{-b-]-c+Qtc. = a' -\-b' -\-c' -\-Gic. Ax. 2

But a'-\-b' -\-c'-^ etc. =4 right angles. § 28

Therefore ^H-^ + ^+ etc. =4 right angles. Ax. i

Q. E. D.
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70, Defs,—An isosceles triangle is a triangle two of

whose sides are equal. The third side is called the base.

The opposite vertex is called the vertex of the isosceles tri-

angle, and the angle at that vertex the vertex angle. An
equilateral triangle is one whose three sides are equal.

PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM

7i. The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal.

A

Given—the isosceles triangle ABC, AB and AC being equal sides.

To PROVE the angle B equals the angle C.

Suppose AD to be a line bisecting the angle A.

On AD as an axis revolve the figure^/) (7 till it falls upon

the plane of ADB.
ACwWX fall along yi^.

[Since angle a =i b,hy construction.

J

C will fall on B.

[Since AB= AC, hy hypothesis.

]

DB will coincide with DC. Ax. a
[Their extremities being the same points.]

Hence angle ^wangle C. § 15

[Since they coincide.] Q. E. D

72, Cor. I. The lin€ zvhich bisects the vertex angle of an

isosceles triangle bisects the base.

Hint.—Show where this was proved in the preceding demonstration.
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75. Cor. II. The line joining the middle poi?it of tJie base

zvith the vertex ofan isosceles triangle bisects the vertex angle.

Hint.—If not, draw the line which does bisect the vertex angle and prove

it coincides with the given line.

174.

Cor. III. Every equilateral triangle is also equian-

ular, and each angle is one-third of tivo right angles.

On the sides of the angle, lay off AX=A V. Join XV.
Bisect XFatZ(§ 42). Join AZ. ^Zvvill bisect the angled.

The student may prove this method correct.

//int.—Apply one of the preceding corollaries.

proposition XIX. THEOREM

70* If two sides of a triangle arc unequal., the opposite an-

gles are unequal., and the greater angle is opposite the greater

side.

C

Given in the triangle ABC the side BC^ side AB.

\ To PROVE the angle ;// > angle //.
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On BC take BD^BA, and join AD.

Then x=^x'

.

§ 71

[Being base angles of an isosceles triangle.]

But x'>n. § 59

[An exterior angle of a triangle (ADC) is greater than either of the oppo-

site interior angles.]

Substituting x for x\ x'yn.

But m>x. Ax. 10

Hence m>n. Ax. 13

Q. E. D.
Outline proof: 7ii'yx^:ix '^n, hence m'y>n.

PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM

77. If two angles of a triangle are equals the sides opposite

are equal—that is, the triangle is isosceles.

[Converse of Proposition XVIII.]

I

I:

Given in the triangle ABC, the angle 3=^.

To PROVE side /lC= side y^Z?.
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If AC and AB were unequal, b and c would be unequal.

§76
[If two sides of a triangle are unequal the opposite angles are unequal, etc.]

But this contradicts the hypothesis that angle /^ wrangle c.

Hence AC=AB. q. e. d

t

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM

78* If two angles of a triangle are U7iequal, the opposite

ides are unequal, and the greater side is opposite the greater

ngle.

[Converse of Proposition XIX.]

Given in the triangle ABC, the angle a > angle c.

To PROVE side ^C> side ^^.

Either AB is equal to, greater than, or less than BC.

If AB= BC, then would c= a. § 71

[The angles at the base of an isosceles triangle are equal.]

If AB>BC, then would c>a. § 76
[If two sides of a triangle are unequal, the opposite angles are unequal, and

the greater angle is opjX)site the greater side.]

But both of these conclusions contradict the hypothesis

that angle «> angle e.

Therefore AB<BC q, e. d.
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PROPOSITION XXII. THEOREM

7^. If two triangles have two sides and the included angle

of one, equal respectively to two sides and the included angle

of the othery the triangles are equal.

Given—AB, AQ and a, of the triangle ABC respectively equal to

A'B', A'C, and a', of the triangle A'B'C.

To PROVE the two triangles are equal.

Place ABC on A^B^C\ making ^^ coincide with its equal

• A'B'

Then, since a=a\ the side ^C will fall along A^C\
Also, since AC=A^C\ the point 6' will fall on C'.

Then BC will coincide with B'C Ax. a
[Having their extremities in the same points.

3

And, since the triangles completely coincide, they are

equal. § 15

Q. E. D.

SO, Construction. To construct an angle at a given

point A ' as its vertex, and cm a giveff line A '
B' as a side^ equal

to a given angle BA C at a different vertex A.
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First method (JF'ig. i).—Place a triangular ruler, R, so that

the straight edge falls along AB. Mark y on another edge

where this edge cuts AC. Also mark the point A on the

ruler and call it O, Draw Oy on the ruler. Then the an-

Ikle

BAC is reproduced on the ruler as xOy. Then, placing

llie ruler with O ^t A' and Ox along A'B\ retransfer the

angle xOy of the ruler to the paper making B'A'C Then

h'A'C=:BAC.
I Which geometric axiom and which general axiom apply?

I Evidently a visiting-card or any piece of paper with a straight edge will

I
serve the purpose.

I Second method (Fig. 2).—With ^ as a centre and any con-

venient radius describe an arc xy. With ^^ as a centre and

the same radius describe the indefinite arc x'z' . Then take

xy as a radius, and with x' as a centre describe an arc inter-

secting x's' at y. Join y'A'. y'A'B' is the angle re-

quired-

This cannot be proved until reaching § 89.

SI, Construction. To form a triangle with two sides

and the included angle equal respe£tiv£ly to two lines, a and b^

and a given angle^ x.

Lay off AC-a. Make x'^x (§80). Lay ofif AB=b.
Join BC. ABC is the triangle required, having its two sides

and included angle constructed as required-
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PROPOSITION XXIII. THEOREM

S2> If two triangles have a side and tzvo adjacent angles

of one equal to a side and tzvo adjacent angles of the other, the

two triangles are equal.

GlVEN~in the two triangles ABC and A'B'C, AB=A'B', and the

angles A and B equal respectively to A' and B'.

To PROVE the triangles are equal.

Apply ABC to A'B'C making AB coincide with A'B'.

Then ^(f will fall along A'C, and likewise BC along B'C.
[Since the angles A and £ respectively equal A' and B'.^

Hence C must fall somewhere on A'Cy and likewise some-

where on B'C.

It must therefore fall on their intersection C,

And, since the triangles completely coincide, they are

equal. q. e. d.

S3, Cor. L If tzvo triangles have a side and any two an-

gles of one equal respectively to a side and two similarly sit-

uated angles of the other, the triangles are equal.

Hint.—Reduce to the preceding Proposition by § 60.

Question.—In how many ways can ABC and A'B'C have a side and two

similarly situated angles equal ? Draw two triangles having a side and two

angles of each equal but without having the angles similarly situated.

84:, Defs,—The hypotenuse of a right triangle is the

side opposite the right angle. The other sides are called

the perpendicular sides.
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Sii. Cor. II. Two right triangles are equal, if the hypote-

nuse and an acute angle of one are respectively equal to the

hypotenuse and an acute angle of the other.

86. Cor. III. Tivo right triafigles are equal, if a perpen-

Ucular side and an acute angle of one are respectively equal

\o a perpendicular side and the similarly situated acute ang/e

the other.

87 • Construction. If tivo angles of a triangle are equal

given angles a and b, to find the third aiigle.

On any line OA construct angle a' z=za, and on OB at the

same vertex O construct b' =:b. Produce OA to D making

the angle x with OC. x is the angle required.

[Prove by § 6o.]

88. Construction. To form a triangle ivith a side and

tivo angles equal respectively to a given line in and two angles

a and b.

\
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Find (by § 87) x the third angle of the triangle.

Draw any straight line AB equal to lUy and at A and B
construct whichever two angles of the three, a^ b^ x^ be re-

quired to be adjacent to the given side. If the constructed

sides of these angles produced meet, let C be the point of

intersection. ABC is the triangle required. For AB equals

m by construction, and the angles a^ and b' equal a and b by

construction or by proof (§ 60).

Discussion.—This problem is impossible if the two given angles are to-

gether equal to or greater than two right angles (by § 58).

Question.—Is the problem of § 81 ever impossible ?

PROPOSITION XXIV. THEOREM

^,9. If tivo triangles have their three sides respectively

equal, they are equal.

Given—in the triangles ABC and A'B'C, AB=A'B', BC^B'C, and

AC^A'C.

To PROVE triangle y^^C= triangle A'B'C.

Flace A'B'C so that B'C shall coincide with its equal BC,

but ^' shall fall on the side of BC opposite y^, and join AA'.

The triangle ABA ' hasAB= A'B, that is, is isosceles. Hyp.

Hence . a= a\ § 71

[Being base angles of an isosceles triangle.]
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Likewise we may prove b= b'

.

Adding a^-b^a''\-b'.

Or angle ^ = angle A'

.

Hence triangle ^^C=triangle A'B'C

.

[Having two sides and the included angles equal.]

45

Ax. 2

%79

Q. E. D.

90, Construction. To form a triangle zvith its three

\sides equal to given lines a^ b, and c.

Draw AB equal to c. From yl as a centre and with b as

a radius describe an arc. From ^ as a centre with « as a

radius describe another arc. If these arcs intersect join C,

their intersection, with A and B. ABC is the required tri-

angle.

Discussion.—The problem is impossible if one of the given lines fs equal

to or greater than the sum of the other two.

91. Exercise.—By Proposition XXIV. prove that each of

the following constructions is correct:

(I.) For erecting a perpendicular, as in § 21, second method.

(2.) For making an angle equal to a given angle, as in § 80, second

(method.

Question.—If two quadrilaterals have their sides equal, each to each, are

they necessarily equal ?

Question.—In stating Proposition XXIV. does it matter in what order the

sides are arranged ?
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PROPOSITION XXV. THEOREM

9^. If two triangles have tivo sides of one equal respective-

ly to two sides of the other, but the included angle of the first

greater than the included angle of the second, then the third

side of the first is greater than the third side of the second.

Given—two triangles ABV and A'B'C having AB=A'B' and j

^C=:^'C', but angle y^> angle ^'. ^^

To PROVE BCyB'C. \ !

Apply A'B'C to ABC making A'B' coincide with its

equal AB. •

j

The angle A' will fall within the angle BAC.
Draw AX bisecting the angle CAC and meeting BC in X.

Join ex.
In the two triangles A CX and AC

X

AC=AC\
AX=AX,

angle CAX^angle CAX.
Hence triangle ACX^ triangle A CX.
Hence XC=XC.
Now BC<BX+XC. % 7

Hyp.

Iden.

Cons.

§79

[A straight line is the shoitest path between any two of its points.]
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Substituting XC for its equal XC\
BC'<BX^XC.

Or BC'<BC O. E. D.

PROPOSITION XXVI. THEOREM

D3. Iftwo triangles have two sides of one equal to two sides

of the other but the third side of the first greater than the

third side of the second, then the angle opposite the third side

ef the first is greater than the angle opposite the third side of

the second.
[Converse of Proposition XXV.]

Given—in the triangles ABC and ABC, AB=:A'B' and AC<=:A'C,

but BC>B'C.

To PROVE angle ^> angle ^'.

Angle A is either equal to, less than, or greater than an-

^^
' U A =A\ then would BC=B'C §79

[Triangles having two sides and the included angle respectively equal are

equal]

liA<A' then would BC<B'C. % 92
[If two triangles have two sides of one equal respectively to two sides of

the other, but the included angle of the first greater than the included angle

of the second, then the third side of the first is greater than the third side of

the second.]

But both these conclusions contradict the hypothesis.

Therefore A'>A\ q. e. d.
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94. Construction. To form a triangle when two sides,

in and n, and an angle opposite one of them, a, are given.

m

By § 80 construct the given angle a at any vertex A. On

one of its sides lay off AB equal to ;;/. From B 2iS 3. centre

with n as a radius draw an arc intersecting the other side

at X. ABx is the triangle required.

Discussion.—We may classify two groups of cases.

Group I.

—

a bei?ig greater than an acute angle.

CASE I.

—

n not longer than m.

No solution.

CASE II.

—

n longer than in.

One solution.

Group II.

—

a being an acute angle.

CASE I.

—

n shorter than the perpen-

dicular from B to AC.

No solution. q

CASE II.-—« equal to the perpen-

dicular from B io AC.

One solution.
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CASE III.— ;/ longer than the per-

pendicular, but shorter than m.

Two solutions.

CASE IV.— ;/ not shorter than vi.

One solution.

PROPOSITION XXVII. THEOREM

9«5. Iffrom a point witkm a triangle two straight lines

are drawn to the extremities of one side^ their sum will be

less than the sum of the other two sides of the triangle.

Given—the triangle ABC and the lines A'B and A'C drawn from

A' to the extremities of BC.

To PROVE A'B-\-A'C<AB-\-AC.

Prolong BA' to meet AC ?ii X,

Then A'C<A'X+XC.
And also A'B+A'X<XA+AB.

§7
§7

Ax. 9Ad(^mg,A'C-^A'B^-A'X<A'X-\-XC-\-XA+AB.

Cancel A'X from each side and substitute ^C ior XC-\-XA.

Then A'C-\'A'B<AC-irAB. q. e. d.
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PROPOSITION XXVIII. THEOREM

f^G, The perpendicular is the shortest line between a point

and a straight line.

Given—PO the perpendicular from a point /• to a straight line AB
and PM any oblique line from P to AB.

To PROVE PO<^PM.

Revolve PMO about AB to form the symmetrical figure

P'MO. % 32

Then PO=P'0 and PM=^PM.
Also PO and P'O form a straight line. § 29

[If two adjacent angles {a and a) are together two right angles, their exte-

rior sides form a straight line. ]

Now PP'<PM-^MP'. % 7

Or 2 P0<2 PM.

Whence PO<PM. • Ax. 8

Q. E. D.
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.97. Def.—The " distance " from a point to a straight

line means the shortest distance, and hence the perpendic-

ular distance.

PROPOSITION XXIX. THEOREM

f)8. Two oblique Hues draivn from the same point in a

perpendicular cutting off equal distances from the foot of

the perpendicular are equal.

Given—PO perpendicular to AB, and PA and PB drawn from P
cutting off AO=iBO.

To PROVE PA-PB,

In the right triangles POA and POB
PO^PO. Iden.

AO=^BO. Hyp.

Hence triangle 7^6^^ = triangle POB. § 79
[Having two sides and included angle respectively equal.]

Therefore PA=PB.
[Being homologous sides of equal triangles.] Q. e. D.
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PROPOSITION XXX. THEOREM

i}D, Of two oblique lines draivn from ike same point i^t a

perpendicular and cutting off unequal distances from the footy

the more remote is the ^rrcater.

Given PO perpendicular to AB, and 6>Cless than OD.

To PROVE PC<CPD.

Take OC = 0C ?ir\d join PC
Th^nPC^PC. §98

[Two oblique lines drawn from the same point in a perpendicular cutting

off equal distances from the foot of the perpendicular are equal.]

Revolve the figure about AB forming the symmetrical

figure P'DO.

Then PO and OF form the same straight line. § 29
[If two adjatent angles {a and a) are together two right angles, their ex-

terior sides form a straight line.]

Now PC' +FC<PD-^P'D, §95
[If from a point within a triangle, PDP' , two straight lines are drawn to

the extremities of one side, the sum will be less than the sum of the other

two sides of the triangle.]

Substitute PC for its equal impression FC , and likewise

PD for FD,
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Then 2 PC<2 PD,

Whence PC<PD.

Substituting /^(T for Pr, PC<PD.

53

Ax. 8

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION XXXI. THEOREM

100, Iffrom a point in aperpendicular to a given straight

line two equal oblique lines are drawn^ they cut off equal dis-

tances from the foot of the perpendicular, and of tivo tinequal

oblique lines the greater cuts off the greater distance,

[Converse of Proposition XXX.]

I. Given PO perpendicular to AB, and PC—PD. [Fig. i.]

To PROVE OC—OD.

*0C\^ either greater than, less than, or equal to OD.

If OOOD, then would POPD.
\ ^

If OC<OD, then would PC<PD. f
^^

[Of two oblique lines drawn from the same point in a perpendicular and

•cutting off unequal distances from the foot of the perpendicular, the more

remote is the greater.]

But both these conclusions contradict the hypothesis.

Therefore 0C= OD. q. e. d.

II. Given PO perpendicular to AB and PD^PC. [Fig. 2.]

To PROVE ODyOC.
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OD is either equal to, less than, or greater than OC,

If OD^OC, then would PDz=PC. § 98
[Two oblique lines drawn from the same point in a perpendicular cutting

off equal distances from the foot of the perpendicular are equal.]

If OD<OC, then would PD<PC. % 99
[Of two oblique lines drawn from the same point in a perpendicular and

cutting off unequal distances from the foot of the perpendicular, the more

remote is the greater.]

But both these conclusions contradict the hypothesis.

Therefore OD>OC, q.e.d.

101» Cor. Two right triangles are equal if they have the

hypotenuse and a side of o?ie equal to the hypotenuse and a

side of the other.

Hint.—Draw any two perpendicular lines, ^6> and BC, and place the two

triangles so that their right angles shall coincide with the right angles at

and their equal sides fall along OA.
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10^. Def.—A line is the locus of all points which satisfy

a given condition, if all points in that line satisfy the condi-

tion, and no points out of that line satisfy it.

Question—What is the locus of all points three inches from a given point?

['rove it.

PROPOSITION XXXII. THEOREM

103. The locus of all points equally distant from tzvo

given points is a straight line bisecting at right angles ike

linejoining the given points.

Given A and B, two fixed points.

To PROVE—that the locus of all points equally distant from A and B
is a straight line MN, perpendicular to AB at its middle point, P.

It is necessary to prov^e

:

I. Every point in MN satisfies the condition of being equally

distant from A and B.

II. No point without J/iV satisfies this condition.

I. (Fig. I.) Draw J/iV perpendicular to AB at its middle

point, and let F, P' , F'\ P'^, etc., be any points in MN.
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Then AP=PB. Cons.

Hence FA=P'B; P"A=P"B; P"'A=P"'B, etc. §98
[Two oblique lines drawn from the same point in a perpendicular cutting

off equal distances from the foot of the perpendicular are equal.]

That is, every point in MN is equally distant from

A and B.

11. (Fig. 2.) Let Xbe any point without MN.
Draw XA and XB. One of these lines must cut MN in

some point as Y.

Then XB<XY-vyB, §7
But YA = YB. § 98

Substituting YA for YB, XB<XY^ YA.

Or XB<XA.
Hence every point without MN is unequally distant from

A and B. q. e. d.

104, Cor. Twopoints equally distantfrom the extremities

ofa straight line determine aperpendicular bisector to that line.

106. Exercise.—Show that the following methods of

construction were correct

:

(i.) Of dropping a perpendicular, as in § 35, second method.

(2.) Of bisecting a straight line, as in § 42, second method.
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PROPOSITION XXXIII. THEOREM

:I0G, The three perpendicular bisectors of the sides of a

triangle meet in a common point.

Given—the triangle ABC and the perpendicular bisectors MM\
NN\ and PP\ of its sides AB, AC, and BC.

To PROVE—i^il/', AW, and PP\ meet in a common point.

Let O be the intersection of MM' and NISl'.

O, being in MM', is equally distant from A and B. ] -,

O, being in AW, is equally distant from A and C. f
''

[The locus of all points equally distant from two fixed points is a straigjjt

line bisecting at right angles the line joining the fixed points.]

Hence O is equally distant from B and C.

Hence O lies in P/^, the locus of points equally distant

from B and C.

Therefore the three perpendicular bisectors meet in a

common point. q. e. d.

107, Remark.—This point is the centre of the triangle

so far as its vertices are concerned—that is, it is equally dis-

tant from the vertices.
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PROPOSITION XXXIV. THEOREM

108, The bisector of an angle is the locus of all points

within the angle equally distant from its sides.

C o

N^-A

Given the angle AOB and its bisector OC.

To PROVE

—

OC is the locus of all points equally distant from

AO and BO.

It is necessary to prove ;

I. That every point in OC satisfies the condition of being equal-

ly distant from AO and BO.

II. That any point without OC is unequally distant from AO
and BO.

I. (Fig. I.) Take P, any point in OC. Draw PM and PN
perpendicular to OB and OA,

In the right triangles POM 2.x\d. PON
OP^OP, Iden.

angle P(9J/= angle /'C^iV. Hyp.

Hence triangle P6>J/=tnangle PON. § 85

[Having the hypotenuse and an acute angle respectively equal.]

Therefore PM=PN.
[Being homologous sides of equal triangles.]

II. (Fig. 2.) Take X, any point within the angle, but not

in OC. Draw XM and JfiV perpendicular to OB and OA,
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One of these lines, as^il/, must cut OC in some point, as D
Draw Z>A" perpendicular to OA and join XK.

Then XN<XK.
And XK<XD^DK.
Hence XN<XD^DK,
But DK=DM.

[Since D lies in OC]

iTherefore XN<XD+ /^iT/.

Or ^rA^<Xi)/.

Outline proof : XN< XK< XD + Z^iT= XD 4- DI\I=XM

;

XN< XM.

100. Cor. 77/^ ///r<:^<f bisectors of the angles of a triangle

meet in a common point.

§96

§7
Ax. 13

Part I

Q. E. to.

hence

Hint.—Show that the intersection of two of the lines must lie on the third

as in Proposition XXXIII.

HO, Rejnark.—This point is the centre of the triangle

hSO far as its sides are concerned—that is, it is equally dis-

Itant from the sides.

111, Exercise.—What is the locus of all points equally

listant from two intersecting straight lines?

112, Exercise.—What is the locus of all points at a given

distance from a fixed straight line of indefinite length?

11*3, Exercise.—What is the locus of all points at a given

distance from a given line of a definite length ?
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PARALLELOGRAMS

114z, Defs.—A parallelogram is a quadrilateral whose

opposite sides are parallel.

A rhombus is a quadrilateral whose sides are all equal.

A rectangle is a parallelogram whose angles are all right

angles.

A square is a rectangle whose sides are all equal.

115. Def.—A diagonal of a quadrilateral is a straight

line joining opposite vertices.

PROPOSITION XXXV. THEOREM

IIG, A diagonal of a parallelogram divides it into two

equal triangles.

Given the parallelogram ABCD and the diagonal AC.

To PROVE—that the triangles ABC and ACD are equal.

In the triangles ABC and ACD
AC=AC, Iden.

:::::! *^
[Being alt. -int. angles of parallel lines.]

Hence triangle ^^(7= triangle ^^(S^Z^. §82
[Having a side and two adjacent angles in each respectively equal.]

Q. E. D.

117, Cor. I. In any parallelogram the opposite sides and

angles are equal.

J
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US. Cor. II. Parallels comprehended between parallels

ire equal. [Fig. i.]

110, Cor. III. Parallels are everywhere equally distant.

[Fig. 2.]

Hint.—A^^i^\y %% 33, 36, 118.

PROPOSITION XXXVI. THEOREM

120* If the opposite sides of a quadrilateral are equal, the

^gure is a parallelogram.

riVEN—any quadrilateral having its opposite sides equal, viz.

:

AB— CD,^nd.AD= BC. ,

,0 PROVE the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

lence

Draw the diagonal AC.

AC^AC.
AB=CD.\
AD=BC, \

triangle ^^6'= triangle A CD.
[Having three sides respectively equal.]

Iden.

Hyp.

§89
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B. —-^C

And x= x'.

[Being homologous angles of equal triangles.]

Therefore BC is parallel to AD. § 43
[When two straight lines {BC and AD) are cut by a third straight line

(AC) making the alternate-interior angles {x and x') equal, the straight lines

are parallel.]

In like manner, using j/ and y, we may prove AB par-

allel to CD.

Therefore ABCD, having its opposite sides parallel, is a

parallelogram. q. e. d.

121. A '' parallel ruler " is formed by two rulers (MN and

M'N')^ usually of wood pivoted to two metal strips {AA'

and ^i?'), under the following conditions:

(i.) The distances on the rulers between pivots are equal: i. e.,

AB= A'B'.

(2.) The distances on the strips between pivots are equal; i. e.,

AA'—BB'.

(3.) In each ruler the edge is parallel to the line of pivots ; i. e.,

AB is parallel to MN, 2ind A'B' is parallel to J/W.

122. Exercise.—Prove: (i.) the quadrilateral whose vertices are

the pivots (i. e., the figure ABBA) is always a parallelogram, whether

the ruler be closed or opened.

(2.) The edges of the rulers are always parallel (i. e., MN and M'N'

are parallel). .
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123, Exercise.—Show how to use the parallel ruler for

drawing a straight line through a given point parallel to a

given straight line, and prove the method correct.

Extend the method so as to apply even when the point is at a great dis-

tance from the line.

PROPOSITION XXXVII. THEOREM

1.24:* The diagonals of a parallelogram bisect each other

.

Given—a parallelogram ABCD and its diagonals AC and BD inter-

secting at O.

To PROVE A0— 0C2.vid.0B=0D.

In the triangles BOC and A OD,

a= a' and b^b'. § 48
[Being alt. -int. angles of parallel lines.]

Also BC=AD. §117
[Being opposite sides of a parallelogram.]

Hence triangle ^6^67= triangle AOD. § 82
[Having a side and two adjacent angles respectively equal.]

Therefore AO=OC and B0= OD.
[Being corresponding sides of equal triangles.] Q. E. D.

125, Exercise.—Show that (? is a centre of symmetry

—

that is, that if the figure be turned half way round about

as a pivot (so that OA falls along OC), it will coincide with

itself.
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PROPOSITION XXXVIII. THEOREM

l^S, A quadrilateral which has two of its sides equal and

parallel is a parallelogram.

Given—the quadrilateral ABCD having BC equal and parallel to

AD.

To PROVE ABCD is a parallelogram.

Draw the diagonal A C.

In the triangles ABC and ACD,
AC^AC, Iden.

AD=BC, Hyp.

angle <3'= angle a'. § 48
[Being alt.-int. angles.]

Therefore triangle ^4^56'= triangle yi^'/). §79
[Having two sides and the included angle respectively equal.]

Hence xr=x\
[Being homologous angles of equal triangles.]

Hence AB is parallel to CD. § 43
[When two straight lines are cut by a third straight line, making the

alt.-int. angles equal, the lines are parallel.]

Therefore ABCD is a parallelogram.

[Having its opposite sides parallel.] Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION XXXIX. THEOREM

i^7. If any number ofparallels intercept equal parts on

one cutting line, they intercept equal parts on every other cut-

ting line.

Given—AA, BB , CC, DD\ KE', any number of parallel lines cut-

ting off the equal parts AB, BC, CD, DE, on AE.

To PROVE—the parts on any other line A'E' are also equal, viz.'.

A'B,B'C\CD\D'E\

Construct parallels to AE through the points ^', B\ C , D\
Then AB=A'M ; BC=B'N; ^tc. §iiS

[Parallels comprehended between parallels are equal.]

But AB= BC=etc. Hyp.

Therefore A'M=B'N=etc. Ax. i

Also, in the triangles A'MB', B'NC\ etc.,

angle /i'= angle ^'= etc. § 49
[Being corresponding angles of parallels.]

And angle ^= angle A^=:etc. § 51

[Having their sides parallel and in the same order.]

Hence triangle A 'MB'= triangle B'NC= etc. § 83
[Having a side and two angles respectively equal.]

Hence A 'B'^B'C'^ CD'= D'E'.

[Being homologous sides of equal triangles,] q. e. D
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128. Construction. To divide a given line AB into any

number of equalparts.

From A draw any indefinite line AB^ and lay off upon it

any length A C.

Apply AC the required number of times on AB' and sup-

pose X to be the last point of division. Join XB.

From the various points of division draw parallels to XB.
These parallels will cut AB in the required points of di-

vision.

Prove this method correct by Proposition XXXIX.

PROBLEMS

129. Exercise.—A straight line parallel to the base of a

triangle and bisecting one side bisects the other also.

Hint.—Apply § 127.
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130, Exercise—A straight line joining the middle points

of two sides of a triangle is parallel to the third side.

Hint.—Show that this line coincides with a line drawn as in § 129.

131. Exercise.—A straight line joining the middle points

>f two sides of a triangle equals half the third side.

I/int—?To\e DEz=BX, and DE-XC.

132, Defs.—A trapezoid is a quadrilateral, two of whose

fides are parallel.

The parallel sides are called the bases.

133, Exercise.—A straight line parallel to the bases of a

irapezoid and bisecting one of the remaining sides bisects

le other also.

134^, Exercise.—A straight line joining the middle points-

•f the two non-parallel sides of a trapezoid is parallel to the

»ases.
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13S, Exercise.—A straight line joining the middle points

of the two non-parallel sides of a trapezoid equals half the

sum of the bases.

Hint.—Draw a diagonal and apply § 131,

136. Exercise.—The bisectors of two supplementary-ad-

jacent angles are perpendicular.

137* Exercise.—Any side of a triangle is greater than

the difference of the other two.

138, Exercise.—The sum of the three lines from any

point within a triangle to the three vertices is less than the

sum of the three sides, but greater than half their sum.

/^/«/.—Apply §§ 7 and 95.
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139. Exercise.—If from a point in the base of an isosce-

les triangle parallels to the sides are drawn, a parallelogram

is formed, the sum of whose four sides is the same wherever

the point is situated (and is equal to the sum of the equal

isides).

140. Exercise,— If from a point in the base of an isosce-

les triangle perpendiculars to the sides are drawn, their sum

the same wherever the point is situated (and is equal to

:he perpendicular from one extremity of the base to the op-

osite side).

14:1, Exercise.—If from a point within an equilateral

:riangle perpendiculars to the three sides are drawn, the

}um of these lines is the same wherever this point is situat-

ed (and is equal to the perpendicular from any vertex to the

>pposite side).

Vn^

Hint.—Apply § 140.
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142, Exercise,—The straight lines joining the middle

points of the adjacent sides of any quadrilateral form a par-

allelogram.

Hint.—Apply § 130.

14zS, Def.—A median of a triangle is a straight line

from a vertex to the middle point of the opposite side.

14:4, Exercise.—The three medians of any triangle inter-

sect in a common point which is two-thirds of the distance

from each vertex to the middle of the opposite side.

Hint.— Two of these lines, CE and BD, meet at some point O.

Take M and N, the middle points of BO and CO.

Draw EDNM. Prove it is a parallelogram by provingED and MN each

parallel to and equal to half of BC.

Then prove OE-ON-NC, and DO=OM=MB.
Thus we have proved that one of the medians, as BD, is cut by another,

CE, at a point two-thirds of its length from B. We may likewise prove

that it is also cut by the third median in the same point. Hence, etc.
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145, Exercise.—The perpendiculars from the vertices of

a triangle to the opposite sides meet in a point.

Hint.—Draw through each vertex a parallel to the opposite side. Prove

AE, BH, and CD are perpendicular bisectors of the sides of the new trian-

gle MNP, and apply § 106.

14:6, Exercise.—Prove that the following is a correct

[method for erecting a perpendicular from a point A in a,

Une AB.

With ^ as a centre describe an arc. With the same radius and

iny other point, B, in the line as a centre, describe a second arc in-

tersecting the first at O. With (9 as a centre and the same radius

describe a third arc. Join BO and produce to meet the third arc at

D. Join AD, the perpendicular required.

//int.—Of the four right angles of the two triangles, two are at 0. Show

that half the remainder are at A.
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14=7* Exercise.—Given ABCy any triangle. Produce BC.

Draw CE bisecting angle A CD, and BE bisecting angle ABC.
Prove angle E equals half of angle A.

148, Exercise.—Given any angle A and any point P
within it. Show a method of drawing a line through P to

the sides of the angle which shall be bisected at P.

140. Exercise.—The diagonals of a rhombus bisect each

other at right angles, and also bisect the angles of the rhom-

bus.
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BOOK II

THE CIRCLE

ISO,* Def.—A circle is a plane figure bounded by a line,

all points of which are equally distant from a point within

called the centre.

ISl* Defs.—The line which bounds the circle is called

its circumference.

An arc is any part of a circumference.

162* Def.—Any straight line from the centre to the cir-

cumference is a radius.
By the definition of a circle all its radii are equal.

153, Def.—A chord is a straight line having its extrem-

ities in the circumference.

154:. Def—A diameter is a chord through the centre.

All diameters are equal, each being twice a radius.

165, Defs.—A sector is that portion of a circle bounded

[by two radii and the intercepted arc.

vA^
The angle between the radii is called the angle of the

sector.

^
* These definitions are repeated from g 20,
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Given—the circle ABC and AC, any chord not a diameter.

To PROVE ^C< diameter ^^.

Draw the radius OC.

AC<AO+OC. §7
Substitute for OC the equal radius OB,

Then AC<AO+OB.
That is AC<AB. q^e.d.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM

ISS. Circles which have equal radii are equal, and if their

centres be made to coincide they will coincide throughout

;

converselyy equal circles have equal radii.

156» Def.—Concentric circles are circles which have the '

same centre.
\

PROPOSITION I. THEOREM

^^7. The diameter of a circle is greater than any other

chord.

\
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I. Given—any two circles, C and C with centres O and O and equal

radii.

To PROVE the circles Cand C are equal.

Place the circles so that O falls on O'

.

Then the circumference of C will coincide with the cir-

:umference of C

.

For, if any portion of one fell without the other, its dis-

tance from the centre would be greater than the distance of

:he other. Hence the radii would be unequal, which is con-

trary to the hypothesis. Ax. lo

Therefore, the circumferences coincide, and the circles

roincide and are equal. q. e. d.

;i. Conversely:

Given two equal circles.

To PROVE their radii equal.

Since the circles are equal they can be made to coincide,

ind therefore their radii will coincide, and are equal, q. e. d.

1.59 • Cor. I. Hence, if a circle be turned about its centre

\s a pivot, its circumference will continue to occupy the same

Position.

160• Cor. n. The diameter of a circle bisects the circle

md the circumference.

Hint.—Fold over on the diameter as an axis.

161, Defs.—The halves into which a diameter divides

circle are called semicircles, and the halves into which

[t divides the circumference are called semicircumfer-

mces.
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PROPOSITION III. THEOREM

1S2, In the same circle or equal circles, equal angles at the

centre intercept equal arcs ; conversely, equal arcs are inter-

cepted by equal angles at the centre.

I. Given—equal circles and equal angles at their centres, O and (7.

To PROVE arc AB= a.rc A'B'.

Apply the circles making the angle O coincide with an-

gle 0\

A will coincide with A\ and B with B\ § 158

[For AO=A'0', and OB=0'B', being radii of equal circles.]

Then the arc AB will coincide with the arc A'B\ and is

equal to it. § 150

Q. E. D.

II. Conversely:

Given—equal circles having equal arcs AB and A'B\

To prove—the subtended angles O and O' equal.

Apply the circles making the arc AB coincide with its

equal A'B\

Then A O will coincide with A'0\ and BO with B'Oi Ax. a

Therefore angles O and O^ coincide and are equal, q. e. d.
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163, Exercise.—In the same circle or equal circles equal

angles at the centre include equal sectors, and conversely.

The proof is analogous to the preceding, requiring "sector'' in place of

' arc."

PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM

104, In the same circle or equal circles, equal chords sub-

tend equal arcs; conversely^ equal arcs are subtended by

equal chords.

Given—equal circles, O and 0\ and equal chords, AB and AB\

To PROVE arc ^^= arc AB

.

Draw the four radii OA, OB, 0'A',0'B\

In the triangles AOB and A'O'B'

ABz=zA'B'.

AO= A'0\ and OB=0'B\
[Being radii of equal circles.]

Hence triangle ^(9^= triangle A'O'B'.

[Having three sides respectively equal.]

Hence angle (9= angle 0\
[Being corresponding angles of equal triangles.]

Therefore arc AB=3irc A'B'.

Hyp.

§158

§89

§162
Q. E. D.
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Conversely :

Given—equal circles O and O' , and arc AB= 2iTC A'B'.

To PROVE chord ^^=: chord ^.5'.

I

Since the arcs are equal, angle (9= angle 0\ § 162

And the four radii are equal. § 158

Hence triangle A0B= tn3.ng\Q A'O'B'. § 79
[Having two sides and the included angle respectively equal.]

Therefore chord ^^= chord ^'^'.
|

[Being corresponding sides of equal triangles.] q, e. D.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM

16S» In the same circle or equal circles, if two arcs are un-

equal and each is less than half a circumference, the greater

arc is subtended by the greater chord; conversely, the greater

chord subtends the greater arc.
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Given arc CD greater than arc AB.

To PROVE chord CD greater than chord AB.

Construct upon the greater arc CD an arc CE equal to

arc AB.

Then chord C'i^= chord AB, § 164

Draw the radii OC, OD, OE.

Angle COE is less than angle DOCj being included with-

in it. Ax. 10

Then triangles COE and DOC have two sides (the radii)

respectively equal, but the included angles unequal.

Therefore chord CE <c\iord CD. § 92

Substituting AB for CE,

chord ^^<chord CD. q. e. d.

Conversely :

Given chord CD greater than chord AB.

To PROVE arc CD greater than arc AB.

As before, construct arc CE equal to arc AB.

Then chord 6^^= chord AB. § 164

Bur chord CD>chovd AB. Hyp.

Substituting CE for AB,

chord CZ>> chord CE.

Then the triangles COE and DOC have two sides respec-

tively equal, but the third sides unequal.

Therefore angle C(9^<angle COD. § 93

Hence OE, being within the angle DOC, must cut off the

arc CE less than the arc CD.

Substituting arc AB for arc CE,

arc AB<a.rc CD. q. e. d.
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PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM

1.0^, The perpendicular bisector of a chord passes through

the centre of the circle.

D

Given—circle OAB, chord AB, and CD, the perpendicular bisector

of AB.

To PROVE that CD passes through the centre O.

CD contains all points equally distant from A and B. § 103
[Being the locus of such points.]

But O is such a point, being the centre.

Therefore CD contains O. q. e. d.

167. COR. The diameter perpendicular to a chord bisects

it and the subtended arc.

Hint,—Prove this diameter coincides with the perpendicular bisector.

Then draw radii OA and OB, and apply § 162.

16S. Exercise.—The locus of the niiddle points of all

chords parallel to a given straight line is a diameter per-

pendicular to the chords.
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The student is cautioned in this, and in exercises about loci in gen-

eral, not to regard the locus found and proved until he has shown two

things

:

(r.) That every point in the proposed locus satisfies the proposed

condition, i. e., is the middle point of one of the parallel chords.

(2.) That every point outside of the proposed locus does not satis-

fy the required condition, i. e., is not the middle point of any of the

parallel chords.

Thus the radius is not the locus, being too small (i. e., requirement

I would be fulfilled, but not 2); and the diameter produced is not, be-

ing too large (i. e., requirement 2 would be fulfilled, but not i).

Some exercises on loci are more easily proved by showing

:

(i.) That every point in the proposed locus satisfies the proposed

conditions.

(2.) That every point that satisfies the proposed conditions is in

the proposed locus.

The student should show that this method of establishing a locus

is equivalent to the previous method.

He may also prove by this method §§ 103 and 108.

169. Construction. To bisect a given arc.

%
!e

A-*^——!——

^

1

4
Given the arc AEB
To CONSTRUCT its bisector.

From A and B as centres, with equal radii greater than a

half of AB^ describe arcs intersecting at 6 and D. Draw CD.

This line bisects the arc at E.

Hint.—For proof apply § 167.
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PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM

^70. In the same circle or equal circks, equal chords are

equally distant from the centre ; converselyj chords equally

distant from the centre are equal.

Given CD and AB, equal chords.

To PROVE—they are at equal distances, EO and HO, from the centre.

Construct radii OC and OA.

E and H are the middle points of CD and AB. § 167

In the right triangles OCE and OAH
CE=AH, being halves of equals. Ax. 8

OC=OA, being radii.

Hence the triangles are equal. § loi

[Having a side and hypotenuse respectively equal.]

Therefore OE=OI/. q. e. d.

JONVERSELY :

Given OE=0/f.

To prove CD=AB,
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In the right triangles OCE and OAH
OE=OH. Hyp.

OC=OA, being radii.

Hence the triangles are equal. § lOi

Therefore CE=AH.
And CD=ABj being doubles of equals. Ax. 7

Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM

171, In the same circle or equal circles^ the less of two

chords is at the greater distance from the centre ; conversely,

the chord at the greater distance from the centre is the less.

Given chord ^Z>< chord BC.

To PROVE distance Oi^> distance (9//".

Construct from B chord BA=ED.
Then its distance 0K= OM,
And AB<BC,

Join KH.
K and H are the middle points of AB and BC>

Hence BK<BH.
[Being halves of unequals.]

Ax. 8
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Hence angle <2< angle b. § 'j6

[Being opposite unequal sides.]

Subtracting the unequal angles from the equal right an-

gles at H and K,

angle ^> angle c. Ax. 6

Therefore OK>OH. §78
[Being opposite unequal angles.]

Substituting OM ior OK,

0M> OH. Q. E. D.

Summary : ED<BC ; BA<BC ; BK<BH ; a<b ; d>c ; OK>OH;
OM^OH.

Conversely :

Given OMyOH.
To prove ED<CBC.

The proof is left to the student.

Summary: OMyOH; OK>OH; d>c ; a<b ; BK<BH; BA<BC;
ED<BC.

172, Defs.—A straight line is tangent to a circle if,

however far produced, it meets its circumference in but one

point.

This point is called the point of tangency.
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PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM

Its. A straight line perpendicular to a radius at its ex-

tremity is tangent to the circle ; conversely, the tangent at the

extremity of a radius is perpendicular to that radius.

Given—AB perpendicular to the radius OP at its extremity P.

To PROVE AB is tangent to the circle.

The perpendicular OP is less than any other line OX
from O to AB. § 96

[Being the shortest distance from a point to a line.]

Hence, OX being greater than a radius, X lies without the

circumference, and P is the only point in AB on the circum-

ference. Therefore AB is tangent to the circle. Q. E. D.

Conversely:

Given

To PROVE

AB tangent to the circle at P.

OP perpendicular to AB.

Since AB is touched only at P, any other point in AB, as

X, lies without the circumference.

Hence OX is greater than a radius OP.

Therefore OP, being shorter than any other line from O
to AB, is perpendicular to AB. § 96

Q. E. D.
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174i, Cor. A perpendicular to a tangent at the point of

tangency passes through the centre of the circle.

Hint.—Suppose a radius to be drawn to the point of tangency.

11(5, Construction. At a point P in the circumference

of a circle to draw a tangent to the circle.

Draw the radius OP, and erect PB perpendicular to this

radius at P. By § 173 PB is the tangent required.

17S* Exercise.—The two tangents to a circle from an

exterior point are equal.

Hint.—Join the given point and the centre ; draw radii to points of tan-

gency.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM

177* If two circumferences intersect, the straight line join-

ing their centres bisects their common chord at right angles.

Given two circumferences intersecting at A and B.

To PROVE—(90' joining their centres is perpendicular to AB at its

middle point.

O and O' are each equally distant from A and B. § 150

Therefore 00' bisects AB at right angles. § 104
[Two points equally distant from the extremities of a straight line deter-

mine its perpendicular bisector.] q. e. D.
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MEASUREMENT

178, Def.—The ratio of one quantity to another of the

same kind is the number of times the first contains the second.

Thus the ratio of a yard to a foot is three (3), or more fully y*

lUi), Defs.—To measure a quantity is to find its ratio

[to another quantity of the same kind. The second quantity

'is called the unit of measure ; the ratio is called the nu-

Imerical measure of the first quantity.

Thus we measure the length of a rope by finding the number of metres in

it ; if it contains 6 metres, we say the numerical measure of its length is 6,

the metre being the unit of measure.

180, Remark.—If the length of one rope is 20 metres,

[and the length of another 5 metres, the ratio of their lengths

lis the number of times 5 metres is contained in 20 metres

—

that is, the number of times 5 is contained in 20, which is

[written ^. We may accordingly restate § 178 as follows:

The ratio of two quantities of the same kind is the ratio of

\their numerical measures.

181, Defs.—Two quantities are commensurable if there

[exists a third quantity which is contained a whole number

[of times in each.

The third quantity is called the common measure.
Thus a yard and a mile are commensurable, each containing a foot a whole

number of times, the one 3 times, the other 5280 times. Again, a yard and

a rod are commensurable. The common measure is not, however, a foot, as

a rod contains a foot 16^ times, which is not a whole number of times.

But an inch is a common measure, .since the yard contains it 36 times and

the rod 198 times.

182, Def.—Two quantities are incommensurable if no

third quantity exists which is contained a whole number of

times in each.

Thus it can be proved that the circumference and diameter of a circle are

incommensurable ; also the side and diagonal of a square.
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LIMITS

183, Def.—A constant quantity is one that maintains

the same value throughout the same discussion.

184z. Def.—A variable is a quantity which has different

successive values during the same discussion.

185. Def.—The limit of a variable is a constant from

which the variable can be made to difTer by less than any

assigned quantity, but to which it can never be made equal.

P" P"

Thus suppose a point P to move over a line from A to B in such a way

that in the first second it passes over half the distance, in the next second

half the remaining distance, in the third half the new remainder, and so on.

The variable is the distance from A to the moving-point. Its successive

values are A P\ A P"
, AP'" , etc. If the length of AB is two inches, the

value of the variable is first i inch, then ij^, i%, i%, etc.

(i.) P will never reach B, for there is always half of soi?ie distance re-

maining.

(2.) P will approach nearer to B than any quantity we may assign.

Suppose we assign y^Vu ^^ ^^ inch. By continually bisecting the remain-

der we can reduce it to less than y^Vir ^^ ^^ inch. Hence the distance from

P to A is a variable whose limit is AB, and the distance from P to B is, z.

variable whose limit is zero.

186, Theorem. If two variables approaching limits are

always equal, their limits are also equal.

For two variables that are always equal may be consid-

ered as but one variable, and must therefore approach the

same limit. q. e. d.
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187* Lemma. If a variable x can be made smaller than any assigned

auantily, then kx, the product of that variable by any constant k, can also be

made smaller than any assigned quantity.

Suppose we assign a quantity s, no matter how small.

We then choose x, so that x <.-t.

Therefore, multiplying, kx < s. Ax. 7

Q. E. D.

188 » Cor. //a variable x can be made as small as we please, so also can x

iivided by any constant k.

For— is simply f
— \ x,ox the product of jt by a constant, which we have

just proved can be made as small as we please.

J/89. Theorem. The limit of the product of a constant

\y a variable is the product of that constant by the limit of

the variable.

riVEN a variable v approaching a limit V.

"o PROVE—the variable ^ approaches the limit ^V, where k is any

constant.

I. kv can never quite equal kV.

For if kv= kVy

:hen would v=V, Ax. 8

^hich is impossible, since v approaches F as a limit.

II. kv can be made to differ from kV hy less than any

issigned quantity.

For their difference, kV—kv, may be written k{y—v\

But V—v can be made as small as we please.

Therefore k{y—v) can be made as small, as we please. § 187

Therefore by definition kV \^ the limit of kv. q. e. d.

If^O. Cor. The limit of a., the quotient of a variable di-
k

nded by a constant^ is K, the quotient of the limit of the vari-

xble divided by the constant k.
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PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM

191., In the same circle or equal circles^ two angles at the

centre have the same ratio as their intercepted arcs.

Given the two equal circles with angles O and O

.

angle O' arc A'B'
To PROVE ;—77 = TTT'angle O arc AB

Case I. When the arcs are commensurable.

Suppose AD is the common measure of the arcs, and is

contained three times in AB and five times in A'B'

.

2.xzA'B '

5

arc AB ~~
3

Then §i8o

Draw radii to the several points of division.

The angles O and O' will be subdivided into 3 and 5 parts,

all equal. § 1 62
[Being subtended by equal arcs in the same or equal circles.]

angle O' 5

§180Hence

Comparing,

angle O 3

angle O '

_

2.x(i A'

B

'

angle O arc AB Ax. I

Q. E. D.
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Case II. When the arcs are incommensurable.

91

Case I

Suppose AB to be divided into any number of equal

'parts and apply one of these parts to A'B' as a measure as

often as it will go.

Since AB and A'B' are incommensurable, there will be a

remainder XB' less than one of these parts. § 182

Since AB and ^'^are constructed commensurable,

2.x\g\^ A' O'

X

_ ^.XQ. A'

X

angle ^6>^ ~ arc ^^
Now suppose the number of parts into which AB is divid-

ed to be indefinitely increased.

We can thus make each part as small as we please.

But the remainder, the arc XB' , will always be less than

one of these parts.

Therefore we can make the arc XB' less than any assigned

quantity, though never zero.

Likewise we can make the angle XO'B' less than any as-

signed quantity, though never zero.

Therefore ^'^ approaches A'B' as a limit.

A'X A'B'
Hence —zr approaches -7-:^ as a limit. § 190AB AB
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Also angle y4^(9'X approaches angleA'O'B' as a limit.

an^le^'6>'X ^ an^le A'O'B' ,. . ^
Hence approaches as a limit. <i loo

angle ^(9^ ^^ angle yJ (9^ ^ ^

. L, ^'X , anorle ^'6)Vr
bmce the variables and • are always

AB angle A OB ^

equal, so also are their limits.

A'B' angle A' O'B'
That is, ~77r~ }

—
JWd~' § i86AB angle A OB ^

Q. E. D.

192. Exercise.—In the same circle or equal circles, two

sectors have the same ratio as their angles.

The proof is analogous to the preceding, requiring "sector" in place of

"arc."

WS, Remark.—The preceding proposition is often ex-

pressed thus

:

An angle at the centre is measured by its intercepted

arc.

This means simply that if the angle is doubled, the intercepted arc will be

doubled ; if the angle is halved, the intercepted arc will be halved ; if the

angle is tripled, the intercepted arc will be tripled ; and, in general, if the

angle is increased or diminished in any ratio, the intercepted arc will be in-

creased or diminished in the same ratio.
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194:, Defs.—A degree of angle is one-ninetieth of a

right angle.

A degree of arc is the arc intercepted by a degree of an-

gle at the centre.

The arc intercepted by a right angle at the centre is

[called a quadrant.

Hence a quadrant contains 90 degrees (90°) of arc, since a

I

right angle contains 90° of angle.

Also, since four right angles contain 360° of angle, and

[four right angles intercept a complete circumference, a cir-

cumference contains 360° of arc.

Hence a quadrant is one-quarter of a circumference.

195. Remark,—These definitions suggest a special form

of stating Proposition XL, viz.: The ratio of any angle at

I

the centre to a degree of angle equals the ratio of the in-

tercepted arc to the degree of arc, or more briefly: An
yangle at the centre contains as many degrees of angle as its

\intercepted arc contains degrees of arc ; or still again, the

numerical measure of an angle at the centre equals the

numerical measure of its intercepted arc, the unit of angle

being a degree of angle, and the unit of arc being a degree

of arc.

The student will be tempted to still further simplify the statement by say-

ing "an angle at the centre equals its intercepted arc." This, however, is

erroneous, because an angle and an arc are not quantities of the same kind,

and can no more be called equal than 23 pounds can be said to be equal to

23 yards.

If?^. Def,—An angle is said to be inscribed in a circle,

if its vertex lies in the circumference and its sides are

chords.
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PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM

jtP7. An inscribed angle is measured by one-half its inter-

cepted arc.'*'

Given the inscribed angle BAC,

To PROVE—angle BAC is measured by one-half of arc BC.

Case I. When one side AC of the angle is a diameter

(Fig- I)-

Draw the radius OB,
^ OA = OB. §152

[Being radii.]

Hence angle ^= angle ^. §71
[Being base angles of an isosceles triangle.]

But angle ;/ wangle ^-f- angle B. § 59
[The exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the two opposite inte-

rior angles.]

Substituting ^ for ^, n= 2A.

But n is measured by arc BC. § 193

Hence half of n, or A^ is measured by ^ arc BC. q. e. d.

* This proposition is first found proved in Euclid (about 300 B.C.), though at

least one case, viz.. Cor. II. was stated earlier by Thales (about 600 B.C.), the

founder of Greek mathematics and philosophy.
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Case II. When the centre O is within the angle (Fig. 2).

Construct the diameter AX.

Angle XA C is measured by | arc XC. Case I

Angle XAB is measured by \ arc XB. Case I

Ldding, angle BAC is measured by \ arc XC-\-i arc XB,

Ax. 2

Irby i(arcX(74-arc A:^).

'hat is by | arc BC.

Case III. ^>^^« /^^ centre is without the angle (Fig. 3).

Construct the diameter AX.
Angle XAB is measured by ^ arc XB. •

Angle XA C is measured by \ arc XC.

Subtracting, angle BAC is measured by \ arc BC.

Case I

Case I

Ax. 3

Q. E. D.

7.98. Exercise.—If the inscribed angle is 37° of angle,

tow many degrees of arc are there in the intercepted arc ?

^ow many in the remainder of the circumference? If the

itercepted arc is 17°, how large is the inscribed angle?

199, Defs.—A segment of a circle is the portion of a

circle included between an arc and its chord, as AKBM.

200, Def.—An angle is inscribed in a segment of a circle

when its vertex is in the arc of the segment and its sides

pass through the extremities of that arc.
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B A

201* Cor. I. All angles (A, B,' C, Fig. i) inscribed in the

same segment are equal.

For they are measured by one-half the same arc MN.

202, Cor. II. An angle {A, B, Fig. 2) inscribed in a semi-

circle is a right angle.

203, Cor. III. An angle {A, Fig. 3) inscribed in a segment

greater than a semicircle is an acute angle.

204, Cor. IV. An angle {B^ Fig. 3) inscribed in a segment

less than a semicircle is an obtuse angle.

«

PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM

205, A n angle formed by a tangent and a chord is meas-

ured by one-half its intercepted arc.

GiVEN—the angle ABC formed by the tangent AB and the chord BC.

To PROVE—angle ABC is measured by one-half the arc BC.
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Construct the diameter BX.

Since a right angle is measured by one-half a semicircum-

ference,

angle ABX is measured by ^ arc BCX.

But angle CBX is measured by \ arc CX, § 197

Subtracting, angle ABC is measured by \ arc BC. q, e. d.

^0(?. Exercise.—An arc contains 16°
; at its extremities

tangents are drawn. What kind of a triangle do they form

rith the chord, and how large is each angle ?

PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM

^07. The angle between two chords which intersect within

)he circumference is measured by one-half the sum of its inter-

;€j)ted arc and tlie arc intercepted by its vertical angle %

rIVEN two intersecting chords AB and CD,

'o PROVE—angle BXD is measured by one-half the sum oi the arcs

BD and AC,

Join AD,
ow m~s-^%v. § 59

[An exterior angle of a triangle equals the sum of the opposite interior

angles.]

lut angle s is measured by \ arc BD. % 197

.nd angle w is measured by \ arc AC, § 197

lence m is measured by \ (arc BD+ arc AC). Ax, 2

Q. £. D.
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208, Exercise.—One angle of two intersecting chords

subtends 30° of arc ; its vertical angle subtends 40°. How
large is the angle? If an angle of two intersecting chords

is 15°, and its intercepted arc is 20°, how large is the oppo-

site arc?

^0.9. Def.—A secant of a circle is a straight line which

cuts the circle.

It is therefore a choud produced,

PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM

210» The angle between two secants intersecting without

the circumference^ the angle between a tangent and a secant,

and the angle between two tangents, are each measured by one-

half the difference of the intercepted arcs.

I

Case I. Two secants (Fig. i).

Given two secants, AC and AE.

To PROVE—angle m is measured by \ (arc C^^"— arc BD).

Join CD.

Then m-Vw^s, §'59

[An exterior angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of the two opposite

interior angles.]
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Hence m=s—w.
But s is measured by i arc CE.

And zv is measured by i arc BD.

Hence ;;/ is measured by i (arc CE—d,xc BD).

Ax. 3

§197

§197
Ax. 3

Q. E. D.

Case II. A tangent and a secant (Fig. 2).

rivEN tangent ^Z> and secant AC.

o PROVE m is measured by ^ (arc Z)C— arc BD).

Join (S'Z?.

in —s^w.
s is measured by ^ arc DC.

w is measured by \ arc i?Z>.

ence ;-^ is measured by \ (arc DC—zxc BD).

§59
§205

§197
Ax. 3

Q. E. D.

Case III. Two tangents (Fig. 3).

7n= s—w.
s is measured by i arc BXD.
w is measured by \ arc ^ YD.

^ence ;;/ is measured by -J (arc BXD—diXC BYD).

§59
§ 205

§205

Ax. 3

Q. E. D.

211, Exercises.—In Fig. i,if CE is 50° and BD is 10°,

'hat is 771 ?

In Fig. I, if ;« is 16° and BD is 15°, what is CE?
In Fig. 2, if 77t is 31° and arc DC is 150°, what is arc

W? and what is arc BC ?

In Fig. 3, if arc BD is 47°, what is BXD, and what is w 1

In Fig. 3, if in is 33°, what are the arcs BXD and BYD f
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212, Construction. At a given point in a straight line

to erect a perpendicular.

[Three methods have been already given, §§ 21, 146,]

Given

To CONSTRUCT

the straight line AB.

a perpendicular to AB at B.

With any convenient point 6^ as a centre, and OB as a

radius, describe a circumference cutting AB at A and B.

Join OA and produce to meet the circumference at X.

BX\?> the perpendicular required.

Proof.—Angle ABX is inscribed in a semicircle, and

therefore a right angle. § 202

Q. E. D.

21s. Remark.—The foregoing method is especially con-

venient when the given point B is near the edge of the

paper.

214^, Def.—A circle is said to be inscribed in a polygon,

if it be tangent to every side of the polygon. In the same

case, the polygon is said to be circumscribed about the

circle.
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)^/5. Construction. To inscribe a circle in a given tri-

angle.

'Given

To CONSTRUCT

the triangle ABC.

an inscribed circle.

Bisect two of the angles, as A and B.

With Oy the intersection of these bisectors, as a centre

[and the distance to any side as a radius, describe a circum-

[ference. This gives the circle required.

Proof,—O Hes in AO, and is therefore equally distant

irom y^Cand AB.

O lies in BO, and is therefore equally distant from BC
and BA.

. § io8

[The bisector of an angle is the locus of points equally distant from its

sides.]

Therefore O is equally distant from all sides.

Hence the circle described with 6^ as a centre, and with

[this distance as a radius, will be tangent to the three

sides. § 173

Q. £. D.
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216, Def.—Escribed circles are circles which are tan-

gent to one side of a triangle and the other two sides pro-
\

duced.

Thus, for the triangle ABC, M, N, and O are escribed circles.

2111 • Exercise.—Construct the three escribed circles of a

given triangle.

Hint.—Find centres, as in § 215.

218, Def.—A circle is said to be circumscribed about a

polygon, if the circumference of the circle passes through

every vertex of the polygon. In the same case, the poly-

gon is said to be inscribed in the circle.

?
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219. Construction. To circumscribe a circle about a

given triangle.

rIVEN

,0 CONSTRUCT

the triangle ABC.

a circumscribed circle.

Draw the perpendicular bisectors of two of the sides BC

With O their intersection as a centre, and the distance to

iny vertex as a radius, describe a circumference.

This gives the circle required.

§103
Proof.—O is equally distant from B and C.

\

O is equally distant from A and C. S

[The perpendicular bisector is the locus of points equally distant from the

extremities of a straight line. ]

Therefore O is equally distant from all vertices, and the

:ircle described as above is the required circle. q. e. d.
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220, Remark,—The foregoing construction also enables

us to draw a circumference through three points noi in the

same straight line or to find the centre.of a given circumfer-

ence or arc. § i66

221, Construction. To construct a tangent to a given

circlefrom a given point without.

I

Given the circle O and the point A without.

To CONSTRUCT from A a tangent to the circle.

Upon AO SLS a. diameter construct a circumference inter-

secting the given circumference at X and X,
Join AX and AX.
These lines are the required tangents.

Proof.—Angle AXO is a right angle. § 202

[Being inscribed in a semicircle.}

Hence AX'is, a tangent to the circle O. § ^73
[Being perpendicular to a radius at its extremity.]

Likewise AX' is tangent. q. e. d.
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222. Construction. Upon a given straight line to co7i-

struct a segrneyit which shall contain a given angle.

^ITEN the straight line AB and the angle m.

CONSTRUCT—a segment upon AB which shall contain an angle

equal to m.

At A construct m! equal to m^ and having ^^ as one of

ts sides. § 80

Draw AO perpendicular to AC, and DO perpendicularly

Wsecting AB.

With O, the intersection of these two lines, as a centre,

id OA or OB as a radius, construct a segment APB. This

the segment required.

Proof.—CA is tangent to the circle. § 173
[Being perpendicular to a radius at its extremity.]

'herefore m' is measured by -J arc AB § 205

But m" (any angle inscribed in the segment) is also meas-

ured by ^ arc AB. § I97

'herefore m'= fn!\ Ax. i

Jut m =zm'. Cons.

Therefore m =;;/". Ax. i

Q. E. D.
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PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

223. Defs.—Two circles are tangent which touch at but

one point. They may be tangent internally, so that one

circle is within the other ; or externally, so that each is

without the other.

224:, Exercise.—The straight line joining the centres of

two circles tangent externally passes through the point of

tangency.

Hint.—Suppose OCf not through T, and prove OO greater than and also

less than the sum of the radii.

225. Exercise.—The straight line joining the centres of

two circles internally tangent passes through the point of

tangency.

I

Hint.—If not, prove the distance between centres greater than and also

less than the difference of the radii.

\
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220. Defs.—If each of two circles is entirely without

the other, four common tangents can be drawn. Two of

these are called external, and two internal. An external

tangent is one such that the two circles lie on the same

side of it ; an internal tangent is one such that the two

icircles lie on opposite sides of it.

Question.—In case the two circles are themselves tangent externally, how

many common tangents of each kind can be drawn ? In case the two circles

overlap ? In case they are tangent internally ? In case one is within the

other ?

2211 • Exercise.—The two common external tangents to

two circles meet the line joining their centres in the same

[point. Also the two common internal tangents meet the

line of centres in the same point.

22s, Exercise.—The sum of two opposite sides of a quad-

trilateral circumscribed about a circle is equal to the sum of

:he other two sides (§ 176).

22f^, Exercise.—The sum of two opposite angles of a

'quadrilateral inscribed in a circle is equal to the sum of the

other two angles, and is equal to two right angles.
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230, Exercise.—Two circles are tangent externally at A.

The line of centres contains Ay by § 224. Prove (i) that the

perpendicular to the line of centres at ^ is a common tan-

gent
; (2) that it bisects the other two common tangents

;

and (3) that it is the locus of all points from which tan-

gents drawn to the two circles are equal.

231, Exercise.—Find the locus of the middle points of all

chords of a given length.

232, Exercise.—If a straight line be drawn through the

point of contact of two tangent circles forming chords, the

radii drawn to the remaining extremities of these chords

are parallel. Also, the tangents at these extremities are

parallel. What two cases are possible ?

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

233, Exercise.—Draw a straight line tangent to a given

circle and parallel to a given straight line.

234, Exercise.—Construct a right triangle, given the hy-

potenuse and an acute angle.

235, Exercise.—Construct a right triangle, given the hy-

potenuse and a side.

236, Exercise.—Construct a right triangle, given the hy-

potenuse and the distance of the hypotenuse from the ver-

tex of the right angle.

237, Exercise.—Construct a circle tangent to a given

straight line and having its centre in a given point.

238, Exercise.—Construct a circumference having its

centre in a given line and passing through two given points.

239, Exercise.—Find the locus of the centres of all cir-

cles of given radius tangent to a given straight line.

I
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24z0, Exercise.—Construct a circle of given radius tan-

gent to two given straight lines.

fi4:l. Exercise.—Construct a circle of given radius tan-

gent to two given circles.

24:2, Exercise.—Construct all the common tangents to

two given circles.

Hint.—For the external tangents draw a circle with radius equal to the

difference of the radii of the given circles and its centre at the centre of the

larger circle. Draw tangents to this circle from the centre of the smaller

circle.
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BOOK III

PROPORTION AND SIMILAR FIGURES

243, Def.—A proportion is an equality of ratios.

A C
Thus, if the ratio — is equal to the ratio — , then the

B ^ D
,. A C .

equality —=— constitutes a proportion.

This may also be written

A : B = C : D, or A : B :: C : £>,

and is read, A is to B as C is to D.

244, Def'.—The four magnitudes A, B, C, D are called

the terms of the proportion.

245, Defs.—The first and last terms are the extremes,

the second and third, the means.

246, Defs.—The first and third terms are called the an-

tecedents, and the second and fourth, the consequents.

2411, Theorem. If four quantities are in proportion^

their numerical measures are in proportion ; and conversely.

^ AC
Given _ = _.

B D
To prove: -=-> where a, b, c, d are the numerical measures of

a

A, B, C, D, respectively.
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Now
A a . C c— = - and — = -•

B d D d
§i8o

Whence

[The ratio of two quantities is equal to the ratio of their numerical meas-

ures.]

a_ c

~b~~d

_C
b d B~D

manner.

:0NVERSELY : If -= - , then
^

Ax. I

Q. E. D.

This can be proved in like

H^S, Remark.—In order that the preceding theorems shall hold

[true, A and B must be quantities of the same kind, as two straight

lines, or two angles, and C and D also of the same kind ; but it is not

\necessary that A and B shall be of the same kind as C and D.

249. Def.—One variable quantity is said to be propor-

tional to another, when any two values of the first have the

same ratio as two corresponding values of the second.

Thus^ Proposition XL, Book IL, may be expressed :

An angle at the centre of a circle is proportional to its intercepted

irc.

By this we mean that the ratio of a given angle, as AOB, to some

)ther angle, as A'O'B', is equal to the ratio of the corresponding arcs,

'AB and A'B'.

TRANSFORMATION OF PROPORTIONS

250, Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion^ the

\product of the extremes equals the product of the means.

Given

O PROVE

-= -. (I)
b d

ad:=bc. (2)

Clear (i) of fractions, i. e., multiply both sides by bd, the

[product of the denominators of (i).

We have ad=bc. (2) Ax. 7
Q. E. D.
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251, Theorem. Conversely, if the product of two num-

bers equals the product of two others, either pair may be made
the extremes and the other pair the means of a proportion.

Given ad=ibc, (2)

To PROVE ^= f. (i)

b d

Divide both sides of (2) by bd, the product of the denom-

inators of (i).

We have ^=.1 (i) Ax. 8
b d

Q. E. D.

Again,

Given be— ad. (2)

To PROVE t— ^. (3)
a c

Dividing (2) by ac, the product of the denominators of (3),

we obtain (3). q e. d.

Question.—By dividing the equation ad = be by the product of two of the

letters, one being from each side, how many proportions in all can be ob-

tained ? Write them. If the equation be written be = ad, how many can

be obtained, and how do they differ from the former set ?

252. Remark.—The student has already noticed that the process

by which equation (i) was obtained from (2) was the reverse of that by

which (2) was obtained from (i). Also it is easy to see that (3) was

obtained from (2) by a process the reverse of that by which (2) could

have been obtained from (3). Now it is always much easier to see

how an equation can be reduced to ad:=be than to see how it can be

deduced from ad^mbe. Since the latter is the reverse of the former,

we have the following practical guide for obtaining a required equa-

tion from ad— be : First see what processes would be necessary if you

wished to reduce the equation to ad=.be ; reverse these steps in order,

and you have the method required.
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The preceding rule will be better understood from the following

example

:

a-\-b c-^d
253. If ad=bc (2), prove (5)

b d

As it is not at first evident what operations to perform on (2) to

obtain (5), let us see what would be necessary in the reverse proof.

These operations, as the student will easily see, would be :

Step I.—Clear (5) of fractions, i. e., multiply both sides by bd.

Step -£».— Cancel bd, i. e., subtract bd from both sides.

By the rule of § 252 we need to reverse these steps, viz.:

First, add bd to both sides of (2).

This gives ad-\-bd=bc-\-bd.

Secondly, divide both sides by bd.

a±b_cj-d
b ~ d '

This gives (5)

Ax. 2

Ax. 8

254. Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion, they

are also in proportion by inversion.

Given

To prove i='i. (3)
a c

Outline proof.—Derive from (i) equation (2), or be— ad, and from (2)

equation (3) by the rule of § 252. ^

255. Exercise.—Prove § 254 otherwise.

256. Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion, they

are also in proportion by alternation.

Given

To prove

1=7 ^'^

f= ^. (4)
c d

iy/«/.—Proceed as in § 254, or multiply each side of (i) by -.
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2S7» Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion^ they

are also in proportion by composition.

Given ^=-f. (i)

b d

To PROVE a±t^c^rd^
^^^

b d

Hint.—Vxocttdi as in § 254, or add i to each side of equation (i).

4oH, hxercise.— If 7=-,» prove =pa a c

259, Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion, they

are also in proportion by division.

Given ^ = -f. (i)

b d

To PROVE a-b_^c-d^
^5)

b d

Hint.—Vvocttd as in § 254, or subtract i from each side of equation (i).

260. Exercise.—If 7= -,, prove =
b a a c

26 1, Theorem^ If four numbers are in proportion, they

are also in proportion by composition and division.

Given ^ = i. (i)

b d

Tg PROVE a^^c^rd^
(7)

a—b c—d

Hint—Divide equation (5) by (6), or proceed as in § 254.

4
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2G^» Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion^ equi-

multiples of the antecedents will be in proportion with equi-

multiples of the consequents.

Given

To PROVE

l?~d'
(I)

ma mc /on_- = --. («)
nb nd

Hint.—This is proved by multiplying each side of (i) by

263. Remark.—The equations so far considered are

a c

~b'"d
(I)

ad— be (2)

b_d
a~ c

(3)

a b / ^\

c~d (4)

a-Vb c-^d

b ~ d (5)

a—b c—d
b ~ d

(6)

a+ b c-\-d

a—b"^ c— d (7)

ma mc
nb ~ nd

(8)

The student will see that, if any one of these equations be given,

all the others can be obtained. For the given equation can be trans-

formed into (2), and (2) into any other by the method of § 252.
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264. Def.—A continued proportion is an equality of

three or more ratios ; as

ci _c _ e _h _ .

'b~~d~~f~'h~

265, Theorem. In a continuedproportion the sum of any

number of antecedents is to the sum of the corresponding con-

sequents as any antecedent is to its consequent.

„ a c e h
Given -=:-=- =-r= etc.

b a f k

rr.
' a-\-c-{-e a c

Toi-ROVE ___ =_=_= etc.

a c
Call each one of the equal ratios t' -^' etc., r.

Then t=^, oi* a— br. Ax. 7

~j—r, or c=dr,
a

e r-= r, or e—fr.

Adding these equations together, we have

aJ^c^e=br^dr^fr=r (b+ d^f). Ax. 2

Dividing both sides by ^H-^+/ gives

^+ ^ + ^
Ax. 8

Ax. I

Q. E. D.

b-^d+f '"

But
a c ^

Therefore
a-\-c-\-e a c

b^d^f b^ d'^^^'^'

I
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26ii. Theorem. The products of the corresponding terms

of any nuntber ofproportionsfrom a proportion, *

Given

To PROVE

a__c
T~d^
a' _c'

b"~ d"

etc.

bb'b' dd'd'

Multiply all the given equations together.

^. . . aa'a" cc' c"
The result .s ---.-—,.

Q. E. D.

267, Theorem. Iffour numbers are in proportion, like

powers of these numbers are in proportion.

Given

To PROVE
^/» b^ rtf"' b"

etc.

This is proved by raising the two sides of the given equation to the re-

quired power.

2QS, Def—The segments of a straight line are the parts

into which it is divided.

269, Def—Two straight lines are divided proportion-

ally, when the ratio of one line to either of its segments is

equal to the ratio of the other line to its corresponding seg-

ment.
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM

^70. A straight line parallel to one side of a triangle di-

vides the other two sides proportionally.

A

\p
^c y

A

J Vp
7 ^, H
/ N _\c

B

Given—the straight YmtDE parallel to the side^Cof the triangle^^C

AB AC
To PROVE =

AD AE

Case I.— When AB and AD are commensurable i^\^. i).

Let A// he the unit of measure, and suppose it is con-

tained in AB five times, and in AD three times.

Then- ^=f (') §'«°

Through the several points of division on AB and AD
draw lines parallel to BC.

These lines will divide AC Into five equal parts, of which

AE contains three. § 127

[If any number of parallels intercept equal parts on one cutting line, they

will intercept equal parts on every other cutting line.]

AC K

Therefore —-=^. (2) §180AE 3

Comparing (i) and (2),

AB AC= Ax. I

AD AE
Q. E. D.
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Case II. When AB andAD are incommensurable (Fig. 2).

Let AD be divided into any number of equal parts, and

let one of these parts be applied to AB as a measure.

Since AD and AB are incommensurable, a certain num-

ber of these parts will extend from A to B\ leaving a re-

mainder BB' less than one of these parts.

Through B' draw B'C parallel to BC,

Since AD and AB' are commensurable,

AB' AC „ ^
~7TZ—~~r7Z' Case IAD AE

Now, suppose the number of divisions of AD to be in-

fdefinitely increased.

Then each division, either of AD or of AE, can be made

as small as we please.

Hence B'B and CC, being always less than one of these

divisions, can be made as small as we please.

Hence AB' approaches AB as a limit.

A C approaches AC as a limit.
§185

Hence approaches as a limit.

AD AD

AE

But we proved

Hence

AC AC \—- approaches as a limit.

§190

AE
AB'_AC
ad~ae'
AB_AC
AD~AE §186

Q. E. D.

271. Cor. I.
AD_AE
DB~EC

Hint—This is proved by division and inversion.
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^^ ^ XT ^^ ^^ DB
272. Cor. II. -—= -rT,=-^^ .AC AE EC

Hint.—This is proved by alternation.

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM

2KS, If a straight line divides two sides of a triangle pro-

portionally^ it is parallel to the third side.

[Converse of Proposition I.]

Given—the straight line DE, in the triangle ABC, so drawn that

AB _AC
AD~AE

To PROVE DE parallel to BC.

From D draw DE' parallel to BC

xr,
AB AC

Then -JT^' §^^^

[A straight line parallel to one side of a triangle divides the other two

sides proportionally.]

But —-=—-• Hyp.AD AE ^^

AC AC
""^"'^

^e^Je'
^"- '

The numerators of these equal fractions being equal, their

denominators must also be equal. § 254, Ax. 7

That is, AE=AE\
Therefore E and E' coincide.
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Hence DE and DE' coincide. Ax. a

But DE' is parallel to BC by construction.

Therefore DE, which coincides with DE\ is parallel to BC.
Q. E. D.

;^74. Def.—Similar polygons are polygons which have

the angles of one equal to the angles of the other, each to

each, and the corresponding, or homologous, sides propor-

[tional.*

As we shall see, if the polygons are triangles, neither of these two condi-

tions can be true without the other ; but, if the polygons have four or more

sides, either can be true without the other.

PROPOSITION III. THEOREM

^7^. Two triangles which are mutually equiangular are

[similar.

C B

Given—in the triangles ABC and A'B'C, the angles A, B, and C,

equal respectively to the angles A\ B', C.

[To PROVE the triangle ABC similar to A'B'C.

* There is some evidence that the early Egyptians knew of the properties of

rimilar figures. But the first philosopher who is mentioned as employing them

Thales (6(X) B.C.). One of his simplest calculations was to find the height of

[•a building by measuring its shadow at that hour of the day when a man's shad-

low is of the same length as himself.
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Apply the triangle A'B'C to ABC so that the angle A
shall fall on A.

Then the triangle A'B'C will take the position Abe.

Since the angle Abe (or the angle B') is given equal to B^

be is parallel to BC, % 44
[If two straight lines are cut by a third, so that corresponding angles are

equal, the straight lines are parallel.]

AB AC '

„Hence -^7 = -r-* §270Ab
AB

Ac
AC

or
A'B' A'C

By applying the triangle A'B'C to ABC so that B' shall

coincide with its equal B, it may be shown in the same man-

ner that AB _ BC

Therefore

A'B' B'C
AB AC BC

Ax. I

A'B' A'C B'C
Hence the homologous sides are proportional and the tri-

angles are similar. § 274
Q. E. D.

^76. Cor. I. If two triangles have two angles of one equal

to tivo angles of the other, they are similar.

277* Cor. H. If two straight lines are cut by a series of

parallels, the corresponding segments of the two lines are pro-

portional.
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M M*

^t«/.— Let MN and M'N' be cut by the parallels AA' , BB\ CC , and

DD'.

Draw Ad, Be, and C'V parallel to M'N'

.

Prove the triangles ^^<5, BCc, and CZ>^ similar.

^78. Construction. To divide a given straight line into

I
parts proportional to given straight lines.

Required.—To divide AB into parts proportional to w, n,

and/.

From A draw an indefinite straight line AXy upon which

lay off AC=jn, CD—n, and DF—p.

Join FB and draw Dd and C^ parallel to FB.

Ac, cd, and df^ will then be proportional to in, n, and/. § 277
Q. E. F.
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279. Remark.—If the lines m, n, and/ are equal to each

other, the line AB will be divided into equal parts. (See

also § 127.)

280. Def.—A fourth proportional to three given quan-

tities is the fourth term of a proportion whose first three

terms are the three given quantities taken in order.

281. Defs.—When the two means of a proportion are

equal, either of them is said to be a mean proportional be-

tween the other two terms. The fourth term in this case is

called a third proportional to the other two.

282. Construction. To find a fourth proportional to

three given straight lines.

m
'il

./

/
p

i°
?
/_-1

/
X

\

Y

Required.—To find a fourth proportional to m^ n, and/.

Draw from A the two indefinite lines AX and A V.

Lay off AB= m, AD= n, and AC=p.
Join BD, and through ^'draw CE parallel to BD.

Then AE will be the fourth proportional.

AB AC
ror = §272AD {AE) ^ ^

283, Remark.— If « and p are equal, then also AC
and AD are equal, and AE is a third proportional to AB
and AD.
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM

2S4^» Two triangles are similar when their homologous

sides are proportional.

C B'

llVEN—in the two triangles ABC and A'B'C,

4B__AC _BC
A'B'~~ A'C" B'C

iTo PROVE the triangle ABC similar to A'B'C.

On AB lay off Ad=A'B\ and on AC lay off Ac=A'C\
[and join de.

Then by substituting Ad and Ac for their equals A'B' and

^C in the given proportion, we have

AB_A£
Ab"Ac

'

Therefore the line dc is parallel .to BC. § 273
[If a straight line divides two sides of a triangle proportionally, it is par-

allel to the third side.]

And the angle Adc= the angle B, and Acd=C § 49

Hence the triangles ABC and Adc, being mutually equi-

fangular, are similar. § 275

It remains to show that the triangle Adc equals the trian-

[gle A'B'C. Since two of their sides are given equal, we

only need to show that the third sides' ^^ and B'C are equal.
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A

Now
be Ab A'B'

But

BC AB AB
B'C A'B'

Hence

Hence

BC AB
be B'C

§274

Hyp.

Ax. I

254, Ax. 7

BC BC
be=B'C'.

Therefore the triangles Abe and A'B'C are equal. § 89

But the triangle Abe has been proved similar to ABC
YitncQ A'B'C , the equal oiAbe, is similar to yi^^'. q. e. d.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM

28S, Two triangles are similar when an angle of the one

is equal to an angle of the other ^ and the sides including these

angles are proportional.

Given—in the triangles ABC and A'B'C, the angle A—A' and

AB __AC
A'B'~ A'C'

To PROVE the triangles similar.
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Place the triangle A'B'C on ABC so that the angle A'

shall coincide with A, and B' fall at b, and C at c.

Therefore <^r is parallel to BC^ § 273
[If a straight line divides two sides of a triangle proportionally, it is par

allel to the third side.]

ind the angles b and c are equal respectively to B and C. § 49
Hence the triangles ABC and Abe are similar. § 275

[Two triangles which are mutually equiangular are similar.]

But Abe is equal to A'B'C

.

'herefore the triangle ^'j^'C is also similar to -^^(7. q. e. d.

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM

^86. Two triangles w-hieh have their sides parallel each to

mchy or perpendicular each to each, are similar.

riVEN—in the triangles A'B'C and ABC, that the sides A'B', A'C,

and B'C, are respectively parallel to AB, AC, and BC in Fig. i,

and perpendicular in Fig. 2.

To PROVE the triangles similar.
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Since the sides of the two triangles in Fig. i are parallel

and in Fig. 2 are perpendicular each to each, the included

angles formed by each pair of sides are in both cases either

equal or supplementary. §§ 5i> 53

Hence, in both cases, we can make three hypotheses, as

follows

:

1st hypothesis, ^ +^'=32 right angles; B-\-B'= 2 right

angles; C-\-C'= 2 right angles.

2d hypothesis, ^=^'; i5+ ^' = 2 right angles ; C-\-C' = 2

right angles.

3d hypothesis, A —A'\ B—B' ; and hence also C—C . % 61

Neither the first nor the second of these hypotheses can

be true, for then the sum of the angles of a triangle would

be more than two right angles. § 58

Therefore the third is the only one admissible.

Hence the two triangles are similar. q. e. d.

2HK. Remark.—The student will observe that ABC and

abc can be proved similar in the same manner.

2SS, Remark.—The homologous sides in the two trian-

gles are any two parallel sides (Fig. i) or any two perpendic-

ular sides (Fig. 2).
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289* Defs.—The base of a triangle is that side upon

which the triangle is supposed to stand. The altitude is

the perpendicular to the base from the opposite vertex.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM

2i)0, In two similar triangles, corresponding altitudes have

^^ke same ratio as any two homologous sides.

^IVEN—two similar triangles ABC and A'B'C, AD and A'D' being

their corresponding altitudes.

AD __AB _AC _ BC
A'D'" A'B'~ A'C'"^ B'C'

PROVE

The two right triangles ABD and A'B'D' are similar,

ice B and B' are equal angles, and ADB and A'D'B' are

)th right angles. § 276
[If two triangles have two angles of one equal to two angles of the other,

they are similar.]

AD AB

But, since the triangles ABC and A'B'C are similar, we

have AB AC BC
§274

Hence

A'B' A'C B'C
AD AB AC BC
A'D' A'B' A'C B'C

Ax. I

Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION Vni. THEOREM

2f)l» If three or more straight lines drawn tJiroiigJi a com-

mon point intersect two parallels, the corresponding segments

of the parallels are proportional.

d c h a

BCD
Given—the lines OA, OB, OC, OD, drawn through a common point

O and intersecting the parallels AD and ad in the points A, B, C,

D, and a, b, c, d.

AB BC CD
To PROVE —r^-T^^—T'

ah be cd

Since ad is parallel to AD,

angle 6^^/^= angle 6^/4^, and angle (9^^= angle OBA. §§48,49

Therefore the triangle aOb is similar to AOB. § 276
[If two triangles have two angles of one equal to two angles of the other,

they are similar.]

In the same way the triangles bOc and cOd are similar re-

.spectively to BOC and COD.

ah

AB
Therefore

and COD.

\0B} BC \0CJ CD ^ ^^1'

__,, ab be cd .

Whence -—=— = Ax. i

AB BC CD
Q. E. D.
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292. Cor. If AB = BC= CD, then ab^bc = cd. There-

fore the lines, drawn from the vertex of a triangle dividing

the base into equal parts, divide a parallel to the base into

equalparts also.

293. Exercise.—Two men, on opposite sides of a street,

k in opposite directions, and so that a tree between them

ays hides each from the other. Prove that, if one man

Iks uniformly, the other must also, and show the connec-

n between the position of the tree and the ratio of their

eds.

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM

^'94:. Tzvo polygons similar to a third are similar to each

M

^EN the polygons X and V, both similar to Z.

PROVE that X and V are similar to each other.

[Angles A and F are each equal to K. Hyp.

[Therefore they are equal to each other. Ax. i

In like manner the angles B, C, D, E o( X are equal to

the corresponding angles of G, H, I, J oi Y.

AB_BC _CD
KL~LM~MN
FG GH HI

Again = = etc.,

and
KL LM MN etc.

§274
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L^ ^\A

Dividing the first set of equations by the second,

AB BC_CD
_^^^

FG~ GH~ hi"''
^'

Therefore X and Y are similar. § 274

[Having their angles respectively equal and their homologous sides pro-

portional.] Q. E, D.

2^5. Def.—The ratio of similitude of any two similar

polygons is the ratio of any two homologous sides.

[Thus in § 294 the ratio of ^^ to FG is the ratio of similitude of X and F.]

i

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM

^96. Two similar polygons are equal if their ratic of

similitude is unity.

Given—the similar polygons X and K, whose ratio of similitude is

unity.

To PROVE ^and F equal.
! i

i
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§274

Hyp.

The angles of X and Y are respectively equal.

Again — = I.^ PQ
Thereiore AB= PQ; Ukev^ise BC=QR ; etc.

That is, the sides of Xand Fare respectively equal.

Hence the polygons, having their corresponding angles

md sides respectively equal, can be made to coincide and

ire equal. q, e. d.

207. Defs.—If the vertices A, B, C, D, etc., of a polygon

ire joined by straight lines to a point O, and the lines OAy

W, OC, OD^ etc., are divided in a given ratio at the points

', B\ C\ D\ etc., the polygon A'B'CD' etc., is said to be

radially situated with respect to the polygon ABCD, etc.

The ratio of the lines OA' and OA is called the determin-

ing ratio of the two polygons.

The point O is called the ray centre.

In each of the figures the vertices A and A\ B and B' , Cand C , etc., lie

on the rays OA, OB, OC, etc., making

OA _0B _0C _ ^^^
0A~ 0B'~ 0C~^^'

The two polygons, ABODE and A'B'C'D'E' , are therefore radially situated.

The points A', B\ C, D' are homologous to the points

, B, Cj D respectively.

Straight lines determined by homologous points are ho-

lologous.

Angles formed by homologous lines are homologous.
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\

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM

208, Two polygons radially situated are similar and their

ratio of similitude is equal to the determining ratio.

I

I
Given—the polygons ABCDE and A'B'CD'E' radially situated,

being the ray centre. :
To PROVE—they are similar, and that the determining ratio is their

ratio of similitude.

AB is parallel to A'B\ EC to B'C, etc. § 273
[If a straight line divide two sides of a triangle proportionally, it is par-

allel to the third side.]

Hence 2iX\g\Q ABC^A'B' C,2.ng\Q BCD= B'CD'
, Qic.%^i

[Having their sides respectively parallel and in the same right-and-left

order.]

Again, triangle OAB is similar to OA'B', OBC to OB'C,

etc. § 285

Therefore = = = ( = etc. S 274
A'B' \OBy B'C \0C) ^ ^

AB BC
Whence = = etc. Ax. i

A'B' B'C
Since the polygons have their angles respectively equal

and their homologous sides proportional, they are similar.

§274
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AB
Also, their ratio of similitude = determining ratio

OJL.
OB' Q- E. D.

,9.9.9. Def.—The ray centre is also called the centre of

similitude.

PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM

300, Any two similar polygons can be radially placed^ the

Hermining ratio being equal to the ratio of similitude.

d

B c
P

b^ a

fiVEN
'

the similar polygons P and/.

'O PROVE—that they can be radially placed, the determining ratio

being the ratio of similitude.

With any point O as ray centre form a polygon p' radially

ituated with regard to P, having the determining ratio

Oa'
. . . .

ab
' equal to the ratio of similitude of p and P.
OA ^ AB ^

Then p' and P will be similar, the ratio of similitude being

ab~oa' ^^^

But / and P are given similar, and their ratio of similitude

ab

ab'
Therefore/' and/ are similar. § 294
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S <A
;/ '1

d'^^-^i::r-A~ 6 a

T,. . a'U Oa' ^ Oa' ab
JNlow, since ~ and =: ,

AB OA OA AB
a'b' _ ab

'ab~~ab'

a'b'_AB_
ab ~AB~

That is, the ratio of simiHtude oi p' and/ is unity.

Therefore/ can be made to coincide with/'. § 296

In other words, 7^ and/ can be radially placed, the deter-

mining ratio being the ratio of similitude. q. e. d.

By alternation

Ax. I

256

\

301, Construction. To draw a polygon similar to a

given polygon y having given the ratio of similitude.

I

Given the polygon ABCDE.

To CONSTRUCT—similar to ABCDE, a polygon A'B'C'D'E', the ratio

of similitude beine: — •
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From any point O draw lines to all the vertices A, B, C,

Construct OA^ a fourth proportional to ;;/, ;/, and OA.

§282
Likewise find B\ C, D\ E', so that

:

m_OA _0B _0C _
n" 0A'~ 0B'~ 0C'~^

^'

Then the polygons ABCDE and A'B'CD'E' are similar,

ind their ratio of similitude is ^

.

§ 298
n

Q. E. F.

302. Exercise.—To draw a polygon similar to a given

[polygon, having a given line as a side homologous to a given

;ide of the given polygon.

Hint.—Find the ratio of similitude. Then by § 301 construct a polygon

similar to the given polygon having tins ratio of similitude. Lastly, upon

the given line as a side draw a polygon having its angles and sides equal to

those of the second polygon.

303. Def.—A diagonal of a polygon is a straight line

[joining two vertices not in the same side.

304,. Exercise.—In two similar polygons, homologous

liagonals have the same ratio as any two homologous

[sides.

Hint.—Place the polygons in a radial position,

30ii. Exercise.—In two similar polygons, the straight

lines joining the middle points of any two pairs of homolo-

fgous sides are proportional to the sides.

300. Exercise.—State and prove a general proposition

which includes § 305 as a special case.

30K. Def.—The perimeter of a polygon is the sum of its

sides. ^
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PROPOSITION XIII. THEOREM

308, The perimeters of two similar polygons have the same

ratio as any two homologous sides.

I

<y
Given—the perimeters P and /" of the two polygons ABCDE and

A'B'C'D'E',

P AB BC CDTo PROVE
P' A'B' B'C CD'

etc.

Since the two polygons are similar, we have

AB BC CD

I

A'B' B'C CD'
etc. §274

^, AB -V BC -\- CD -V^\.^- AB BC , . ^Then — — =:etc. §265

That is

A'B'^B'C^CD'-\-^lQ. A'B' B'C
P AB BC CD = etc.

P' A'B' B'C CD' Q.E.D.

309, Ronark.—A pantograph* is a machine for drawing a plane

figure similar to a given plane figure.

FIG. 3

* The pantograph was invented in 1603 by Christopher Scheiner. It is very

useful for enlarging and reducing maps and drawings.
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The pantograph, shown in Figs, i and 2, consists of four bars, par-

allel in pairs and jointed at D, C, D, and E. At D and F are pencils

and A turns upon a fixed pivot. BD and DE may be so adjusted as

to form a parallelogram BCED cutting AC and CF in any required

. AB CE
ratio -— = -—

•

AC CF
Then (see § 310) Z? will always be in the same straight line with A

AD
id F and the ratio will remain constant and equal to the given

AB
Uio

AC
Hence, if the pencil F traces a given figure, the pencil D will

ice a similar figure, the ratio of similitude being the fixed ratio

W
if'

In Fig. 3 the principle is similar; as also in Fig. 4, where the two

jures are on opposite sides of A.

FIG. 4

310, Exercise.—Prove the principles stated in § 309, viz., that

AD
.
D, F remain always in the same straight line, and that remains

AB ^^
>nstant and equal to

AB CE
Hint.— In ^7; = 77=. substitute BD for CE and prove the triangles

ABD and ^C/' similar.
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PROPOSITION XIV. THEOREM

Sll, In a right triangle, if a perpendicular is drawn from
the vertex of the right angle to the hypotenuse :

I. The triangles on each side of the perpeitdicular are similar to

the whole triangle and to each other.

II. The perpendicular is a mean proportional between the seg-

ments of the hypototuse.

III. Each side about the right aiigle is a meaii proportional be-

tween the hypotenuse and the adjacoit segment.

Given—the right triangle ABC and the perpendicular AD from

the vertex of the right angle A on BC.

I. To PROVE—the triangles DBA, DAC, and ABC similar to each

other.

The right triangles DBA and ABC each have the angle B
common ; hence they are mutually equiangular. § 6i

Also, the right triangles DAC and ABC, having the angle

C common, are mutually equiangular. g 6i

Hence the three triangles DBA, DAC, and ABC sltq mu-

tually equiangular.

They are therefore similar. g 275
Q. E.D.

Note.—The angles thus proved equal are B — DAC, both of which are

marked x, and C= DAB, both marked j.
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II. To PROVE

—

AD a mean proportional between Z>Cand BD.

Since the two right triangles DBA and DAC diX^ similar,

their homologous sides (that is, the sides opposite equal an-

gles) are proportional. g 274

Hence DD, opposite j/ in triangle DBA : AD^ opposite j
DAC\ : AD, opposite x in first : DC, opposite x in second.

That is, y^iD is a mean proportional between BD and DC.

§281
Q. E. D.

[. To PROVE

—

AB a mean proportional between BC and BD.

In the similar triangles ABC and DBA.
\BC, Opposite right angle in the large triangle : BA, oppo-

te right angle in small : : BA, opposite y in first : BD, op-

>sitejv in second. § 274

That is, BA is a mean proportional between BC and BD,

In like manner it may be shown that AC is 2i mean pro-

jrtional between BC and DC. q. e. d.

312, Cor. I. From II. of the preceding proposition

have 'AD"=BDxDC, (i) §250

id from III., ~BA"=:BCxBD, (2)

Id 'AC"= BCxDC. (3)

813. Cor. II. Dividing (2) by (3)

'BA'_BD
'AC~DC

[ence, in a right triangle, the squares of the sides about the

\ght angle are proportional to the segments of the Jiypotetiuse

made by a perpendicular let fallfrom the vertex of the right

angle.
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314. Remark.—By AD^ is understood the square of the

numerical measure of AD.

315, Cor. III. Iffrom a point A in the circ2tmference of

a circle chords AB and AC be drazvn to the extremities of a

diameter BC, and AD be drazvn from A perpendicular to BC,

AD will be a mean proportional between BD and DC ; AB
will be a mean proportional between BC and BD ; and AC
will be a mean proportional between BC and DC.

316, Construction. To find a mean proportional be-

tiveen two given lines, in and n.

m

On the indefinite straight line BE lay off BD=m and

DC=n. ^
On BC as a diameter describe a semicircle. f
At D erect DA perpendicular to BC, to meet the semi-

circle.

DA will be a mean proportional between m and n. § 315-

Q. E. F.
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PROPOSITION XV. THEOREM

.7^7. TJic square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is

equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sidesJ^

riVEN—the right triangle ABC right angled at A, with sides a, b, c.

[To PROVE b^-\-c''=ia^.

§312

Draw AD perpendicular to the hypotenuse BC,

mien b'=axBD]
€''=ay:DC\

.dding d^-\-e'' =ax{BD+DC)= axa. Ax. 2

ir d''+ e^= a\ q. e. d.

318, COR. I. The square of either side about the right

ingle is equal to the difference of the squares of the other two

\sides.

* This proposition was first discovered by Pythagoras in the form given in

[Book IV., Proposition XI. But the Egyptians are supposed to have known as

[early as 2000 b.c. how to make a right angle by stretching around three pegs a

[cord measured off into 3, 4, and 5 units. The ancient Hindoos and Chinese

[also used this method. It is doubtful, however, whether the fact that 3^ -f 4^* = 5*

[Mas ever observed by them. It may be noted that essentially this method of

[forming a right angle is still used by carpenters. Sticks of 6 feet and 8 feet form

'two sides, and a " ten-foot pole" completes the triangle.
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. 31f). Cor. II. TJie diagonal of a square is equal to the

side multiplied by the square root of two.

Outline PROOf^ : AC^VAB^ + BC"" = V2AB^ = ABV2.

PROPOSITION XVI. THEOREM

320, If through a fixed point within a circle tzvo chords

are drawn, the product of the tzvo segments of one is equal to

the product of the two segments of the other.

Given—P, a fixed point in a circle, and AB' and A'B any two chords

drawn through P.

To fROVE PAXPB'^PBXPA'.

Join AB and A'B\

In triangles APB, A'PB' angles at P are equal. § 30

[Being vertical.]

Also the angles at A and A' are equal. § 197
[Being inscribed in the same segment.]

Hence the triangles are similar. § 276
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Therefore PA, opposite B : PA' , opposite B'

:

: PB, oppo-

site A : PB', opposite A\ § 274

Whence PA x PB'= PB x PA\ §250
Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION XVII. THEOREM

321, Iffrom a point without a circle a tangent and a se-

\cant be drawn, the tangent is a mean proportional between the

fhole secant and its external segment.

riVEN—a fixed point P outside of a circle, PC a tangent, and PB
a secant (Fig. i).

PB_PC
PC~PA

,0 PROVE

Join A C and BC. The triangles PA C and PCB have the

mgle at P common, and the angles PCA and PBC (both

larked x) equal, each being measured by one-half the arc

c §§197,205

Therefore the triangles are similar. § 276
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P P

Hence PB, opposite y in large triangle : PC, opposite y in

small : : PC^ opposite x in large : PA, opposite x in small.

Q. E. D.

32'^. Cor. Hence, in Fig. 2,

PBxPA^TC",
and PB'xPA' =PC\
Therefore PB' xPA' =PBxPA, Ax. i

Hence, if from a point zvitJiout a circle two secants be

drawn, the product of one secant and its external segment is

equal to the product of the other and its external segment.

323. Exercise.—Yxov^ § 322 by drawing A'B and AB'

.

324:. Def.—The projection of a straight line AB, upon

another straight line MN, is the portion of MN included

between the perpendiculars let fall from the extremities of

AB upon the line MN.

N M>

I

I

In Fig. I A'B' is the projection of AB. In Fig. 2, where one extremity

of AB is on MN, AB' is the projection.
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PROPOSITION XVIII. THEOREM

S25, In any triangle, the square of the side opposite an

acute angle is equal to the sum of the squares of the other tivo

sides^ minus twice the product of one of these sides and the

projection of the other side upon it.

Given the triangle ABC and C, an acute angle.

Draw AD perpendicular to CB or CB produced, making CD the projec-

tion of ^ Con C^, and call ^j9=^ ; AC=b\ BC-a\ AD=y\ BD= m\
CD= n.

To PROVE c'^=a'^-\-b'^^2an.

In the right triangle ABD.
c'= m'+y\ (i)

In Fig. I, m=a—n\ and in Fig. 2, m= n— a.

In both cases m^= a'^— 2an-{-n'^.

Substituting this value in (i),

c''= a^— 2an-\-}t'-\-y''. (2)

But in the triangle ^(7A fi'+f^b'.

Substituting this value in (2),

c^^a^+ b^'— ian.

Summary : c"^= m^+/

=

d^ -2ati-\- n^ -\-f =a^- 2an + ^'.

§317

§317

Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION XIX. THEOREM

326. In an obtuse-angled triangle the square of the side

opposite the obtuse angle is equal to the sum of the squares of

the other two sides,plus twice the prodicct of one of these sides

and the projection of the other side 7ipon it.

\
Given—the obtuse-angled triangle ABC with B the obtuse angle.

Draw AD perpendicular to CB produced, making BD the projection of

AB on CB, and call AB = c\ AC=b\ BC=a\ AD=y; BDz=in;

CD = n.

To PROVE b''=a''-\-c''+ 2am.

In the right triangle ACD
b^= n^^y\ (I) §317

But n= a-\-in.

And 7i^— a^-\-2am+ m*,

Substituting this value of ?/ in (i),

b'^d'-ir 2am -f m"" -f/ . (2)

But in the triangle ABD, 7;/+/= ^'. § 317

Substituting this value in (2),

b"^ =z d^ -{-
c"^

-\- 2am, q. e. d.

Summary : ^2 - n^^f= a^-{- 2am -\- m' +/ = a^ + 2am + c\
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PROPOSITION XX. THEOREM

5^7. The bisector of mi angle of a triangle divides the op-

posite side into segments which are proportional to the other

two sides.

Given—in the triangle ABC, AD the bisector of the angle A.

DC _AC
DB~ABTo PROVE

Draw BM parallel to AD and meeting AC produced

at M.

Then in the triangle BMC, since AD is parallel to BM,

%r^M- (•) §-^^'
DB AM

Also, since AD is parallel to MB,
3ing\eM=DAC §49

[Being corresponding angles of parallel lines.]

And angle MBA =BAD. § 48
[Being alt. -int. angles of parallel lines.]

But 3ing\eDAC=BAD. Hyp.

Therefore angle M=MBA. Ax. i

And AM=AB. § yy

o r. • ' • r .
DC AC

Substituting in (i), ^^^' Q- e. d.
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328, Cor. Conversely, if AD divides BC into tivo scg-

meyits whicJi are proportional to the adjacent sides, it bisects

the angle BA C.

PROPOSITION XXI. THEOREM

S29, The bisector of an exterior angle of a triangle meets

the opposite side produced in a point zvhose distances from the

extremities of that side are proportional to the other two sides.

Given—in the triangle ABC, AD the bisector of the exterior an-

gle CAN.
DB AB

To PROVE =
DC AC

Draw CM parallel to AD, meeting AB at M.

Then in the triangle BAD, since CM is parallel to AD,
DB AB , .

DC AM ^ ^

Also, since CM is parallel to AD^

angle AAIC=NA D. § 49

And angle ACM= CAD. § 48

But ?iV\g\QNAD^CAD. Hyp.

Therefore 2iWg\Q AMC^ACM. Ax. i

And AM=:AC. ^77

o , . .
DB AB

Substitutmg in (,), ^^=-^-'
^^^^^_
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=
, then it bisects the angle CAN,

C

330. Cor. Conversely, ifAD meets BC produced so that

DB__AB
DC~AC
331. Defs,—The line AB is divided internally at C, when

this point is between the extremities of the line ; CA and

(B are the segments into which it is divided.

AB is divided externally at C y when this point is on the

ne produced. The segments are CA andC^B.

In each case the segments are the distances from the

point of division to the extremities of the line. The line is

the sum of the internal segments, and the difference of the

external segments.

332, A line is divided harmonically, when it is divided

internally and externally in the same ratio.

CA CA
Thus, if 7r^ = 7;rs» then AB is divided harmonically at Cand C

.

CB C B

333, Exercise.—Prove that the bisectors of the interior

md exterior angles at one of the vertices of a triangle divide

the opposite side harmonically (see figure below).

334:. Exercise.—If AD and AE bisect the angles at A^

)rove also that ED is divided harmonically at C and B,

CD
jy/«/.—Alternate the proportion found in § 333.
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335. Def.—A straight line is divided in extreme and
mean ratio when one of its segments is a mean proportional

between the whole line and the other segment.

336. Construction. To divide a given straight line in

extreme and mean ratio.

Given the straight Hne AB.

Required to divide it in extreme and mean ratio.

At B draw the perpendicular BO equal to one half AB.
With the centre O and radius OB describe a circumfer-

ence, and drawy4(9, cutting the circumference in D and D'

.

On AB lay off AC=AD, and extend BA to C, making

AC=AD\
Then AB is divided in extreme and mean ratio, internally

at C, and externally at C\

AD' AB
,

'•

-J^'^JB' (^)
.

^'''

By division and inversion

AB _ AD
ad'-ab~ab-ad' ^^^ §§254,259

But AB^20B:=^DD\ 2.nd AD=AC. Cons.

Therefore,

AD'-AB=AD'-DD' =AD^AC, and AB-AD=zBC.

I
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Substituting these values in (2),

AB_AC
AC~BC

Hence AB is divided internally at C in extreme and mean

ratio. Q. E. F.

II. By composition and inversion of (i),

AD' AB
(3) §§ 254, 257

AD'+AB AB-\-AD

lut AD'=AC\ and AB= DD'.

'herefore AD' -\-AB=AC -[-AB=BC\
.nd AB+AD=DD'+AD=AD' =AC.
Substituting these values in (3),

AB _AC'
'c obtain

J^--^''
Hence AB is divided externally at C in extreme and

lean ratio. q. e. f.

337* Remark.—AC Sind AC may be computed in terms

>f AB as follows:

ABAC=AD=AO-OD=AO (I)

AB
.ikewise AC =AD' = AO-{-OD'=^AO-]--^- (2)

;ut Ad'=AB'+ (^Y=AB'+AB\-=AF.^
V 2 / 4 4

Whence, extracting the square root,

AO=AB.^-
2

§317

Substituting in (i) and (2),

.nd ^C'=AB.y^^^=AB.^
2 2 2
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PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

338, Exercise.—The point of interaection of the internal

tangents to two circles divides the line of centres internally

into parts whose ratio equals the ratio of the radji.

33^, Exercise,—The point of intersection of the external

tangents to tw^o circles divides the line of centres externally

into parts whose ratio equals the ratio of the radii.

34:0, Exercise.—The points of intersection of the inter-

nal and external tangents to two circles divide the line of

centres harmonically.

34il. Exercise.—If through the centres of two circles two

parallel radii are drawn in the same direction, the straight

line joining their extremities will pass through the intersec-

tion of the external tangents.

34z2, Exercise.—If through the centres of two circles two

parallel radii are drawn in opposite directions, the straight

line joining their extremities will pass through the intersec-

tion of the internal tangents.

34z3, Exercise.—If through the intersection of the exter-

nal or of the internal tangents to two circles a secant is

drawn, the radii to the points of intersection will be parallel

in pairs.

34:4:, Exercise.—Give methods for drawing the common
tangents to two circles depending on §§ 341, 342.
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34:5, Exercise.—A triangle ABC is inscribed in a circle

to which a second circle is externally tangent at ^. \{ AB
and ^6^ are produced till they meet the second circumfer-

ence at J/ and iV, the triangles ABC and AMN are similar.

§§ 205, 275

34:(u Exercise—The perpendiculars from any two vertices

of a triangle on the opposite sides are inversely proportional

to those sides. § 276

547. Exercise.— If two circles are tangent internally, all

chords of the greater drawn from the point of contact are

divided proportionally by the circumference of the smaller.

Hhit.—Apply §§ 202, 225, 276.

34:8, Exercise.—If from P, a point in a circumference,

any chords, PA, PB, PC, are drawn, and these chords are

cut in a, b, c, respectively, by any straight line parallel to

[•the tangent at P, then PAxPa^PBxPb^PCxPc.
Hint.—Let one chord pass through centre. Join its extremity to any other

chord and apply §§ 202, 276.

349. Exercise.—On a common base ^^ are two triangles,

ABC and ABC\ whose vertices ^'and C lie in a straight line

parallel to AB. If a second parallel to AB cuts A C and BC
in M and N, and AC and BC in M' and N' , then MN=
M'N'. % 275

350. Exercise.—If at the extremities of BC, the hypote-

nuse of a right triangle ABC, perpendiculars to the hypote-

nuse are drawn intersecting./!^ produced in J/ and ^6' pro-

duced in N, then AB _AM
AN~ AC'

351. Exercise.—The difference of the squares of two

sides of any triangle is equal to the difference of the squares

of the projections of these sides on the third side. § 3^7
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352. Exercise.—If from one of the acute angles of a

right-angled triangle a straight line be drawn bisecting the

opposite side, the square of that line will be less than the

square of the hypotenuse by three times the square of half

the side bisected.

353. Exercise.— If two circles intersect each other, the

tangents drawn from any point of their common chord pro-

duced are equal, § 321

354. Exercise.—If two circles intersect each other, their

common chord if produced will bisect their common tangent.

§321

355. Exercise.— I. The sum of the squares of two sides

of a triangle is equal to twice the square of half the third

side, plus twice the square of the median drawn to the third

side.

II. The difference of the squares of two sides of a triangle

is equal to twice the product of the third side by the pro-

jection of the median upon the third side.

M D

j/int,—The median BD divides ABC into two triangles, one acute an-

gled and the other obtuse angled (provided AB and BC are not equal).

Apply §§ 325. 326.

35G. Exercise.— In any quadrilateral the sum of the

squares of the four sides is equal to the sum of the squares

of the diagonals plus four times the square of the line join-

ing the middle points of the diagonals.
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Hint.—Apply § 355, I. to the triangles ABC, ADC, and BED, and com-

bine equations thus obtained.

5^7. Exercise.—The product of two sides of a triangle is

icqual to the product of the diameter of the circumscribed

circle and the altitude upon the third side.

Hint.—Let ABCht the triangle. Draw the altitude BD and the diame-

ter BM. Prove the triangles BAM zxi^ BDC s\xm\zx. §§ 201, 202, 276

3^8* Exercise.—In an inscribed quadrilateral, ABCD, if

F is the intersection of the diagonals A C and BD, then

ABxAD_AF
CBx CD~EC

Hint.-~\\\ the triangles ABD and CBD, draw the altitudes AM and CN
and apply § 357. Then compare triangles AFM and CFN.
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S50. Exercise.—The product of two sides of a triangle

is equal to the square of the bisector of their included angle

plus the product of the segments of the third side formed

by the bisector.

Hint.—Circumscribe a circle about ABC and produce the bisector to cut

the circumference in M. Prove the triangles ABD and MBC similar.

Apply § 320.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

360, Exercise.—To produce a given straight line AIN to

a point X, such that MN : MX=2, : 7.

361, Exercise.—To construct two straight lines having

given their sum and ratio.

362, Exercise.—Having given the lesser segment of a

straight line divided in extreme and mean ratio, to con-

struct the whole line.

363* Exercise.—To construct a triangle having a given

perimeter and similar to a given triangle.

364:, Exercise.—To construct a right triangle having

given an acute angle and the perimeter.

36o. Exercise.—To divide one side of a given triangle

into segments proportional to the other two sides.
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SGG* Exercise.—In a given circle to inscribe a triangle

similar to a given triangle.

tV6*7. Exercise.—About a given circle to circumscribe a

triangle similar to a given triangle.

3^S. Exercise.—To inscribe a square in a semicircle.

O D

Hint.—At B draw CB equal and perpendicular to the diameter. Join

OC cutting the circumference in M, and draw MD parallel to CB. Prove

MD the side of the required square by § 275.

SG9* Exercise.—To inscribe a square in a given triangle.

Hint.—On the altitude AD construct the square ADFE and draw BE
cutting the side^ C at M. FromM draw MN and MP parallel to EF and

AE respectively. Prove these lines equal and sides of the required square.

570. Exercise.—To inscribe in a given triangle a rectan-

gle similar to a given rectangle.

571. Exercise.—To inscribe in a given triangle a parallel-

>gram similar to a given parallelogram.
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372. Exercise.—To construct a circumference which shall

pass through two given points and be tangent to a given

straight line.

Hint.—Let AB be the given line, P and P' the points. If the straight

line PP' is parallel to AB, the solution is simple. If PP' is not parallel to

AB, it will cut it at some point X, and the distance from X to Y, the re-

quired point of tangency, may be determined by § 321.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

373, (i.) In the triangle ABC, DE is drawn parallel to

BC. U—=^^BC=S6, 2indAE= 24, find AC Siud DE.
DB l

.2^
(2.) The sides of a triangle are 3, 5, and 7. In a similar

triangle the side homologous to 5 is equal to 65. Find the .

other two sides of the second triangle. Mk

(3.) The shadow cast upon level ground by a certain

church steeple is 27 yds. long, while at the same time that

of a vertical rod 5 ft. high is 3 ft. long. Find the height of

the steeple.
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(4.) The footpaths on the opposite sides of a street are

30 ft. apart. On one of them a bicycle rider is moving uni-

formly at the rate of 15 miles per hour. If a man on the

other side, walking in the opposite direction, so regulates his

pace that a tree 5 ft. from his path continually hides him

rom the rider, does he walk uniformly, and, if so, at what

ite does he walk ?

(5.) If from the top of a telegraph-pole standing upon the

ffink of a stream 23 m. wide a wire 30 m. long reaches to

le opposite side of the stream, how high is the pole?

(6.) Given the two perpendicular sides of a right triangle

[ual to 8 and 6 in. respectively to compute the length of

le perpendicular from the vertex of the right angle to the

""potenuse.

(7.) If in a right triangle the two perpendicular sides are ^

id ^, compute the altitude upon the hypotenuse.

(8.) If, in the above example, <^= 137.53 dkm., and b—
3.19 m., find the altitude.

(9.) If in a right triangle one of the sides about the right

igle is double the other, what is the ratio of the segments

the hypotenuse formed by the altitude upon the hypote-

luse?

(10.) There are two telegraph-poles standing upon the

^"same level in a city street, one 59 ft. high, the other 45 ft.

|igh, while between them, and in a straight line with their

ises, is a hitching-post 3 ft. high. If the distance from the

p of the post to the top of the higher pole is 100 ft., and

>m the top of the post to that of the lower pole 80 ft.,

w far apart are the poles ?

(i I.) If the chord of an arc is 720 ft. and the chord of its

ilf is 369 ft., what is the diameter of the circle?
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(i2.) A chord of a circle is divided into two segments of

73.162 dcm. and 96.758 dcm. respectively by another chord,

one of whose segments is 3.1527 m. What is the length of

the second chord?

(13.) If a chord of a circle is cut by another chord into two

segments, a and b, and one segment of the second chord is

equal to c, find the other segment.

(14.) If from a point without a circle two secants are drawn

whose external segments are 8 in. and 7 in., while the inter-

nal segment of the latter is 17 in., what is the length of the

internal segment of the former?

(15.) From a point without a circle are drawn a tangent

and a secant, the secant passing through the centre. If the

length of the tangent is a, and the external segment of the

secant is ^, find the radius of the circle.

(16.) In a triangle whose sides are respectively 25.136 cm.,

31.298 cm., and 37.563 cm. in length, find the segments of

the longest side formed by the bisector of the opposite

angle.

(17.) In a triangle whose sides are a, b, and c, find the seg-

ments of the side b formed by the bisector of the opposite

angle.

(18.) If the base of an isosceles triangle is 60 cm., and

each of its sides is 50 cm., find the length of its altitude in

inches.

(19.) If the base of an isosceles triangle is b, and its alti-

tude h, find the sides.

(20.) Find the altitude of an equilateral triangle whose

side is 5 in.

(21.) Show that, if a is the side of an equilateral triangle,

the altitude is i^VS-
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(22.) Find in feet the side of an equilateral triangle having

an altitude of 793.57 m.

1(23.) Show that, in a right triangle, one of whose acute

ngles is 30°, and whose hypotenuse is a, the side opposite

0° is \a^ and the other side is \a^/^.

(24.) One acute angle of a right triangle is 30° and the

hypotenuse is 4.3791 cm. Find the other sides.

(25.) Find the side of an isosceles right triangle whose hy-

potenuse is 3 ft.

(26.) If rt: is the hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle,

the side is \ay/2,

(27.) Find the side of an isosceles right triangle whose hy-

potenuse is 32.174 dkm.

(28.) Find the base of an isosceles triangle whose side is

4 ft. and whose vertex angle is 30°.

(29.) If one of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle is R
and the vertex angle is 30°, show that the base \?> R^/2— ^^3.

Hint. h = \R }

y = /^ — x.

a2 = ^2 +y.

§ 373(23)
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(30.) Having given a triangle whose sides are 6, 8, and 12,

find its altitude upon the side 12.

D 12

Solution.—In the triangle ABD, y" -^-x'^^i^. § 317

In the triangle ADC, f ^{\2-xy-6A,.

Combine the two equations and eliminate _;'.

/ +^^=36 (I)

f—2^x^x'-=—Zo (2)

24^'=: 1 16

Substituting this value in (i),

/+(W= 36

36/:= 45 5

6j'=: ^45^ =.21.334-

J=-3-55 +

(31.) In a triangle whose sides are a, b, and r, find the three

altitudes.

i

O c

Solution.—In the triangle CBO, x" -\-y= a'. (i)

In the triangle CAO,{c-xy+/=zd\ (2)h 317
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Simplifying and combining,

X—
2C

Substituting value of x in (i),

f 2C

This result may be factored and arranged for logarithmic

'Computation as follows

:

_ /(2ac-ha"-fc'—b'\/2ac-a'—c'-{- b''\

Multiplying each fraction by J, and factoring,

,et

Then

Whence

a-i-b-^c

a+ b+ c
-b=s-b. Ax. 3

a+ c— b= s-b.

, a-\-b— c . b-Vc—a
In same manner — s—c, and =^— a.
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O c

Substituting these values under radical and extracting

root,

c

The other altitudes are

and

^/s{s— a){s— b){s— c)

^s{s—a){s— b){s— c).

(32.) Having given the sides of a triangle equal to 375.49,

289.63, and 231.19, find its three altitudes.

(33.) If the sides of a triangle are 27.931 m., 2175.4 cm.,

and 296.53 dcm., what are the lengths in feet of (i) the alti-

tude upon the greatest side, and (2) the segments into which

it divides that side ?

Hint.—After finding the altitude, the segments can easily be found by

logarithms, since (§ 318) x= Va- -/-' = V{a - y){a +;').

(34.) Compute the medians of a triangle whose sides are

<2, b, and c.

c

R P t

Solution,—In the triangle CRP, m^— x"
'\-
y^

, (i)

In the triangle CRA, f ^(^^-Vx\ ^b\ (2)

In the triangle CBR, f -^i^-^-,^ = a\ (3)

§317
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Simplifying,

Adding,

f^'-^cx^x'= b\ (2)
4

yH-7-^^+ ^' = ^'. (3)
4-

Transposing, 2(;r' 4-/)— a^-^b — = -^

x'^f=
2{a*+ b'')-c'

'But

Therefore

x'+/ = m\ (I)

;;^^— _;^ i

4

The other medians ^VG^V2{b'' i-c'')—d' and i ^ 2{c' -\-a*)— b^,

(35.) Having given the three sides of a triangle equal to

3, 5, and 7, find its three medians.

(36.) If two sides and one of the diagonals of a parallelo-

gram are respectively 24, 31, and 28, what is the length of

the other diagonal ?

(37.) In a triangle whose sides are a,b,a.nd ^, compute the

bisector of the angle opposite c.

c

Solution.—Circumscribe a circle about the triangle, pro-

duce the bisector to meet the circumference, and draw BR.

Then, in the triangles BCR and CPA, the angle R equals

the angle O and angle BCR equals the angle PCA. § 201
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C

Therefore

Whence

But

Whence

by
y''-\-ys= ab. (i)

a _^ X
b c—x
bx= ac- ax,

ac , .
^

be
X— r> (2); and c—x— (3)a-\-b

^~^'
,

" a-yb

But {c—x)y.x—yy.z.

Substituting values for x and {c— x) from (2) and (3)

abc"

§274

§ 250

§327

§250

§320

\a-\-by (4)

abc'
Subtracting (4) from (i) /= ^^--£j^^^^(i _^--f^

This result may be factored and arranged for logarithmic

computation as follows

:

n/"*(-(7|*7)=v/-'(-;;^)(-,f^)

Multiplying both fractions by f , and extracting root,
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(38.) If the sides of a triangle are 219.57, 178.35, and 153.94

ft., find the length of the bisector of the angle opposite the

greatest side.

(39.) If the sides of a triangle are a^ b, and r, find the radi-

us of the circumscribed circle.

Solution.—Suppose the diameter CS of the circle to be

drawn from C. Draw SA and the altitude CP.

Then in the right triangles CSA and ^'^Z' the angle CAS
is equal to the angle P (§ 202), and the angle 5 is equal to

the angle B. § 201

Therefore the triangles are similar, and

2r_b
a ~

y
Hence 2ry= ab.

K t
ab

And r=—
2/

But by Problem (31) y= - \/s{s— d){s— b){s— c).

Substituting this value.

r = abc

4-v/«(«- a){8-b){8-c)

(40,) If the sides of a triangle are 125.76, 1 19.53, and 98.991

ft. in length, find the radius of the circumscribing circle ex-

pressed in meters.
6*
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BOOK IV

AREAS OF POLYGONS

374:, Def.—The area of a surface is the ratio of that sur-

face to another surface taken as the unit.

The unit surface may have any size or shape, but the most common and

convenient unit is a square having its side equal to the unit of length, as a

square inch, a square mile, etc.

375. Def.—Equivalent figures are figures having equal

areas.

We may observe (i) figures of the same shape are sif?iilar.

(2) figures of the same size are equivalent.

(3) figures of the same shape and size are equal.

376, Defs.—The bases of a parallelogram are the side

upon which it is supposed to stand and the opposite

side.

The altitude is the perpendicular distance between the

bases.

PROPOSITION I. THEOREM

577. Two rectangles having equal bases arid equal alti-

tudes are equal.
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d

Given—two rectangles, AC and A'C\ having equal bases, AD and

A'D', and equal altitudes, AB and A'B',

To PROVE the rectangles equal.

Make AD coincide with its equal A'D'.

Then AB will take the direction of A'B'.

And B will fall on B'.

That is, AB will coincide with A'B'.

Similarly DC will coincide with D'C.

And therefore BC \wi\\ coincide with B'C.

Hence the rectangles coincide throughout and are equal. § 1

5

Q. E. D.

§18

Hyp.

Ax.a

PROPOSITION II. THEOREM

378 » Two rectangles having equal bases are to each other

as their altitudes.

C'

Given—two rectangles^C and A'C, having equal bases, AD and A'D'.

rect. AC AB
To PROVE

rect. A'C A'B'
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C

B

O

a'

C'

I
Case I. When the altitudes, AB mid A'B\ are comiJte?i-

surable.

Suppose AO, the common measure of the altitudes, is

contained in AB three times and in A'B' twice.

AB 3Then §i8o
A'B' 2

Through the several points of division draw parallels to

the bases.

The rectangle AC will be divided into three rectangles

and A'C into two, all five of which will be equal. § 377

TT^ ^ red. AC 3lience =£.

Therefore

rect.^^^^' 2

rect. AC AB

§180

Ax. I

rect.A'C A'B'

Case II. Wheji the altitudes, AB and A'B', are incommen-

surable.

c'
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Suppose A'B' to be divided into any number of equal

parts and apply one of these parts to AB as a measure as

often as it will be exactly contained.

Since AB and A'B' are incommensurable, there will be a

remainder XB^ less than one of these parts.

I

Draw JTF parallel to the base.

\ Since yiA^and A'B' are constructed commensurable,

[ rect. AY AX
Case I

x^z^.A'C A'B'

Now suppose the number of parts into which A'B' is di-

ided to be indefinitely increased.

We can thus make each part as small as we please.

But the remainder XB will always be less than one of

hese parts.

Therefore we can make XB less than any assigned quan-

tity, though never zero.

That is, AX approaches AB as its limit.

Likewise rect. A F approaches rect. AC 2.^ its limit.

AX
,

AB
approaches

§185

Hence
A'B' A'B'

as its limit.

^, rect. .4 F , rect. AC . ,. .

Also 77^, approaches tt^t: as its limit.
rect.^'C:'

But since

then

rect. A'

C

rect. A V _AX
~A'B'

AB

§ 190

rect.^'^''

rect. A C
186

rect. A'C A'B'
[If two variables are always equal and each approaches a limit, the limits

are equal.] Q. E. D.

379* Cor. Two rectangles having equal altitudes are to

each other as their bases.

Hint.—AD and A'D' may be regarded as the altitudes, and AB and

A'B' as the bases.
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PROPOSITION III. THEOREM
\

380, Any two rectangles are to eack other as the products
j

of their bases and altitudes,
j

R'

h'

Given—any two rectangles, R and R', their bases being b and b', and

altitudes a and a'.

To PROVE
R ay^b

R' a'X b'

Construct rectangle X, having the same base as R and

altitude as R.

Then ——-.

.

§379X b' ^ ^
[Two rectangles having equal altitudes are to each other as the-ir bases.]

- =-• §378
R' a'

^

[Two rectangles having equal bases are to each other as their altitudes.]

And

Multiplying^
R X b a— x— =— x —
X R' b' a'

R axb
or

R' a'xb' Q. E. D.
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM

SSI* The area of a rectangle equals the product of its base

and altitude, provided the Ufiit of area is a square whose side

is the linear unit.

H

aY^b.

Given—the rectangle R and a square U with each side a linear unit.

To PROVE—area oi R = a X b, provided U is the unit of area.

R_axb

[Two rectangles are to each other as the products of their bases by their

altitudes.]

R r r. «
§ 374

§380

But = area of R.
U

[The area of a surface is the ratio of that surface to the unit surface.]

Therefore area of 7?=^ X^,

provided U \s> the unit of area. Ax. I

Q. E. D.

3S2, Reinark.—Hereafter it is to be understood without

any express proviso that we take as the unit of area a square

whose side is the linear unit.
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S83» Cor. The area of any square equals the secondpotver

of its side.

This fact is the origin of the custom of calling the second power of a num-

ber its " square."

384, Remark.—When the base and altitude of a rectan-

gle each contain the linear unit an exact number of times,

Proposition IV. becomes evident to the eye. Thus, if the

base contain four and the altitude three linear units, the

figure may be divided into twelve unit squares.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM

3S5* The area of a parallelogram equals the product of

its base and altitude.

Given—the parallelogram ABCD, with base b and altitude a.

To PROVE the area of ABCD = aXb.
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Draw y^JT and Z)F perpendiculars between the parallels

AD and BC.

Then ADYX is a rectangle, having the same base and

altitude as the parallelogram.

Right triangle AXB= right triangle D YC. (Why ?)

Take away the right triangle DYC from the whole figure,

and we have left the rectangle ADYX.
Take away the right triangle AXE from the whole figure,

and we have left the parallelogram ABCD.
Therefore area ADYX=2.x^^ ABCD. Ax. 3

But 2.x^d.ADYX=ay.b. §381
[The area of a rectangle equals the product of its base by its altitude.]

Therefore diX^di ABCD= axb. Ax. i

Q. E. D.

386, Cor. I. Parallelograms having equal bases and equal

altitudes are equivalent.

387* Cor. II.

—

Anj/ two parallelograms are to each other

as the products of their bases and altitudes.

Hint.—Let the areas of the parallelograms be P and P\ their bases b and

b\ and altitudes a and a .

Then P=:ab and P'= a'b'.

P ab
And — =

P' a'b'

388. Cor. III. Tivo parallelograms having equal bases

are to each other as their altitudes.

P aXb/P _ a X b _a \

\P'~ a'xb~'a'')

389, Cor. IV. Tzvo parallelograms having equal altitudes

are to each other as their bases.

•P aXb b/F _ aXb _b \

\P'~ axb'~ b'/
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PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM

5^0. The area of a triangle equals one-half the product

of its base and altitude.

Given the triangle ABC with base b and altitude a.

To PROVE area ABC= \ay.b.

From {7 draw 6X parallel to AB.

From A draw AX parallel to BC.

Then the figure ABCX'is, a parallelogram. § 114

and the triangle ABC —\ the parallelogram ABCX. § 116
[The diagonal of a parallelogram divides it into two equal triangles.]

But area paral. ^^rX^rt-x^. §385
[The area of a parallelogram equals the product of its base and altitude.]

Therefore area triangle ABC =-| ay.b. Ax. 8

Q. E. D.

391, Cor. I. Triangles having equal bases and equal alti-

tudes are equivalent.

392, Cor. II. Any two triangles are to each other as the

products of their bases ajid altitudes.

/P _ ^ab _ab \

\P' ~ '\aJ~b'
~

Vb' )

303, Cor. III. Two triangles having equal bases are to

each other as their altitudes.

394:, Cor. IV. Two triangles having equal altitudes are

to each other as their bases.
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39*^. Def.—Ihe altitude of a trapezoid is the perpen-

dicular distance between its bases.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM

39(u The area of a trapezoid equals the product of its al-

titude and 07ie-half the sunt of its basesJ*

h
, n

-^\
i^\ " \

Given—the trapezoid ABCD with altitude a and bases b and b\

To PROVE the area of ABCD = i (<5+ b')a.

Draw the diagonal A C.

Then area triangle ^Z^^'^-J- ^<^,
j

area triangle ABC^\ ab' . \
^ ^^

[TliQ area of a triangle equals one-half the product of its base and alti-

tude.]

Adding, area trapezoid ^^(7/?=^ ^<5+ J rt-^'. Ax. 11

=\{b^b')a. Q.E.D.

597. Cor. The area of a trapezoid equals tJie product of

its altitude and the line Joining the middle points of the non-

parallel sides.

Hint.—Combine § 135 with the above proposition.

* The ancient Egyptians attempted to find the area of a field in the form of

a trapezoid, in which AB — CD, by multiplying half the sum of its parallel sides

by one of its other sides, an incorrect method.
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PROPOSITION VIII. THEOREM

39S, The areas of two triangles whicJi have an angle of
one equal to an angle of the other are to each other as the

products of the sides including those attgles.

Given—the triangles ADE duud ABC placed so that their equal an-

gles coincide at A.

area ADE AD X AETo PROVE
area ABC AB X AC

Draw BE and denote the triangle ABE by X.

Then, regarding the bases ofX and ADE a.s AB and AD,
they will have a common altitude, the perpendicular from

E to AB. Likewise X and ABC have bases AE and AC
and a common altitude, the perpendicular from B to AC.

area ADE AD
Therefore

and

Multiplying,

areaX
areaX

AB
AE §394

aresi ABC AC
[Triangles having equal altitudes are to each other as their bases.]

aresi ADE

_

ADxAE
area ABC ~ABxAC Q- e. d.

I
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PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM

390, The areas of tivo similar triangles are to each other

as the squares of any two homologous sides.

Given—two similar triangles ^i^'Cand A'B'C, b and b' being homo-

logous sides.

area ABC _b^

2iVQ2. A'B'C ~¥^'
To PROVE

Draw the altitudes a and a'.

area ABC a xbThen a b
X- §392

But

areay^'^T' a'xb' a' b'

[Two triangles are to each other as the products of their bases and alti-

tudes.]

a b o-=-• §290
a o

[Homologous altitudes of similar triangles have the same ratio as homolo-

gous sides.]

b a
Substitute, in the previous equation, — for — •

Then

Summary :

2.X&2.ABC _b b___b^

^rt2.A'B'C~ b'^ b~ b"

area. ABC _^'^^ _
""

' '

" a

Q. E. D.

b'~ b' b'~ b"^aresi A'B'C a'xb'

400, Exercise.—Prove the last proposition by means of

Proposition VIII.
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PROPOSITION X. THEOREM

4:01, The areas of two similar polygons are to each other

as the squares of any two homologous sides.

a B

Given—the similar polygons ABODE and A'B'C'D'E', with sides

a, b, c, d, e, and a', b', c', d', e' , and areas M and M' respectively.

M a"
To PROVE — =-T'M' a""

If ABCDE and A'B'CD'E' are radially placed so that O,

the centre of similitude, is within the two polygons, the tri-

angles OAB, OBC, OCD, etc., are respectively similar to

OA'B\ OB'C, OC'D\ etc. § 285

area OAB a' area OBC b'
Then

2.vG2i OA'B' a'' 'AXit?.OB'C' b" 2.x^?i OCD'
c

etc. ^399
[The areas of two similar triangles are to each other as the squares of any

two homologous sides.]

But --=—=—=etc. fe 274

area OAB area OBC area OCD a"
Hence = = =etc.==:—

area OA'B' area OB'C area OCD' a''

Ax. I

t

J
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area OAB 4-area OBC H-area OCD 4- etc. a"

area 6^^ 'i5' -f area (9i5'(7'4-area OCD' ^^\.z. a""

§265
But area 6^^i?H-area6^i?6'-f area 6^CZ>+ etc. = J/, Ax. 1

1

and area (7^'^'4-area (9^'(7'-harea OCD' ^-^^z.^M'

.

M~a'^' Q.E.D.
Therefore

4:02, Cor. Since -^ = ratio of similitude, the ratio of the

areas of two similar polygons equals the square of their ratio

of si7nilitude.

PROPOSITION XL THEOREM

4:03. The square described on the hypotenuse of a right

triangle is equivalent to the sum of the squares on the other

tivo sides.^

S

Given—the right triangle ABC and the squares described on its three

sides.

To PROVE—area of square AQ = area of square BN-\- area of square

BM.

* Proposition XI. was discovered by Pythagoras (about 550 B.C.) and is usu-

ally known as the Pythagorean theorem. The proof here given is however due

to Euclid (about 300 B.C.), that of Pythagoras being unknown.
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S

Now ABT 2iXv6. CBS are straight lines.

Join MC and BP d.nd draw BR parallel to AP.

Triangle* AMC=tv\?ing\Q ABP.

29

§79
[Having two sides and the included angle equal, viz., AM=AB, being

sides of a square ; likewise AC= AP, and angle CAJ/= angle PAB, since

each consists of a right angle and the common angle PAC]

But rectangle ^7?=c^twice triangle ABP. §§ 381, 390
[Having the same base AP and the same altitude, the distance between

the parallels AP and PP.]

Likewise square BM^=0^t\vice triangle AMC.
Therefore rectangle ^i?=0= square B3I.

Likewise we may prove

rectangle 67?=C> square BN.
Adding,

rect. y^^+rect. 6^i^=0=sq. BM+-,q. BN.

Or sq.AQ^C^s(\.BM+sq.BN.

404, Cor. Tke square on either side about the right angle

is equivale7tt to the difference of the squares on the hypotenuse

and on the other side.

Ax. 7

Q. E. D.

* The eye will interpret this equality by conceiving the triangle AMC to

turn around <<4 as a pivot until AM falls on AB.
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4:05. Remark.—Proposition XV., Book III., differs from

the preceding proposition in that the squares of the sides

in the former referred to the algebraic squares, that is, the

second power of the numbers representing the sides, where-

as in the latter case the squares zxct geometric. Inasmuch as

the algebraic square measures the geometric square (§ 383),

the truth of either of the two propositions involves the truth

of the other.

4:00. Construction. To construct a square equivalent

to the sum of two given squares.

Given

To CONSTRUCT

two squares P and Q.

a square equivalent 10 P -\- Q.

Construct a right angle A and on its sides lay off AB and

AC equal respectively to the sides of Q and P. Join BC.

Construct the square X having its side equal to BC.

Xis the required square. (Why?) q. e. f.

407. Construction. To construct a square equivalent

to the difference of tivo given squares.
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Given two squares, P and Q, of which P is the smaller.

To CONSTRUCT a square equivalent to Q — P.

Construct a right angle A, and on one side lay oK AC
equal to the side of P.

Then from {7 as a centre, with the side of Q as a radius,

describe an arc cutting A£ at B.

Construct the square X having its side equal to AB.

X is the required square. (Why?) q. e. f.

4:08. Construction. To construct a square equivalent to

the sum of any number ofgiven squares.

I

Given a, b, c, d, the sides of given squares.

To CONSTRUCT— a square equivalent to the sum of these given

squares.
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Draw AB equal to a.

At B draw BC perpendicular to AB and equal to b\ join

AC.

At C draw 67? perpendicular to AC twlA equal to c\ join

At i? draw DE perpendicular to AD and equal to d\ join

AE.

The square constructed on AE as a side is the square

required.

Proof,—

Sq. on ^jG"osq. on ^-f-sq. on AD.

Osq. on ^+sq. on ^+ sq. on AC.

=0=sq. on <3f4-sq. on r+ sq. on ^-f sq. on a.

Q. E. F.

40.9. Remark.— The foregoing construction enables a

draughtsman to construct a line whose length is equal to

any square root.

Thus suppose we wish to construct a line equal to -v/3

inches. Lay off rt:, ^, ^, one inch each ; then ^/? = -^^3 inches.

4zl0, Construction. To construct a tria?igle equivalent

to a given polygon.

Given

To CONSTRUCT

the polygon ABODE.

a triangle equivalent to it.
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A

Join any two alternate vertices as A and D.

Draw j5"X parallel to AD and meeting CD produced at X.

Join AX,

The polygon ABCX has one less side than the original

polygon, but is equivalent to it.

F'or the part ABCD is common,

and triangle ^Z^^Otriangle ADX. § 391
[Having the same base AD and the same altitude, the distance between

the parallels AD and ^X]
In like mariner reduce the number of sides of the new

polygon ABCX, and thus continue until the required tri-

angle ^JfF is obtained. Q. E. F.

4:11, Construction. To construct a square zvhich shall

have a given ratio to a given square.

B n c

Given—a the side of a given square and — the given ratio.

To CONSTRUCT—a square which shall have the ratio — to the given

square.
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Draw the straight hne AB equal to ;;/ and produce it

making BC equal to ;/.

Upon AC as a. diameter construct a semicircle.

Erect the perpendicular^/? meeting the circumference at

D, and join DA and DC.

On DA lay off D£ equal to a and draw HF parallel to AC.

Then DF, or x, is the side of the square required.

r, r square on x x"^ ^Proof: -^ =— §383
square on ^ ^

(x\ (DCV DC BC

in Q. E. D.

4:'L2* Construction. To construct a polygon similar to a

given polygon and having a given ratio to it.

rri'

n-

it
Given the polyeon /*, and the ratio —

.

!

r JO
^j^

' To CONSTRUCT—a polygon similar to P, and which shall be to P as

n is to m.

I

Find a line A'B' such that the square upon it shall be to

the square upon AB as n is to ///. §411

Upon A'B' , as the homologous side to AB, construct the

Proof: £=fl^=«. (Why?)
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4:13. Construction. To construct a square equivalent to \

a given parallelogram.
\

KU
Given a parallelogram P with base b and altitude a.

To CONSTRUCT a square equivalent to P.

Construct x a mean proportional between a and b.

Upon X construct the required square 5,

a X
Proof.—By construction —=—.

X h

Hence x'^= axb.

That is, area 5= area P.

§3i6

8 250

§§ 383, 385
Q. E. D.

4:14, Exercise.—Show that a square can be constructed

equivalent to a given triangle by taking for its side a mean

proportional between the altitude and half the base.

415, £xercise.-^—Show that a square can be constructed

equivalent to a given polygon by first reducing the polygon

to an equivalent triangle and then constructing a square

equivalent to the triangle.

416, Construction. To construct a rectangle equivalent

to a given square, and having the sum of its base and altitude

equal to a given line.
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I

Given—a, the side of the given square R, and AB, the given line.

To CONSTRUCT—a rectangle equivalent to R and having its base and

altitude together equal to AB.

Upon AB as a diameter construct a semicircle.

Draw CD parallel to AB and at a distance from it equal

to a.

From D the intersection of CD with the circumference

draw DX perpendicular to AB.

The rectangle having AX for its altitude and XB for its

base is the required rectangle.

AX DX
Proof1 §315

§250

§381,383

Q. E. F.

DX XB
Hence AX^XB^DX\
That is, area rectangle= area square.

Also AX^XB^AB.
417* Remark.—§ 416 may be stated : To find two straight

lines of which the sum and product are given.

418. Construction. To construct a rectangle equivalent

to a given square, and having the difference of its base and

altitude equal to a given line.

I

Given a, the side of the square R, and the line AB.

ence of its base and altitude equal to AB.
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Upon AB as a diameter construct a circumference.

At A draw the tangent AC equal to a.

Draw 6'XF through the centre meeting the circumference

in X and Y,

Then the rectangle having its base equal to CY and its

altitude equal to CX is the required rectangle.

Proof: ^=A^. §321
^ CY

Whence CXx CY=a\ % 250

Or, area rectangle= area square. §§ 381, 383

Also XY, the difference between CY and CX, is a diame-

ter of the circle, and therefore equal to AB. q. e. f.

419. Remark.—§ 418 may be stated : To find two straight

lines of which the difference and product are given.

420, Construction. To construct a polygon similar to a

given polygon and equivalent to another given polygon.^

m.

* Pythagoras (about 550 B.C.) first solved this problem.
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Given the polygons P and Q.

To CONSTRUCT—a polygon similar to P and equivalent to Q,

Construct squares equivalent to Pand Q, § 415

Let n and m be the sides of these squares.

From any point O draw two lines OM and ON^ and on

these lay off OC equal to m and OD equal to n. On OD
lay off OS equal to ^, a side of P,

Draw parallels giving the fourth proportional OT, § 282

Upon OT, or x, as a side homologous to a, construct a

polygon .Y similar to P, It will also be equivalent to Q.

Proof: t^=l'=^=!3l^!L^= fi. (Why?)
P a"^ fC sq. on n P

Therefore X is equivalent to Q and is similar to P by con-

struction. Q. E. F,

PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

4:^1.* The square on the base of an isosceles triangle,

whose vertical angle is a right angle, is equivalent to four

times the triangle.

4i22> A quadrilateral is divided into two equivalent tri-

angles by one of its diagonals, if the other diagonal is bi-

sected by the first.

4:23, The four triangles formed by drawing the diagonals

of a parallelogram are all equivalent.
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4:24:, If from the middle point of one of the diagonals of

a quadrilateral straight lines are drawn to the opposite ver-

tices, these two lines divide the figure into two equivalent

parts.

42o. If the sides of any quadrilateral are bisected and

the points of bisection successively joined, the included fig-

ure will be a parallelogram equal in area to half the original

figure.

426, A trapezoid is divided into two equivalent parts by

the straight line joining the middle points of its parallel

sides.

427, The triangle formed by joining the middle point of

one of the non-parallel sides of a trapezoid to the extremi-

ties of the opposite side is equivalent to one-half the trape-

zoid.

428, If the three sides of a right triangle are the homo-

logous sides of similar polygons described upon them, then

the polygon described upon the hypotenuse is equivalent

to the sum of the polygons described upon the other two

sides.

429, If M is the intersection of the medians of a trian-

gle ABC, the triangle AMB is one-third of ABC.

430, If from the middle point of the base of a triangle

lines parallel to the sides are drawn, the parallelograrn thus

formed is equivalent to one-half the triangle.

431, Any straight line drawn through the intersection

of the diagonals of a parallelogram divides the parallelo-

gram into two equivalent parts. K
432, The square described upon the sum of two straight

lines is equivalent to the sum of the squares described upon

the two lines plus twice their rectangle.
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G

Hint.—Let AB and BC ht the given lines.

1433,
The square described upon the difference of two

traight lines is equivalent to the sum of the squares de-

Hint.—Let AB and BC be the given lines.

4:34:. The rectangle whose sides are the sum and the dif-

ference of two straight lines is equivalent to the difference

of the squares described upon the two lines.

B C

Hint.—Let AB and BChe the given lines.

Question.—To what three formulas of algebra* do the last three problems

correspond ?

* Euclid gave the geometric proofs of §§ 432-4 ; but though he may have

translated them into algebra, he was probably not acquainted with the algebraic

proof. To-day we find it easier to obtain the algebraic formulas first, and then

give them the geometric interpretation. This is true in a multitude of cases

where the opposite was true among the Greeks.
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PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

4:36, To divide a triangle into three equivalent triangles

by straight lines from one of the vertices to the side oppo-

site.

4:3(y, To construct an isosceles triangle equivalent to any

given triangle, and having the same base.

4:37 • On a given side, to construct a triangle equivalent

to any given triangle.

438, Having given an angle and one of the including

sides, to construct a triangle equivalent to a given triangle.

439, To construct a right triangle equivalent to a given

triangle.

440, To construct a right triangle equivalent to a given

triangle, and having its base equal to a given line.

441, On a given hypotenuse to construct a right triangle

equivalent to a given triangle. When is the problem im-

possible ?

442, To draw a straight line through the vertex of a

given triangle so as to divide it into two parts having the

ratio 2 to 5.

443, To bisect a triangle by a straight line drawn from a

given point in one of its sides. § 398

444, On a given side to construct a rectangle equivalent

to a given square.

446, To construct a square equivalent to a given tri-

angle.

446, To construct a square equivalent to the sum of two

given triangles.

447, On a given side to construct a rectangle equivalent

to the sum of two given squares.

I

1
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448. To construct a square which shall have a given

ratio to a given hexagon.

44^. Through a given point within any parallelogram to

draw a straight line dividing it into two equivalent parts.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

4:50 • (i.) Find the area of a parallelogram one of whose

sides is 37.53 m., if the perpendicular distance between it

and the opposite side is 2.95 dkm.

(2.) Required the area of a rhombus if its diagonals are in

the ratio of 4 to 7, and their sum is 16.

(3.) In a right triangle the perpendicular from the vertex

of the right angle to the hypotenuse divides the hypotenuse

into the segments ;;/ and ;/. Find the area of the triangle.

(4.) If the hypotenuse of an isosceles right triangle is

30 ft., find the number of ares in its area.

(5.) Find the area of an isosceles right triangle if the hy-

potenuse is equal to a.

(6.) If one of the equal sides of an isosceles triangle is

17 dkm. in length and its base is 30 m., find the area of the

triangle.

(7.) Find the area of an isosceles triangle if one of the

equal sides is a and its base is b.

(8.) If in the above example a= 17.163 hm. and ^= 27.395

hm., how many acres are there in the triangle ?

(9.) Find the area of an equilateral triangle if one of the

sides equals 16 m.

(10.) If the side of an equilateral triangle is a, find its

area.

(11.) If each side of a triangular park measures 196.37.

rds., how many hectares does it contain ?
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(12.) If the perimeter of an equilateral triangle is 523.65

ft, find its area.

(13.) Find the area of a triangle, if two of its sides are 6

in. and 7 in. and the included angle is 30°.

(14.) Show that, if a and b are the sides of a triangle, the

area is J ab, when the included angle is 30° or 1
50°

; J ab V2,

when the included angle is 45° or 135°
; \ cibV i, when the

included angle is 60° or 120°.

(15.) Find the area of a triangle, if two of its sides are

43.746 mm. and 15.691 mm., and the included angle is 120°.

(16.) How many square feet are there in the entire sur-

face of a house 50 ft. long, 40 ft. wide, 30 ft. high at the cor-

ners, and 40 ft. high at the ridge-pole ?

(17.) Find the area of a triangle whose sides are a, ^,and c.

c J
Solution.—The area of the triangle ABC——^^'

But h ^^s{s-a){s-b){s-c). § 373(31)

c 2 IWhence area— - x-\/j(^— ^)(j-— ^)(j-— r)

=\J
s{s-a){s-h){s-c),

(18.) Find the area of a triangle whose sides are 1 19.3 m.,

147.35 ""^-j ^^^ 7 dkm.

(19.) Required the area of the quadrilateral ABCD, if the

four sides AB, BC, CD, and DA measure respectively 63.57,

113.29, 39.637, and 156 ft., and the diagonal AC— 1^0.26 ft.

I
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(20.) If the bases of a trapezoid are respectively 97 m.

and 133 m., and its area is 46 ares, find its altitude.

(21.) Find the area of a trapezoid of which the bases are

73 ft. and 57 ft., and each of the other sides is 17 ft.

(22.) Find the area of a trapezoid of which the bases are

a and b and the other sides are each equal to d.

(23.) If in the triangle ABC a. line MNis drawn parallel to

the sideAC so that the smaller triangle which it cuts off equals

one-third of the whole triangle, find AIN in terms of AC.

(24.) Through a triangular field a path runs from one cor-

ner to a point in the opposite side 204 yds. from one end,

and 357 yds. from the other. What is the ratio of the two

parts into which the field is divided.*^

(25.) If a square and a rhombus have equal perimeters,

and the altitude of the rhombus is four-fifths its side, com-

pare the areas of the two figures.

(26.) The altitude upon the hypotenuse of an isosceles

right triangle is 3.1572 m. Find the side of an equivalent

square.

(27.) If the areas of two triangles of equal altitude are

hectares and 324 ares respectively, what is the ratio of

their bases ?

(28.) A triangle and a rectangle are equivalent, {a.) If

their bases are equal find the ratio of their altitudes. (3.)

Compare their bases if their altitudes are equal.

(29.) Two homologous sides of two similar polygons are

respectively 12 m. and 36 m. in length, and the area of the

first is 180 sq. m. What is the area of the second?

(30.) Two similar fields together contain 579 hectares.

What is the area of each if their homologous sides are in

the ratio of 7 to 12?
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(31.) In a triangle having its base equal to 24 in. and an

area of 216 sq. in., a line is drawn parallel to the base through

a point 6 in. from the opposite vertex. Find the area of

the smaller triangle thus formed.

(32.) The altitude of a triangle is a and its base is ^; the

altitude, homologous to «, of another triangle, similar to the

first, is c. Find the altitude, base, and area of a triangle

similar to the given triangles and equivalent to their sum.

(33.) Construct a square equivalent to the sum of the

squares whose sides are 20, 16, 9, and 5 cm.

(34.) If the sides of a triangle are 1 13.61 cm., 97.329 cm.,

and 82.52 cm., find the areas of the parts into which it is di-

vided by the bisector of the angle opposite the first side.

(35.) If to the base ^ of a triangle the line d is added, how

much must be taken from its altitude // that its area may re-

main unchanged ?

(36.) If the sides of a triangle are a^ b, and c, find the ra-

dius of the inscribed circle.

Solution.—The area of the triangle CBP—-xr,
I

The area of the triangle CAP~-xr,

The area of the triangle BAP—-xr.
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The sum of these areas, or the area of the triangle ABC^

~ 2

But by (17) the area of

xr— sr.

ABC= Vs{s-a){s--b){s-c).

^Therefore sr= y/s{s—a){s—b){s—c)

(37.) If the sides of a triangle are 173.52 cm., 125.3 cm.,

nd 96.357 cm., find the radius of the inscribed circle.
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BOOK V

REGULAR POLYGONS AND CIRCLES. SYMMETRY WITH RE-

SPECT TO A POINT

4S1> Defs.—A figure turns half-way round a point, if a

straight Hne of the figure passing through the point turns

through 1 80°, i. e., half of 360°.

A figure turns one-third-way round a point, if a straight

hne of the figure pas^ng through the point turns through

120°, i. e., one-third of 360°.

In general, a figure turns one-n^h way round a point if a

straight line of the figure passing through the point turns

through one-7/^^ of 360°.

4:52* Exercise.—If a figure is turned half-way round on a

point as a pivot, i. e., so that one straight line of the figure

passing through that point turns through 180°, prove that

every other straight line of the figure passing through that

point turns through i8o°»

4:53» Exercise.—In the same case, prove that every straight

line not passing through the pivot makes after the rotation

an angle of 180° with its original position.

454:, Exercise.— If a figure turns one -third way round,

prove that every straight line, whether passing through the

pivot or not, makes after the rotation an angle of 120° with

its original position.

I
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455. Exercise.—If a figure turns onc-n^^ way round, prove

that every straight line of the figure makes after the rotation

an angle equal to - of 360° with its original position.

450. Remark.—Hence we see the propriety of saying

that when one straight line of the figure turns through an

angle, the whole figure turns through the same angle.

457. Defs.—A figure was defined to be symmetrical with

I

respect to a point, called the centre of symmetry (§ 40), if,

pn being turned Jialf-zvay round on that point as a pivot, the

Igure coincides with its original position or impression.

I

To distinguish this kind of symmetry from those which

follow, it may be called two-fold symmetry with respect to

a point.

458. Def.—A figure has three-fold symmetry with re-

spect to a point, if, on being turned one-third way round on

that point as a pivot, it coincides with its original impression.

FIGURES POSSESSING THHEEFOLD SYMMETRY WITH RESPECT TO A POINT

A figure which coincides with its original when turned one-third way

round must also coincide when turned /7W-thirds. For, since it coincides

after the first third, it may then be regarded as the original figure, and will

therefore coincide when turned one-third again. When turned the third

third the figure has completed one revolution, and each part is in its original

position. It is easy to copy one of the above figures on tracing-paper or

card-board, cut it out, fit it again to the page, stick a pin through its centre,

and turn the figure one-third way round. In Propositions I. and II. it is

convenient to think of the original diagram as fixed on the page, while an-

other diagram, as the card-board, revolves upon it.
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459. Defs.—We may define likewise four-fold, five-fold,

etc., symmetry. In general a figure has n-fold symmetry
with respect to a point, called the centre of symmetry, if,

on being turned about that point one-;^^'^ of a revolution, it

coincides with its original impression.

Such a figure will also coincide if turned an n^"^ of a revolution a second,

third, fourth time, etc. For after the first ;/'** it becomes the original fig-

ure, and will therefore coincide when turned one-«*^ again.

4-FOLD

SYMMETRY
S-FOLD

SYMMETRY »

6-FOLD

SYMMETRY
7-FOLD

SYMMETRY
8-FOLD

SYMMETRY

460. Defs.—A triangle is regular, if it has three-fold

symmetry with respect to a point. The point is called the

centre of the triangle.

A quadrilateral is regular, if it has four-fold symmetry ; a

pentagon if it has five-fold symmetry, etc.

In general a polygon of n sides is regular, if it has 7/-fold

symmetry. The centre of symmetry is called the centre of

the polygon.

REGULAR
TRIANGLE

REGULAR
QUADRILATERAL

REGULAR
PENTAGON

REGULAR
HEXAGON

* This figure was used as a badge by the secret society founded by Pythago-

ras about 550 B.C. for the pursuit of Mathematics and Philosophy. It was

supposed to possess mysterious properties, and was called *' Health."

J
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PROPOSITION I. THEOREM

4,01, Give7t a regular polygon :

I. All Us sides are equal.

II. All its angles are equal

\\\. A circle ittay be circumscribed about it, its centre being the

centre of the polygott.

W. A circle tnay be inscribed in it, its centre being the centre of

the polygon.

Given—ABCDE, a regular polygon of « sides with centre O.

To PROVE— I. Its sides are equal.

II. Its angles are equal.

III. A circle can be circumscribed, with centre O.

IV. A circle can be inscribed, with centre O.

I. (Fig. I.) By definition, the polygon will, after being

turned about O one-«^*^ of a revolution, coincide with its

original impression. § 460

Any side as AB must therefore take the position previ-

ously occupied by some other side.

Since each turn is one-;z^^ of a revolution, // turns are

necessary before AB resumes its original position.

Hence in a complete revolution AB must coincide in suc-

cession with the n different sides of the polygon.

Hence AB is equal to each of the other sides, and they

are all equal to each other. q. e. d.
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A A

II. (Fig. I.) Likewise any angle, as A, must in the ;/ turns

necessary for a complete revolution coincide in succession

with the 11 different angles of the polygon.

Hence the angles are all equal. q. e. d.

III. (Fig. 2.) Since the vertex A always remains at the

same distance from O, it describes a circumference whose

centre is O.

But it has been shown that the point A coincides succes-

sively with B, C, D, etc.

Hence the circumference described by A passes through

B, C, D, etc.

That is, this circumference is circumscribed about the

polygon and has for its centre the point O. § 218
Q. E. D.

IV. (Fig. 2.) Consider a perpendicular from O upon any

side, as OX upon AB.

As the figure revolves, AB coincides successively with

each of the other sides, and therefore OX becomes succes-

sively perpendicular to each side.

Hence the circumference generated by X, whose radius is

OX, passes through the feet of all the perpendiculars from

O to the sides.

The sides are therefore all tangent to this circle. § 173

That is, the circle is inscribed in the polygon, and has its

centre at 6>. § 2

Q. E. DJ
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462. Cor. I. A regular triangle is an equilateral and

equiangular triangle, A regular quadrilateral is a square,

403, Cor. II. Each angle of a regular polygon is
^~^

right angles {n being the number of sides).

Hint.—By § 66 the sum of all the angles is 2/;— 4 right angles.

4(i4* Def—The radius of a regular polygon is the radius

of the circumscribed circle, that is, the line from the centre

to a vertex.

465, Def.—The apothem of a regular polygon is the

»radius of the inscribed circle, that is, the perpendicular from

the centre to a side.

466, Cor. III. The angles at the centre of a regular poly-

gon between successive radii are all equal, and each is one-71^^

offour right angles.

467, Def.—Any one of these angles is usually spoken of

simply as the angle at the centre.

468, Cor. IV. The angle at the centre of a regular poly-

gon is bisected by the apothem.

proposition II. THEOREM

46i}. If the circumference of a circle be subdivided into

three or more equal arcs :

I. Their chordsform a regular inscribed polygon, whose centre

is the centre of the circle.

II. The tangents at the points of division form a regular cir-

cumscribedpolygon, whose centre is the centre of the circle.
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X A Y

V D U

Given—a circle whose centre is O and whose circumference is divided

into n equal arcs at the points A, B, C, D, etc.

To PROVE— I. The n chords AB, BC, etc., form a regular polygon,

with centre O.

II. The 71 tangents XA V, YBZ, etc., form a regular poly-

gon, with centre O.

I. Revolve the figure one-;^*^ of 360°.

As the figure is turned, the circumference slides along it-

self. §159

Since the arcs are each equal to one-;/*^ of the circumfer-

ence, when A reaches B^ B will reach C, C will reach D, etc.

That is, each vertex of the revolved polygon coincides

with a vertex of the original polygon.

Since the vertices coincide, the sides which connect them

must also coincide. Ax. a

Hence the whole polygon coincides with its original im-

pression, and is therefore regular. § 460
Q. E. D.

II. We have just proved that when the figure is revolved

one-«*^, the vertices A, B, C, etc., will coincide respectively

with B, C, Dy etc., and we know that the circumference

will coincide with itself. § 159

Hence the tangents at ^, ^, C, etc., will coincide respec-

tively with the tangents at B, C, D, etc. §§ 173, 18

I

I
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Hence the whole circumscribed polygon will coincide with

its original impression, and is therefore regular. § 460
Q. E. D.

470. Construction. To inscribe a regular quadrilateral,

or square, in a given circle.

C

D

Given a circle with centre O.

To CONSTRUCT an inscribed square.

Draw two perpendicular diameters AB and CD.

Join their extremities.

ACBD is the required square.

Proof.—ThQ arcs AC, CB, BD, DA are equal. § 162

[Subtending equal angles at the centre.]

Hence ACBD is a regular quadrilateral. § 469 I

Q. E. D.

47i. Remark.—A regular polygon of eight sides can be

inscribed by bisecting the arcs AC, CB, etc. : and, by con-

tinuing the process, regular polygons of sixteen, thirty-two,

sixty-four, one hundred and twenty-eight, etc., sides can be

inscribed.

47^. Construction. To inscribe a regular hexagon in a

given circle.

^^ ^D
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^^ ^D

Given a circle with centre O.

To CONSTRUCT a regular inscribed hexagon.

Draw any radius OA.

With ^ as a centre and a radius equal to OA describe an

arc intersecting the circumference at B.

AB is a side of the required regular inscribed hexagon.

Proof.—]om OB.

The triangle OAB is equilateral. Cons.

Hence angle O is 60°, i. e., one-sixth of 360°. § 74

Hence arc AB is one-sixth of the circumference. § 191

Therefore chord AB is a side of a regular inscribed hexa-

gon. § 469 I

Q. E. D.

475. Exercise.—Show that a regular inscribed triangle is

formed by joining the alternate vertices A^ C, and E.

474. Remark.—A regular inscribed polygon of twelve

sides can be formed by bisecting the arcs AB, BC, etc.

;

and, by continuing the process, regular polygons of twenty-

four, forty-eight, ninety-six, etc., sides can be inscribed.

475. Construction. To inscribe a regular decagon in a

given circle.
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Given a circle with centre O.

To CONSTRUCT a regular inscribed decagon.

Divide a radius OA internally in extreme and mean ratio,

OA OX
1. e., so that = §335OX XA ^^^^

With ^ as a centre and OX as a radius, describe an arc

cutting the circumference at B.

AB is a side of the required regular inscribed decagon.

Proof.—]om BXdiWd BO.

Substituting AB for its equal (9Xwe have

OA_AB
AB^AX'

Hence triangles AOB and ABX 2ire similar. § 285
[Having the angle A common and the including sides proportional.]

But AOB is isosceles. § 150

Therefore ABX \s\sosct\QS, dind AB^BX=OX. Cons.

Whence 6?X^ is isosceles, and angle ^::^ angle ;ir. §71

Then angle s—x-iry— 2x. § 59

And ' diV\g\G 0BA-A=z^2x. §71

Hence, in the triangle AOB,
angle 0AB-\-0BA-{-x'=Sx= 2 right angles. § 58

Therefore x=^ of 2 right angles, or -^ of 4 right angles.

And arc AB—^-^ of the circumference. § 191

Therefore chord ^^=side of regular inscribed decagon.

§469 I

Q. E. D.

476*. Exercise.—Show that a regular pentagon is inscribed

by joining the alternate vertices, A, C, E, G, I.

477. Remark.—A regular polygon of twenty sides is in-

scribed by bisecting the arcs ABy BC, etc., and, by continu-

ing the process regular polygons of forty, eighty, etc., sides

can be inscribed.
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4:78. Construction. To inscribe a regular pentedecagon

in a given circle.

Given a circle AF.

To CONSTRUCT—a regular inscribed pentedecagon.

Draw chord AB, the side of a regular inscribed hexa-

gon. § 472

Draw chord AC, the side of a regular inscribed deca-

gon. § 475

Then chord BC is a side of the required regular inscribed

pentedecagon.

Proof: Arc AB is \ of the circumference.

Arc AC \s -^ oi the circumference.

Hence Arc BC is \-^-^, or -^^ of the circumference.

Hence chord BC is the side of a regular inscribed poly-

gon of fifteen sides. § 469 I

Q. E. D.

47.9. Remark.—A regular polygon of thirty sides can be

inscribed by bisecting the arcs CB, BD, etc. ; and, by con-

tinuing the process, regular polygons of sixty, one hundred

and twenty, etc., sides can be inscribed.*

* We have seen how to inscribe polygons of

3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96, etc., sides,

4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128, etc., sides,

5, 10, 20. 40, 80, 160, etc., sides,

15, 30, 60, 120, 240, 480, etc., sides.

I
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PROPOSITION III. THEOREM

4:80* Two regular polygons of the sa7ne number of sides

are similar.

B

Given—P and P', two regular polygons, each having n sides.

To PROVE P and P' are similar.

AB=BC=CD= etQ.)

ab = be — cd = etc. i

AB BC CD ^
Dividing, = = = etc.

ab be cd

That is, the two polygons have their homologous sides

proportional.

Also, since there are ;/ angles in each polygon, each angle of

either polygon contains right angles. § 463

That is, the two polygons are mutually equiangular.

Therefore they are similar. § 274
Q. E. D.

Up to the year 1796 these were the only regular polygons for which constructions

were known. In that year Gauss, the greatest mathematician of the nineteenth

century, then nineteen years of age, discovered a method of constructing, by means

of ruler and compasses, a regular polygon of 17 sides, and in general all polygons

«>f 2*" (2" + i) sides, m and ;; being integers, and (2" + i) a prime number.

Tliis method was given in the Disquisitiones Arithmeticce, published in 1801.

In connection with this method Gauss enunciated the celebrated theorem that

only a limited class of regular polygons are construciible by ruler and compass.
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PROPOSITION IV. THEOREM

4,81, In tivo regular polygons of the same mnnber of sides,

tzuo corresponding sides are to each other as the radii or as the

apothems.

Given—AB and A'B', sides of regular polygons, each having the

same number (;z) of sides; and OA, O'A', and OF, O'F', the radii

and apothems respectively.

AB _0A _0F
A'B'~ 0A'~ OF''

To PROVE

In the triangles OAB and 0'A'B\
angle 6^ wangle O'

.

[Each being one-«*^ of four riglit angles.]

Also OA = OB
and 0'A'=0'B\

Whence =
O'A' O'B'

Therefore the triangles are similar.

AB OA

\

Hence

And

A'B' O'A'

AB OF

§466

§150

§285

§274

§290
A'B' O'F'

Q. E. D.

4zH2» Cor. I. The perimeters of two regular polygons of

the same number of sides are to each other as their radii or as

their apothems.

Hint.—Apply § 308.
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4:H3, Cor. II. The areas of two regular polygons of the

same munber of sides are to each other as the squares of their

radii or as the squares of their apotheuis.

PROPOSITION V. THEOREM

4:84:, The circmnference of a circle is greater than the per-

imeter of an inscribedpolygon.

The proof is left to the student.

PROPOSITION VI. THEOREM

48d, The circumfereyice of a circle is less than the peri-

meter of a circumscribedpolygon or any enveloping line.

H

Given the circumference MNR.

To PROVE—it is less than ABCDEH, any enveloping line.

Of all the lines enclosing the area MNR (of which the cir-

cumference MNR is one) there must be at least one shortest

or ^ninirnum line.
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The enveloping line ABCDEH is not a minimum line,

since we can obtain a shorter one by drawing a tangent

CE.

For CE<CDE. §7
Therefore ABCEH<ABCDEH. Ax. 4

Likewise we may prove that every line enclosing MNR
except the circumference is not minimum.

There remains therefore the circumference as the only

minimum line. - q. e. d.

PROPOSITION VII. THEOREM

48f>. I. If one regular inscribed polygon has twice as many

sides as another, its perimeter and area are greater than those

of the other.

II. If one regular circumscribedpolygon has twice as many

sides as anotJier, its perimeter and area are less than those of

the other.

\

The proof is left to the student.
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487* Theorem, 7/ a variable x can be made less than any as-

signed qua7ittty, the product of that variable and a decreasing quantity

h can be made less than any assigned quantity.

Let k be a constant greater than any value of //.

it has been proved that kx can be made less than any assigned

quantity. § 187

But hx is always less than kx. Ax. 7

Hence hx can be made less than any assigned quantity.

4:88, Cor. If a variable x can be made less than any assigned

quantity, then x- can be made less than any assigned quantity.

Hint.—Put X for h in the last theorem.

PROPOSITION VIII. LEMMA

4tHf)* By doubling indefinitely the number of sidh of a reg-

ular polygon inscribed in a given circle :

I. The apothem can be made to differ fro7n the radius by less

than any assigned quantity.

II. The square of the apothem can be made to differ from the

square of the radius by less thatt any assigned quantity.

GiVE^-^AB a side and r the apothem of a regular polygon inscribed

in a circle whose radius is 7^.

To PROVE— I. ^ — r can be made as small as we please.

II. J^— r- can be made as small as we please.

I. By doubling indefinitely the number of divisions of tlie

circumference, the arc AB can be made as small as we

please.
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Therefore the chord AB, which is always less than the arc,

can be made as small as we please.

Therefore DB, half of that chord, can be made as small as

we please.

But R-r<DB. § 137

Therefore R—r, which is always less than DB, can be

made as small as we please. q. e. d.

II. Since we can make DB as small as we please, we can

also make DB^ as small as we please. § 488

But R'-r'=DB\ §318
Therefore we can make R—r^, the equal of DB , as small

as we please. q. e. d.

PROPOSITION IX. THEOREM

490. The circtimference of a circle is the limit which the

perimeters of regular inscribed and circumscribed polygons

approach ivhen the number of their sides is doubled indefinite-

ly ; and the area of the circle is the limit of the areas gf these

polygons.
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Given—P and/ the perimeters, R and r the apothems, S and s the

areas, respectively, of regular circumscribed and in-

scribed polygons of the same number of sides.

To PROVE— I. The circumference of the circle is the common limit of

P and /, when the number of sides is doubled indefi-

nitely.

II. The area of the circle is the common limit of 5 and j,

when the number of sides is doubled indefinitely.

I. Since the two regular polygons have the same number

r-r' ^^^'

-/=— §^^

R-r

But, by doubling indefinitely the number of sides, 7?—

r

can be made as small as we please. § 489 I

R-r
Hence » the preceding variable divided by R, a con-

stant quantity, can be made as small as we please. § 188

R-r
Hence P •

' the preceding multiplied by P, a decreasing

quantity (§ 486 H.), can be made as small as we please. § 487

Hence its equal P—p can be made as small as we please.

But the circumference is always intermediate between

/"and/. §§484,485

I

Therefore P and/, which can be made to difTer/r^w each

other by less than any assigned quantity, can each be made

to differ from the intermediate quantity, the circumference,

by less than any assigned quantity.
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Therefore by the definition of a limit the circumference is

the common Hmit of Pand/. § 185

Q. E. D.

II. Also, since the polygons are similar, § 480

s r'

S-s R"--r'

§483

By division
5 A^^

R'
Or S-s=S ^^

But R^— r" can be made as small as we please. § 489 II

R'— r''

Hence ' the preceding variable divided by R^, a con-
R^

stant quantity, can be made as small as we please. § 188

R^—r""
Hence S — j the preceding multiplied by S, a decreas-

ing quantity (§ 486 II.), can be made as small as we please.

§487
Hence its equal S — s can be made as small as we please.

But the area of the circle is always intermediate between

5 and s. Ax. 10

Therefore 5 and s, which can be made to d'lfier from each

other by less than any assigned quantity, can each be made

to differ from the intermediate quantity, the area of the cir-

cle, by less than any assigned quantity.

But 5 and s can never equal the area of the circle. Ax. 10

I

i
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Therefore by the definition of a limit the area of the cir-

cle is the common limit of 5 and s, § 185
Q. B. D.

PROPOSITION X. THEOREM

^d /• The ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diam-

eter is the same for all circles.

Given—any two circles with radii R and r, and circumferences Cand
c respectively.

C c
To PROVE =

iR 2r

Inscribe in the two circles regular polygons of the same

number of sides, and call their perimeters /*and/.

P R 2R
Then

.

7=7=-^- ^^^"

P P
Hence —— z=-^. §256

2R 2r ^ ^

As the number of sides of the two inscribed polygons is

indefinitely doubled, P approaches C as its limit and / ap-

proaches c as its limit. § 490

P C
Hence — approaches— as its limit,

2R ^ 2R

and ^
— approaches — as its limit
2r *

* 2r
190

P p
But always TR^Yr'

Hence -^=—

•

§186
2R 2r

Q. E. D.
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402. Def.—This uniform ratio of a circumference to its

diameter is called tt. It will be shown in § 502 that its

value is approximately 3^.

403, Cor. The ciraunference of a circle is equal to its ra-

dius multiplied by 2it.

c
Hint.—By definition — = tt.

404» Exercise.—The radius of a locomotive driving-wheel

is 6 feet ; how far does it roll on the track in one revolu-

tion ?

1!

I

PROPOSITION XI. THEOREM

405, The area of a regular polygon is equal to half the

product of its apotliein andperimeter.

I

Given—a regular polygon ABCDE, R its apothem, and P its peri-

meter.

To PROVE area polygon — hRxP.

Draw from O the centre OA, OB, OC, etc.

The polygon is thus divided into as many triangles as it

has sides.

The apothem R is their common altitude, and their bases

are the sides of the polygon. |

The area of each \?> ^ R times its base. § 390

The area of all is i R times the sum of their bases.

Or area polygon= J i^X P. q. e. d.

i
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PROPOSITION XII. THEOREM

4:9G, The area of a circle equals half the prodtict of its ra-

dius and circumference.

Given—a circle with radius R, circumference C, and area 5.

To PROVE S = ^Rx C.

Circumscribe a regular polygon and call its perimeter C
and area S'.

Then • S'^^RxC. §495
[The area of a regular polygon equals half the product of its apothem

and perimeter.]

Let the number of sides of the regular circumscribed poly-

gon be indefinitely increased.

C, the perimeter of the polygon, approaches C, the cir-

cumference, as its limit. § 490

Hence ^RxC approaches ^RxC 2is its limit. § 1 89

Also S' approaches 5 as its limit. § 490

But ahvays S' —\Rx C

.

Therefore S = i i? x C § 1 86

Q. E. D.

4^7. Cor. I. The area of a circle is irR^.

408, Cor. II. The area of a sector whose angle is n°, is

n

360'

499. Cor. III. The areas of two circles are to each other as

the squares of their radii, or as the squares of their diameters.
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PROPOSITION XIII. PROBLEM

500, Given a circle of unit diameter and the side of a reg-

ular inscribed polygon, to find the side of a regular inscribed

polygon of double the number of sides.

S ^

Given—the circle O of unit diameter, and AD, or s, the side of a reg-

ular inscribed polygon.

To FIND—the length of AC, or x, a side of a regular polygon of double

the number of sides.

Draw CS, the diameter perpendicular to AB,

Join ^(9 and ^5.

Now CAS is a right angle. §202

And "^^=-2 §167

Also CS=l,AO^k, CO=i, Cons.

Hence AC'^CSxCD §312

=lxCD=CD=CO-BO=--DO
2

'IW-AO -AD

Therefore

-^^©-(i)'=-
VI

v'l-s*

§3'8

i
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PROPOSITION XIV. PROBLEM

501, Given a circle of uvM diameter and the side of a reg-

ular circumscribed polygon, to find the side of a regular cir-

cumscribedpolygon of double the niunbcr of sides.

Given—the circle Oof unit diameter and ^^, or -, half Xht side of a

regular circumscribed polygon.

X
To FIND

—

AC, or — ' half the side of a regular circumscribed poly-

gon of double the number of sides.

Join OA, OC, OB.

Angle AOB is halfXho. angle between successive radii of

the first polygon.
'

§ 468

Angle AOC is half t\iQ angle between successive radii of

the second polygon. § 468

But the angle between successive radii in the second poly-

gon is half that in the first. § 466

Therefore angle AOC—^ angle AOBy that is, OC bisects

the angle AOB,
^C AO

AC AO
ab^ac Vao'+aW
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A C B

Substituting:,

X 1
2 2

'-AM^.
Simplifying,

Solving,

X 1

s-x V7+?

1+V1+S3

PROPOSITION XV. PROBLEM

&02, To compute the ratio of the circumference of a circU

to its diameter approximately.

Given a circle.

To FIND—the ratio of its circumference to its diameter approximate

ly, or the value of tt.

Since the ratio tt is the same for all circles (§ 491), it h.

sufificient to compute it for any one.

We select a circle of which the diameter is unity.

The radius of this circle will be \ and the side of a regu-

lar inscribed hexagon will be \\ and of a circumscribed

square I.
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Using the formula ;ir= V/!
^/T:::,

(§ 500). we form the

following table giving the length of the sides of regular in-

scribed polygons of 6, 12, 24, etc., sides. The length of the

perimeter is obtained by multiplying the length of one side

by the number of sides.

INSCRIBED REGULAR POLYGONS

NO. SIDES LENGTH OF SIDB LENGTH OF PERI.
METER

6 0.500000 3.000000
12 0.258819 3.105829
24 0.130526 3.132629

48 0.065403 3- 139350
96 0.032719 3.I4IO32

192 0.016362 3.I4I453

384 O.OO818I 3.I4I558

Using the formula x-.
, {§ 501), we form the

following table giving the length of the sides and peri-

meters of regular circumscribed polygons of 4, 8, 16, etc.,

sides.

CIRCUMSCRIBED REGULAR POLYGONS

NO. SIDES LENGTH OF SIDE LaNGTH OF PERI-
METER

4 1.000000 4.000000
8 O.4I42I4 3.313709

16 O.I989I2 3.182598

32 0.098492 3-151725

64 0.049127 3.I44II8

128 0.024549 3.142224
256 0.012272 3.I4I75O

512 0.006136
, 3-141632

But the length of the circumference must be intermediate

between the lengths of the circumscribed and inscribed poly
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t
gons. Hence it must be intermediate between 3. 141 5 58 and 1

3.141632. Hence 3.1416 is the nearest approximation to \

four decimal places.

Since the diameter of the circle is I, the ratio of the cir

cumference to the diameter is -, or 3.1416.

That is, 7r=:3.i4i6.^*

60S. Exercise.—By means of the value of tt just found

and the formulas for the circumference and area of a circle,

find the circumference and area of a circle whose radius is

23.16 inches.

* The earliest known attempt to obtain the area of the circle or to " square

the circle " is recorded in a MS. in the British Museum recently deciphered. It

was written by an Egyptian priest, Ak?nes, at least as early as 1700 B.C., and

possibly several centuries earlier. The method was to deduct from the diameter

of the circle one-ninth of itself and square the remainder. This is equivalent to

using a value of tt equal to 3.16. Archimedes (about 250 B.C.), the greatest

mathematician of ancient times, proved, by methods essentially the same as

those employed in the text, that the true value of tt lies between 3^ and 2>\\, i. e.,

between 3.1429 and 3.1408. Ptolemy (about 150 A.D.) used the value 3.1417.

In the i6th century Metrus, of Holland, using polygons up to 1536 sides, ob-

tained the easily-remembered approximation fff (write 1 13355 and divide last

three by first three), which is correct to six places of decimals. Romanus, also

of Holland, using polygons of 1,073,741,324 sides, soon after computed sixteen

places. With the better methods of higher mathematics various mathemati-

cians have extended the computations gradually, until Mr. Shanks, in 1873,

published a result to 707 places, the first 411 of which have been verified by

Dr. Rutherford. The following are the first figures of his result

.

7r=3. 141, 592,653,589,793,238, 462, 643. 383, 279, 502,884.197, 169, 399,375, 105, 8.

How accurate a value this is may be inferred from Prof. Newcomb's remark

that tett decimals would be sufficient to calculate the circumference of the earth

to a fraction of an inch if we had an exact knowledge of the diameter.

The Greeks sought in vain for a perfectly accurate result or geometrical con-

struction for obtaining a square'equivalent to the circle, as did many mediaeval

mathematicians. "Circle squarers " still exist among the ignorant, although

Lambert {aboMi A.D. 1750) proved ir incommensurable, i. e., inexpressible as a

finite fraction, and Lindemann, in 1882, proved it is also transcendental, i.e., in-

expressible as a radical or root of any algebraic equation with integral coeflScients.

ii
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PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

504:, The angle at the centre of a regular polygon is the

supplement of any angle of the polygon.

505, If the sides of a regular circumscribed polygon are

tangent to the circle at the vertices of the similar inscribed

polygon, then each vertex of the circumscribed figure lies in

the prolongation of the apothem of the inscribed.

606, If the sides of a regular circumscribed polygon are

tangent to the circle at the middle points of the arcs sub-

tended by the sides of a similar inscribed polygon, then the

sides of the circumscribed figure are parallel to those of the

inscribed, and the' vertices lie in the prolongation of the

radii.

507. If from any point within a regular polygon of n

sides perpendiculars are drawn to the several sides, the sum

of these perpendiculars is equal to n times the apothem.
>¥/«/.—Apply § 495.

SOS. The area of a circumscribed square is double that

of an inscribed square.

60^* The side of an inscribed equilateral triangle is

jqual to one -half the side of a circumscribed equilateral

:riangle, and the area of the first is one-fourth that of the

second.

510, The apothem of an inscribed equilateral triangle is

jqual to half the radius.

511, The apothem of a regular inscribed hexagon is equal

io half the side of the inscribed equilateral triangle.

SVZ, The radius of a regular inscribed polygon is a mean

proportional between its apothem and the radius of the sim-

lar regular circumscribed polygon.
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513, The area of the nng included between two concen-

tric circles is equal to that of a circle whose radius is one i

half a chord of the outer circle drawn tangent to the inner.

614:, In two circles of different radii, angles at the centre

subtended by arcs of equal length are to each other in-

versely as their radii.

SIS, Two diagonals of a regular pentagon, not drawn

from a common vertex, divide each other in extreme and

mean ratio.

A

Hint.—Prove the triangles ABC and BC3'f similar (§ 275). Then prove

AM= AB=:BC{% 77), and substitute in the proportion derived from the

first step.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

516, Having given a circle, to construct the circum-

scribed hexagon, octagon, and decagon.

517, Upon a given straight line as a side to construct a

regular hexagon.

518, Having given a circle and its centre, to find two op-

posite points in the circumference by means of compasses

only.

519, To divide a right angle into five equal parts.

520, To inscribe a square in a given quadrant.

521, Having given two circles, to construct a third circle

equivalent to their difference.

522, To divide a circle into any number of equivalent

parts by circumferences concentric with it.
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PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

^23, (i.) Find the number of degrees in an angle of each

of the following regular polygons : {ci) triangle, {b) pentagon,

if) hexagon, (d) octagon, and (e) decagon.

(2.) What is the area of a regular pentagon inscribed in a

circle whose radius is 12 cm.?

(3.) If the side of a regular hexagon is 10 m., find the

number of square feet in its area.

(4.) Find the area of a regular octagon inscribed in a cir-

cle whose radius is 12 cm.

(5.) If the radius of a circle is R, find the side and the

apothem of a regular inscribed (a) triangle, (b) square, (c)

hexagon.

(6.) If, in the above example, i?= 15.762, find the numer-

ical value of the side and apothem for each of the three

polygons.

(7.) Prove that the side of a regular octagon, inscribed in

a circle whose radius is R, is equal to R V2— v^.
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(8.) Find the apothem of a regular octagon inscribed in a

circle whose radius is R.

(9.) If the radius of a circle is R, find the side of a regular

inscribed decagon.

(10.) What is the apothem of the above decagon?

(11.) Find the side of a regular hexagon circumscribed

about a circle whose radius is R.

I

(12.) If the radius of a circle is R, prove that the area of

a regular inscribed dodecagon is '^RJ,

(13.) There are three regular hexagons; the side of the

first is 20 in., that of the second is i m., that of the third

5 ft. Find in meters the side of a fourth regular hexagon

whose area is equal to the sum of the areas of the first three.

(14.) A wheel, having a radius of 1.5 ft., made 3360 rev^-

olutions in going over the road from one town to another.

How many miles apart are the towns?

(15.) If the circumference of a circle is 50 in., find the

radius.

(16.) If a wheel has 35 cogs, and the distance between

the middle points of the cogs is 12 in., find the radius of

the wheel.
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(17.) Find the width of a ring of metal the outer circum-

ference of which is 88 m. in length, and the inner circum-

ference ^ m.

(18.) If the radius of a circle is 16 cm., how many degrees,

minutes, and seconds are there in an arc 10 cm. long?

(19.) Find the number of feet in an arc of 20° if the radius

of the circle is 12 m.

(20.) How many degrees are there in an arc whose length

is equal to the radius of the circle ?

(21.) If an arc of 30°= 12.5664 in., find the radius of the

circle.

(22.) If the radius of a circle is 15 cm., find the length of

the arc subtended by a chord 15 cm. in length.

(23.) If the circumference of a circle is c, find its radius

and diameter.

(24.) Find the area of a circle whose radius is (a) 11 in.;

{p) 17.146 m.; {c) 35 ft.

(25.) Find the ratio of the areas of two circles if the ra-

dius of one is the diameter of the other.

(26.) If the circumference of a circle is 60 ft., find the

area.

(27.) The radius of a circle is 13 in. Find the side of a

square whose -area is equal to that of the circle.

(28.) The side of an inscribed square is 23 m. What is

the area of the circle ?

(29.) What is the area of a circle inscribed in a square

whose surface contains 211 ares?

(30.) Find the side of the largest square that can be cut

from the cross-section of a tree 14 ft. in circumference.

(31.) If the diameter of a given circle is 5 cm., find the di-

ameter of a circle one-fourth as large.
8»
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(32.) A rectangle and a circle have equal perimeters.

Find the difference in their areas if the radius of the circle

is 9 in. and the width of the rectangle is three-fourths its

length.

(33.) If the radius of a circle is 25 m., what is the radius

of a concentric circle which divides it into two equivalent

parts?

(34.) The radii of two concentric circles are respectively 9

and 6 in. Find the area of the ring bounded by their cir-

cumferences.

(35.) The chord of a segment of a circle is 34 in. in length,

and the height of the segment is 8 in. Find the radius.

(36.) In a circle whose radius is 18 in., find the height of

a segment whose chord is 28 in. in length.

(37.) If the radius of a circle is 16 cm., what is the area of

a sector having an angle of 24° ?

(38.) The radius of a circle is 9 in. Find the area of a

segment whose arc is 60°.

E

Hint.—Area of segment ^Z'^Z> = area of sector ^^^C minus area of tri-

angle ABC.

(39.) If the radius of a circle is R, find the area of the seg-

ment subtended by the side of a regular hexagon.

(40.) If the radius of a circle is R^ find the area of a seg-

ment subtended by the side of {a) an inscribed equilateral

triangle, {b) an inscribed regular octagon, {c) an inscribed

regular decagon.
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BOOK I

PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

1, The bisector of an angle of a triangle is less than half the sum

of the sides containing the angle.

2, The median drawn to any side of a triangle is less than half the

sum of the other two sides, and greater than the excess of that half

sum above half the third side.

3» The shortest of the medians of a triangle is the one drawn to the

longest side.

4, The sum of the three medians of a triangle is less than the sum

of the three sides, but greater than half their sum.

5, In any triangle the angle between the bisector of the angle op-

posite any side and the perpendicular from the opposite vertex on that

side is equal to half the difference of the angles adjacent to that side.

6, LM and PR are two parallels which are cut obliquely by AB in

the points A, B, and at right angles by AC in the points A, C\ the line

BED, which cuts AC in E and LM in D, is such that ED is equal to

2AB. Prove that the angle DBC is one-third the angle ABC.

7, The sum of the diagonals of a quadrilateral is less than the sum

of the four lines joining any point other than the intersection of the

diagonals to the four vertics.

8, The difference between the acute angles of a right triangle is

equal to the angle between the median and the perpendicular drawn

from the vertex of the right angle to the hypotenuse.

f>. In a right triangle the bisector of the right angle also bisects

the angle between the perpendicular and the median from the vertex

of the right angle to the hypotenuse.
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10, In the triangle formed by the bisectors of the exterior angles

of a given triangle, each angle is one-half the supplement of the oppo-

site angle in the given triangle.

11, A right triangle can be divided into two isosceles triangles.

12, A median of a triangle is greater than, equal to, or less than

half of the side which it bisects, according as the angle opposite that

side is acute, right, or obtuse.

13, The point of intersection of the perpendiculars erected at the

middle of each side of a triangle, the point of intersection of the

three medians, and the point of intersection of the three perpendicu-

lars from the vertices to the opposite sides are in a straight line ; and

the distance of the first point from the second is half the distance of

the second from the third.

14, Find the locus of a point the sum or the difference of whose

distances from two fixed straight lines is given.

15, On the side AB, produced if necessary, of a triangle ABC, AC
is taken equal to AC\ similarly on AC, AB' is taken equal to AB, and

the line B'C drawn to cut BC in P. Prove that the line AP bisects

the angle BAC.

16, The point of intersection of the straight lines which join the

middle points of opposite sides of a quadrilateral is the middle point

of the straight line joining the middle points of the diagonals.

17* The angle between the bisector of an angle of a triangle and

the bisector of an exterior angle at another vertex is equal to half the

third angle of the triangle.

18, If Zand i/are the middle points of the sides AB, CD of a par-

allelogram ABCD, the straight lines, DL, ^il/ trisect the diagonal AC.

19, ABC is an equilateral triangle ; BD and CD are the bisectors of

the angles at B and C. Prove that lines through D parallel to the

sides AB and AC trisect BC.

20, The angle between the bisectors (produced only to their point

of intersection) of two adjacent angles of a quadrilateral is equal to

half the sum of the two other angles of the quadrilateral. The acute

angle between the bisectors of two opposite angles of a quadrilateral

is equal to half the difference of the other angles.
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21, The bisectors of the angles of a quadrilateral form a second

quadrilateral of which the opposite angles are supplementary. When
the first quadrilateral is a parallelogram, the second is a rectangle

whose diagonals are parallel to the sides of the parallelogram and

each equal to the difference of two adjacent sides of the parallelogram.

When the first quadrilateral is a rectangle, the second is a square.

22, Two quadrilaterals are equal if an angle of the one is equal to

an angle of the other, and the four sides of the one are respectively-

equal to the four similarly situated sides of the other.

23, If two polygons have the same number of sides and this num-

ber is odd, and if one polygon can be placed upon the other so that

the middle points of the sides of the first fall upon the middle points

of the sides of the second, the polygons are equal.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

24, Find a point in a straight line such that the sum of its distances

from two fixed points on the same side of the straight line shall be the

least possible.

25, Find a point in a straight line such that the difference of its

distances from two fixed points on opposite sides of the line shall be

the greatest possible.

26, Draw through a given point within a given angle a straight

line such that the part intercepted between the sides of the angle

shall be bisected by the given point.

27, Through a given point without a straight line to draw a straight

line making a given angle with the given line.

28, Divide a rectangle 7 in. long and 3 in. broad into three figures

which can be joined together so as to form a square.

BOOK II

PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

29, If a circle is circumscribed about an equilateral triangle and

from any point in the circumference straight lines are drawn to the

three vertices, one of these lines is equal to the sum of the other two.
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30. If one circle touches another internally at P and a tangent to

the first at Q intersects the second in M, N, then the angles MPQ^
NPQ are equal.

31. The centre of one circle is on the circumference of another ; if

A and B are the points in which the common tangents touch the

second, prove that the line AB is tangent to the first.

32. The trapezoid of which the non-parallel sides are equal is the

only trapezoid which can be inscribed in a circle.

33. From any point on the circumference of a circle circumscribed

about an equilateral triangle ABC, straight lines are drawn parallel

respectively to BC, CA, AB, meeting the sides CA, AB, BC at M, iV, O.

Prove that M, N, O are in the same straight line.

34:. If a quadrilateral be inscribed in a circle and the opposite sides

produced to meet at i^and N', prove that the bisectors of the angles

at M and N meet at right angles.

35. Two circles pass through the vertex and a point in the bisector

of an angle. Prove that the portions of the sides of the angle inter-

cepted between their circumferences are equal.

36. Each angle formed by joining the feet of the perpendiculars

of a triangle is bisected by the perpendicular from the opposite ver-

tex,

37. Circumscribe a circle about a triangle ; from one vertex drop a

perpendicular on the opposite side to meet it in M, and produce to

meet the circumference in A'. Then, if P is the intersection of the

perpendiculars, PM=MN.
38. A fixed circle touches a fixed straight line ; any circle is drawn

touching the fixed circle at B and the fixed straight line at C. Prove

that the straight line BC passes through a fixed point.

5.9. The distance from the centre of the circle circumscribed about

a triangle to a side is equal to half the distance from the opposite

vertex to the intersection of the three perpendiculars from the ver-

tices to the sides.

40. Prove that the straight lines joining the vertices of a triangle

with the opposite points of tangency of the inscribed circle meet in a

point.
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41, If two points are given on the circumference of a given circle,

another fixed circle can be found such that if any two lines be drawn

from the given points to intersect on its circumference, the straight

line joining the points in which these lines meet the given circle a

second time will be of constant length.

42, If the three diagonals joining the opposite vertices of a hexagon

are equal and the opposite sides are parallel in pairs, the hexagon can

be inscribed in a circle.

43, Equilateral triangles are constructed on the sides of a given

triangle and external to it. Prove that the three lines, each join-

ing the outer vertex of one of the equilateral triangles to the

opposite vertex of the given triangle, meet in a point and are

equal.

4:4, On each side of a triangle construct an isosceles triangle with

the adjacent angles equal to 30°. Prove that the straight lines join-

ing the outer vertices of these three triangles are equal.

LOCI

45. One side and the opposite angle of a triangle are given, and

equilateral triangles are constructed on the other two (variable) sides.

Find the locus of the middle point of the straight line joining the

outer vertices of the equilateral triangles.

40, Through a vertex of an equilateral triangle is drawn any-

straight line PQ, terminated by the perpendiculars to the opposite

side erected at the extremities of that side ; on PQ as a side a second

equilateral triangle is constructed. Find the locus of the opposite

vertex of the second equilateral triangle.

47, The sides of a right triangle are given in position, its hypote-

nuse in length. Find the locus of the middle point of the hypote-

nuse.

48, AC, BD, are fixed diameters of a circle, at right angles to each

other, and P is any point on the circumference. PA cuts BD in E\

EF, parallel to AC, cuts PB in F. Prove that the locus of /^ is a

straight line.
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PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

49, Draw four circles through a given point and tangent to two

given circles.

50, Through a given point draw a straight line cutting a given

straight line and a given circle, such that the part of the line between

the point and the given line may be equal to the part within the given

circle.

51, Find a point in a given straight line such that tangents from it

to two given circles shall be equal,

52, Construct a right triangle, having giv^en one side and the per-

pendicular from the vertex of the right angle on the hypotenuse.

53, The distances from a point to the three nearest corners of a

square are i in., 2 in., 2^ in. Construct the square.

54, Construct a right triangle, having given the medians from the

extremities of the hypotenuse.

55, Construct a right triangle, having given the difference between

the hypotenuse and each side.

56, Construct a triangle, having given one angle and the medians

drawn from the vertices of the other angles.

57, Construct a triangle, having given an angle, the perpendicular

from its vertex on the opposite side, and the sum of the sides includ-

ing that angle.

58, Having given two concentric circles, draw a chord of the larger

circle, which shall be divided into three equal parts by the circumfer-

ence of the smaller circle.

59, Inscribe in a circle a quadrilateral ABCD, having the diagonal

AC given in direction, the diagonal BD in magnitude, and having

given the position of the point E in which the sides AB and CD meet

when produced.

6*0. Draw a chord of given length through a given point, within or

without a given circle.

Gl, Construct an equilateral triangle such that one vertex is at a

given point, and the other two vertices are on a given straight line

and a given circumference respectively.
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BOOK III

PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

G2» If from a given point straight lines are drawn to the extremi-

ties of any diameter of a given circle, the sum of the squares of these

lines will be constant.

G3. The straight line joining the middle of the base of a triangle to

the middle point of the line drawn from the opposite vertex to the

point at which the inscribed circle touches the base, passes through

the centre of the inscribed circle.

G4. The square of the straight line joining the centre of a circle to

to any point of a chord plus the product of the segments of the chord

is equal to the square of the radius.

65. P and Q are two points on the circumscribing circle of the tri-

angle ABC, such that the distance of either point from ^ is a mean

proportional between its distances from R and C. Prove that the dif-

ference between the angles PAB, QAC is half the diderence between

the angles ABC, ACB.

06* If a quadrilateral be circumscribed about a circle, prove that

the middle points of its diagonals and the centre of the circle are in a

straight line.

67» From the vertex of the right angle C of a right triangle ACB
straight lines CD and CE are drawn, making the angles ACD, ACE
each equal to the angle B, and meeting the hypotenuse in D and E.

Prove that Tx?' : dF=AE : EB.
68, ABCD is a parallelogram ; the circle through A, B, and Ccuts

AD in A', and DC in C Prove that

A'D : A'C=A'C : A'B.

GO. If two intersecting chords are drawn in a semicircle from the

extremities of the diameter, the sum of the products of the segment

adjacent to the diameter in each by the whole chord is equal to the

square of the diameter.

70. If a quadrilateral circumscribe a circle the two diagonals and

the two lines joining the points where the opposite sides of the quad-

rilateral touch the circle will all four meet in a point.
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71* There are two points whose distances from three fixed points are

in the ratios/ : q : r. Prove that the straight line joining them passes

through a fixed point whatever be the values of the ratios.

72, The lines joining the vertices of an equilateral triangle ABC to

any point D meet the ch'cumscribing circle in the points A', B', C.

Prove that AD. AA'-^BD. BB'-\-CD. CC=2AB\
7'J* If from any point perpendiculars are drawn to all the sides of a

polygon, the two sums of the squares of the alternate segments of the

sides are equal.

7^. One circle touches another internally, and a third circle whose

radius is a mean proportional between their radii passes through the

point of contact. Prove that the other intersections of the third circle

with the first two are in a line parallel to the common tangent of the

first two.

75, If two tangents are drawn to a circle at the extremities of a

diameter, the portion of any third tangent intercepted between them

is divided at its point of contact into segments whose product is equal

to the square of the radius.

76, A straight line AB is divided harmonically at P and Q\ M, N
are the middle points of AB and PQ. If X be any point on the line,

prove that XA. XB^XP. XQ=2XM. XN.

77* The radius of a circle drawn through the centres of the in-

scribed and any two escribed circles of a triangle is double the radius

of the circumscribed circle of the triangle.

7S, The centres of the four escribed circles of a quadrilateral lie on

the circumference of a circle.

70, O, O^, O^, Oj are the centres of the inscribed and three escribed

circles of a triangle ABC. Prove that

AO. AO,. AO,. AO,=A~b\ AC\
80, The opposite sides of a quadrilateral inscribed in a circle, when

produced, meet at P and Q; prove that the square of PQ is equal to

the sum of the squares of the tangents from P and Q to the circle.

LOCI

81, ^ is a point on the circumference of a given circle, P a point
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without the circle. AP cuts the circle again in B, and the ratio AP\
AB is constant.

Find the locus of P.

82. Find the locus of a point whose distances from two given

points are in a given ratio.

S3, Find the locus of a point the sum of the squares of whose dis-

tances from the vertices of a given triangle is constant.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

84, Draw a circle such that, if straight lines be drawn from any

point in its circumference to two given points, these lines shall have

a given ratio.

8ij, Construct a triangle, having given the base, the line bisecting

the opposite angle, and the diameter of the circumscribed circle.

80, Construct a right triangle, having given the difference between

the sides and the difference between the hypotenuse and one side.

87. Construct a triangle, having given the perimeter, the altitude,

and that one base angle is twice the other.

88. Construct a triangle, having given an angle, the length of its

bisector, and the sum of the including sides.

89. From one extremity of a diameter of a given circle draw a

straight line such that the part intercepted between the circumference

and the tangent at the other extremity shall be of given length.

i)0. Divide a semi-circumference into two parts such that the radius

shall be a mean proportional between the chords of the parts.

01. Construct a triangle, similar to a given triangle, such that two

of its vertices may be on lines given in position, and its third vertex

be at a given point.

92. Through four given points draw lines which will form a quad-

rilateral similar to a given quadrilateral.

93. Find a point such that its distances from three given points

may have given ratios.

94. Divide a straight line harmonically in a given ratio.

95. A line perpendicular to the bisector of an angle of a triangle

is drawn through the point in which the bisector meets the opposite
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side. Prove that the segment on either of the other sides between

this line and the vertex is a harmonic mean between those sides.

OG, Draw through a given point within a circle a chord which shall

be divided at that point in mean and extreme ratio.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

07* (I.) The sides of a right triangle are 15 ft. and 18 ft. The

hypotenuse of a similar triangle is 20 ft. Find its sides.

(2.) The sides of a right triangle are 16.213 in. and 32.426 in. Find

the ratio of the segments of the hypotenuse formed by the altitude

upon the hypotenuse.

(3.) In an isosceles triangle the vertex angle is 45°; each of the equal

sides is 16 yds. Find the base in meters.

(4.) In a triangle whose sides are 247.93 mm., 641.98 mm., 521.2^

mm., find the altitude upon the shortest side.

(5.) In a triangle whose sides are 4, 7, and 9, find the median drawn

to the shortest side.

(6.) In a triangle whose sides are 123.41 in., 246.93 in., 157.62 in.,

compute the bisector of the largest angle.

(7.) Two adjacent sides of a parallelogram are 49 cm. and 53 cm.

One diagonal is 58 cm. Find the other diagonal.

(8.) If the chord of an arc is 720 ft., and the chord of its half is 376

ft., what is the diameter of the circle ?

(9.) From a point without a circle two tangents are drawn making

an angle of 60°. The length of each tangent is 15 in. Find the diam-

eter of the circle.

(10.) Find the radius of a circle circumscribing a triangle whose

sides are 35.421 cm., 36.217 cm., 423.92 cm.

BOOK IV

'PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

98» A straight line AB is bisected in C and divided unequally in D.

Prove that the sum of the squares on AD and DB is equal to twice

the sum of the squares on AC and CD.
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90, The area of a triangle is equal to the product of its three sides

divided by four'times the radius of its circumscribed circle.

100, Prove, by a geometrical construction, that the square on the

hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to four times the triangle plus

the square on the difference of the sides.

101, Prove, by a geometrical construction, that the square on the

hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to the square on the sum of

the sides minus four times the triangle.

102, On the side BC of the rectangle ABCD as diameter describe

a circle. From its centre E draw the radius EG parallel to CD and in

the direction C to D. Join G and C by a straight line cutting the

diagonal BD in H. From // draw the line HK parallel to CD and

in the direction C to A cutting the circumference of the circle in K,

Join BK and produce to meet CD in Z. Then CL is the side of a

square which is equivalent to the rectangle ABCD.
103, Construct any parallelograms ACDE and BCFG on the sides

^Cand BC of a triangle and exterior to the triangle. Produce ED
and GF to meet in H and join HC; through A and B draw AL and

BM equal and parallel to HC. Prove that the parallelogram ALMS
is equal to the sum of the parallelograms which have been constructed

on the sides.

104, If similar triangles be circumscribed about and inscribed in a

given triangle, the area of the given triangle is a mean proportional

between the areas of the inscribed and circumscribed triangles.

105, Any fourth point P is taken on the circumference of a circle

through A, B, and C. Prove that the middle points of PA, PB, PC
form a triangle similar to the triangle ABC, of one-fourth the area,

and such that its circumscribing circle always touches the given circle

at P.

106, Equilateral triangles are constructed on the four sides of a

square all lying within the square. Prove that the area of the star-

shaped figure formed by joining the vertex of each triangle to the

two nearest corners of the square is equal to eight times the area

of one of the equilateral triangles minus three times the area of the

square.
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107* A hexagon has its three pairs of opposite sides parallel. Prove

that the two triangles which can be formed by joining alternate ver-

tices are of equal area.

108» A quadrilateral and a triangle are such that two of the sides

of the triangle are equal to the two diagonals of the quadrilateral and

the angle between these sides is equal to the angle between the diag-

onals. Prove the areas of the quadrilateral and triangle are equal.

109, Prove that the straight lines drawn from the corners of a

square to the middle points of the opposite sides taken in order form

a square of one-fifth the area of the original square.

110, The area of the octagon formed by the straight lines joining

each vertex of a parallelogram to the middle points of the two op-

posite sides is one-sixth the area of the parallelogram.

111, ABCD is a parallelogram. A point E is taken on CD such

that CE is an 7i^^ part of CD ; the diagonal AC cuts BE in E. Prove

the following continued proportion connecting the areas of the parts

of the parallelogram

ADEFA : AFB : BEC : CEE=n^^n—i : ;?» : n : i

112, The squares ACKE and BCID are constructed on the sides

of a right triangle ABC\ the lines AD and BE intersect at G\ AD
cuts CB in H, and BE cuts AC in B\ Prove that the quadrilateral

FCHG and the triangle ABG are equivalent.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

113, Construct an equilateral triangle which shall be equal in area

to a given parallelogram.

114i, Construct a square which shall have a given ratio to a given

square.

115, A pavement is made of black and white tiles, the black being

squares, the white equilateral triangles whose sides are equal to the

sides of the squares. Construct the pattern so that the areas of black

and white may be in the ratio Vs • 4-

lid. Produce a given straight line so that the square on the whole

line shall have a given ratio to the rectangle contained by the given

line and its extension. When is the problem impossible.''
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117* Find a point in the base produced of a triangle such that a

straight line drawn through it cutting a given area from the triangle

may be divided by the sides of the triangle into segments having a

given ratio.

118, Bisect a given quadrilateral by a straight line drawn through

a vertex.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

110, (i.) If the area of an equilateral triangle is 164.51 sq. in., find

its perimeter.

(2.) The perimeter of an equilateral pentagon is 25.135 ft. Its area

is 23.624 sq. ft. Find the area of a similar pentagon one of whose

sides is 10.361 ft.

(3.) Find, in acres, the area of a triangle, if two of its sides are 16.342

rds. and 23.461 rds., and the included angle is 135°.

(4.) Find the area of the triangle in the preceding example in hec-

tares.

(5.) The sides of a triangle are 13.461, 16.243, and 20.042 miles. Find

the areas of the parts into which it is divided by any median.

(6.) The sides of a triangle are 12 in., 15 in., and 17 in. Find the

areas of the parts into which it is divided by the bisector of the small-

est angle.

(7.) Two sides of a triangle are in the ratio 2 to 5. Find the ratio

of the parts into v/hich the bisector of the included angle divides the

triangle.

(8.) The altitude upon the hypotenuse of a right triangle is 98.423

in. One part into which the altitude divides the hypotenuse is four

times the other. Find the area of the triangle.

(9.) Find the perimeter of the triangle in the preceding example.

(10.) The areas of two similar polygons are 22.462 sq. in. and 14.391

sq. m. A side of the first is 2 in. Find the homologous side of the

second.

(II.) The sides of a triangle are .016256, .013961, and .020202. Find

the radius of the inscribed circle.

(12.) A mirror measuring 33 in. by 22 in. is to have a frame of uni-
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form width whose area is to equal the area of the mirror ; find what

the width of the frame should be.

(13.) The sum of the radii of the inscribed, circumscribed, and an

escribed circle of an equilateral triangle is unity. What is the area of

the triangle ?

BOOK V

PROBLEMS OF DEMONSTRATION

120. An equilateral polygon inscribed in a circle is regular. An

equilateral polygon circumscribed about a circle is regular, if the

number of sides is odd.

121. An equiangular polygon inscribed in a circle is regular if the

number of sides is odd. An equiangular polygon circumscribed about

a circle is regular.

122. The diagonals of a regular pentagon are equal.

123. The pentagon formed by the diagonals of a regular pentagon

is regular.

124. An inscribed regular octagon is equivalent to a rectangle

whose sides are equal to the sides of an inscribed and a circumscribed

square.

125. If a triangle is formed having as sides the radius of a circle,

the side of an inscribed regular pentagon, and the side of an inscribed

regular decagon, this triangle will be a right triangle.

12G. The area of a regular hexagon inscribed in a circle is a mean

proportional between the areas of the inscribed and circumscribed

equilateral triangles.

127, If perpendiculars are drawn from the vertices of a regular

polygon to any straight line through its centre, the sum of those

which fall upon one side of the line is equal to the sum of those which

fall upon the other side.

128, The area of any regular polygon inscribed in a circle is a

mean proportional between the areas of the inscribed and circum-

scribed polygons of half the number of sides.

129, If, on the sides of a right triangle as diameters, semi-circum-
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ferences are described exterior to the triangle, and a circumference is

drawn tiirough the three vertices, the sum of the crescents thus formed

is equivalent to the triangle.

130, If two circles are internally tangent to a third circle and the

sum of their radii is equal to the radius of the third circle, the shorter

arc of the third circle comprised between their points of contact is

equal to the sum of the arcs of the two small circles from their points

of contact with the third circle to their intersection which is nearest

the large circle.

131, If CD is the perpendicular from the vertex of the right angle

of a right triangle ABC, prove that the areas of the circles inscribed

in the triangles ACD, BCD are proportional to the areas of the tri-

angles.

PROBLEMS OF CONSTRUCTION

132, To construct a circumference whose length shall equal the

sum of the lengths of two given circumferences.

133, To construct a circle equivalent to the sum of two given circles.

134, To inscribe a regular octagon in a given square.

135, To inscribe a regular hexagon in a given equilateral triangle.

13G, Divide a given circle into any number of parts proportional

to given straight lines by circumferences concentric with it.

137, Find four circles whose radii are proportional to given lines,

and the sum of whose areas is equal to the area of a given circle.

.138, In a given equilateral triangle inscribe three equal circles

each tangent to the two others and to two sides of the triangle.

130, In a given circle inscribe three equal circles each tangent to

the two others and to the given circle.

140, The length of the circumference of a circle being represented

by a given straight line, find approximately by a geometrical con-

struction the radius.

PROBLEMS FOR COMPUTATION

141, (I.) A regular octagon is inscribed in a circle whose radius is

4 ft. Find the segment of the circle contained between one side of

the octagon and its subtended arc.
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(2.) Find the area of an equilateral triangle circumscribed about a

circle whose radius is 14.361 in.

(3.) An isosceles right triangle is circumscribed about a circle whose

radius is 3 cm. Find {a) each side; {b) its area; (r) the area in each

corner of the triangle bounded by the circumference of the circle and

two sides of the triangle.

(4.) Find the area of the circle inscribed in an equilateral triangle,

one side of which is 7.4631 ft.

(5.) Find the difference between the area of a triangle whose sides

are 4.6213 mm., 3.7962 mm., and 2.6435 mm., and the area of the cir-

cumscribed circle.

(6.) The area of a circle is 14632 sq. ft. Find its circumference in

yards.

(7.) Find the area of a ring whose outer circumference is 15.437 ft.,

and whose inner circumference is 9-3421 ft

(8.) Find the ratio of the areas of two circles inscribed in equilateral

triangles, if the perimeter of one triangle is four times that of the

other.

(9.) If the area of an equilateral triangle inscribed in a circle is 12

sq. ft., what is the area of a regular hexagon circumscribed about the

same circle }

(10.) Find the side of- a regular octagon whose area shall equal the

sum of the areas of two regular hexagons, one inscribed in and the

other circumscribed about a circle whose radius is 10.462 in.

(II.) A man has a circular farm 640 acres in extent. He gives to

each of his four sons one of the four largest equal circular farms which

can be cut off from the original farm. How much did each son re-

ceive .''

(12.) A man has a circular tract of land 700 acres in area; he wills

one of the three largest equal circular tracts to each of his three sons,

the tract at the centre included between the three circular tracts to

his daughter, and the tracts included between the circumference of

the original tract and the three circular tracts to his wife. How much

will each receive }

(13.) A man owned a tract of land 323,250 sq. m. in area, and m the
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form of an equilateral triangle. To each of his three sons he gave one

of the three largest equal circular tracts which could be formed from

the given tract ; to each of his three daughters one of the corner sec-

tions cut off by a circular tract ; to each of his three grandchildren

one of the side sections cut off by two of the circular tracts ; he him-

self retained the central section included between the three circular

tracts. Find the share of each.



TABLE OF MEASURES AND WEIGHTS

English Measures

LKNGTH

12 inches (in.)= i foot (ft.).

3 feet =1 yard (yd.).

5><< yards =i rod (rd).

4 rods = I chairi (ch).

8o chains = i mile (m.).

I yard

I mile

= .9144 meter.

= 1.6093 kilometers.

SURFACE

144 sq. inches = i sq. foot.

9 sq. feet = i sq. yard.

30X sq. yards= I sq. rod.

i6o sq. rods =1 acre.

640 acres = i sq. mile.

I sq. yard =0.8361 sq. meter.

I acre =0.4047 hectare.

VOLUME

728 cu inches =: I cu. foot.

27 cu. feet =1 cu. yard.

128 cu. feet =1 cord (cd.).

I cu. yard =0 761.6 cu. meter.

I cord =3 .625 steres.

ANGLES

60 seconds (")= i minute (')•

60 minutes = i degree (°).

90 degrees = i right angle.

CIRCLES

360 degrees= I circumference.

7r= 3. 14 16= nearly 3V7.

CAPACITY

I liq. gal. = 3.785 liters= 231 cu. in.

I dry gal. =4.404 liters= 268.8 cu. in.

I bushel =0.3524 hkl. =2150.42 cu. in.

AVOIRDUPOIS WEIGHT

16 ounces (oz.) = i pound (lb.).

100 lbs. =1 hundredweight (cwt.).

2u hundredweight= I ton (T.).

I pound= .4536 kilo. = 7000 grains.

1 ton =.9071 tonueau.

Metric Measures

LENGTH

10 millimeters (mm.)= i centimeter (cm.).

10 centimeters = I decimeter (dcm.).

10 decimeters = 1 meter (in.).

10 meters = 1 dekameter (dkm.).

10 dekameters = I hektometer (hkm,).

lo hektometers = 1 kilometer (km.).

I meter = 39.37 inches.

1 kilometer = 0.6214 mile.

SUKFACH

100 sq. millimeters = 1 sq. centimeter

100 sq. centimeters= i sq. decimeter.

, . (I sq. meter.
100 sq. decimeters = <

(i centare (ca.).

100 centares = i are (a- ).

100 ares =1 hektare (hka.>.

I sq. centimeter =0.1550 sq. inch.

I sq. meter =1.196 sq. yards.

I are =3-954 sq rods.

1 hektare =2. 471 acres.

VOLUME

1000 CU. millimeters = I cu. centimeter.

1000 cu. centimeters= I cu. decimeter.

1000 cu. decimeters =1 cu. meter.

= I stere (st.).

I cu. centimeter =0.061 cu. inch.

I cu- meter =1.308 cu. yards.

I stere =0.2759 cord.

CAPACITY

100 centiliters (cl.) = i liter (1.).

100 liters =1 hektoliter (hkl.)

I liter =1.0567 liq. qts. = 1 cu. dcm.

METRIC WEIGHT

1000 grams (gm.) = i kilogram (kilo.).

1000 kilograms =1 tonneau (t.).

I gram = 15- 432 grains.

I kilogram = 2.2046 pounds.

I tonneau = 1. 1023 tons.



INDEX OF DEFINITIONS

I
[The references are in general to sections.]

Acute angle, 17.

Adjacent angles, 14.

Alternate-exterior angles, 3g.

Alternate-interior angles, 39.
Altitude of parallelogram, 376.

" of trapezoid, 395.
of triangle, 2S9.

Angle, 14.

acute, 17.

at centre of regular polygon, 467.
degree of, 194.

inscribed in circle, 196.

inscribed in segment, 200.

oblique, 1%
obtuse, 17.

of sector, 155.

right, 16.

sides of, 14.

vertex of, 14.

Angles, adjacent, 14.

alternate-exterior, 39.

alternate-interior, 39.

complementary, 23.

corresponding, 39.

equal, 15.

exterior, 39.
homologous, 297.
interior, 39.

opposite, 30.

supplementary-adjacent, 23.

vertical, 30.

Antecedents (in proportion), 246.
Apothem of regular polygon, 465.
Arc, 20, 151.

'* degree of, 194.
Area, 374.

" unit of, 374.

Axiom, p, I.

'* parallel, 10;
'* straight line, 10.
*' superposition, 10.

Axioms, general, 11.

Axis of symmetry, 32.

Base of isosceles triangle, 70.
** of parallelogram, 376.
*' of triangle, 2S9.

Rases of trapezoid, 132.

Bisector, perpendicular, 106.

Centre of circle, 20, 150.
" of regular polygon, 460.
" of similitude (polygons), 299
" of symmetry, 40, 457, 459.
" of triangle, 107, no.

Chord, 153.

Circle, 20, 150.

angle inscribed in, 196.
" centre of, 20, 150.
" circumscribed about polygon

218.
" diameter of, 154.
" inscribed in polygon, 214,
" radius of, 20, 152.
" segment of, 199.
" tangent to, 172.

Circles, concentric, 156.
" escribed, 216.
" inscribed, 214.
" tangent externally, 223.
" " internally, 223.
** " to each other, 223.

Circumference, 20, 151.

Circumscribed polygon, 214.
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Commensurable, i8i.

Common measure, 1 8 1.

" tangent, 226.

Complementary angles, 23.

Concentric circles, 156.

Conclusion, p. I.

Consequents (in proportion), 246.

Constant, 183.

Continued proportion, 264.

Converse, p. i.

Convex polygon, 65,

Corollary, p. i.

Corresponding angles, 39.
"

sides, 274.

Decagon, 67.

Degree of angle, 194/
" of arc, 194.

Demonstration, p. i.

Determined, straight line, 10.

Determining ratio (polygons), 297.

Diagonal of polygon, 303.
" of quadrilateral, 115.

Diameter of circle, 154.

Distance of point from line, 97.
Division, external, 331.

" internal, 331.
Dodecagon, 67.

Equal angles, 15,
" figures, 15.

Equiangular triangle, 57.

Equilateral triangle, 70.

Equivalent figures, 375.
Escribed circles, 216.

Exterior angles, 39.

External division, 331.
" tangent, 226.

Externally divided straight line, 331.
"

tangent circles, 223.

Extreme and mean ratio, 335.
Extremes (in proportion), 245.

Figure, 6.

" turned half way round, 451.
" " one-third way round,

451.
'* " one-w*** way round,

451.
Figures, equal, 15.

" equivalent, 375,
Foot of perpendicular to line, 16.

Fourth proportional, 280.

General axioms, 11.

Geometrical figure, 6,
"

solid, 2.

Geometry, i.

of space, 13.
" plane, 12.
"

solid, 13.

Half way round, 451.
Marmonical division, 332.
Harmonically divided straight line, 331

Hexagon, 67.

Homologous angles, 297.
"

lines, 297.
"

points, 297.
"

sides, 274.

Hypotenuse of right triangle, 84.

Hypothesis, p. i.

Incommensurable, 182,

Inscribed angle, 196, 200.
" circle, 214.
" polygon, 218.

Interior angles, 39.

Internal division, 331,
" tangent, 226.

Internally divided straight line, 331
" tangent circles, 223.

Isosceles triangle, 70.
" " base of, 70.
" " vertex angle, 70.
" " vertex of, 70.

Lemma, p. i.

Limit, 185.

Line, 4.
" segments of, 268.
" straight, 7.

Lines, parallel, 9, 31.
" perpendicular, 16.

Locus, 102.

Material body, 2.

Mean proportional, 281.

Means (in proportion), 245.
Measure, common, 181.

" numerical, 179.

to, 179.
" unit of, 179.

Median of triangle, 143.

TV-FOLD symmetry, 459.
Numerical measure, 179.

Oblique angle, 17.

Obtuse angle, 17.

f
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Octagon, 67.

One'-;/'*' way round, 451.

One-third way round, 451.

Opposite angles, 30.

Parallel axiom, 10.
"

lines, 9, 31.

Parallelogram, 114.

altitude of, 376.
" base of, 376.

Pentagon, 67.

Perimeter of polygon, 307.

Perpendicular bisector, 106. ,

"
lines, 16.

'*
to line, foot of, 16.

Physical solid, 2.

Plane, 8.

" geometry, 12.
'• surface, 8.

Point, 5.

" cf tangency, 172.

Polygon, 65.

circumscribed, 214.
" convex, 65.
" diagonal of, 303,
'* inscribed, 218.
*' perimeter of, 307.
" regular, 460.
" sides of, 65.

Polygons, centre of similitude, 299.
" determining ratio, 297.
"

ratio of similitude, 295.
" ray centre, 297.
" similar, 274.

I
Problem, p. i.

^^^ Projection, line on line, 324.

^H Proportion, 243.

^^B antecedents in, 246.

I^^B consequents in, 246.

^^H continued, 264.

^^^B extremes, 245.
I^^t means, 245.

** terms of, 2^4.

[

Proportional, fourth, 280.^" mean, 281.

third, 281.

variable quantities, 249.
Proportionally divided straight lines,

269.

Proposition, p. i.

Quadrant, 194.
Quadrilateral, 67.

Quadrilateral, diagonal of, 115.

Quantities, incommensurable, 182.

Quantity, constant, 183.
" variable, 184.

Radially-situatkd polygons, 297.

Radius of circle, 20, 152.
*' of regular polygon, 464.

Ratio, 178.
" mean and extreme, 335.
'* of similitude, polygons, 295.

Ray centre, polygons, 297.
Rectangle, 114.

Regular polygon, 460.
" '• angle at centre, 467.
" " apothem of, 465.
" " centre of, 460.
" '* radius of, 464,

Rhombus, 114,

Right angle, 16.

Right triangle, 56.
" " hypotenuse of, 84.

Secant of circle, 209.

Sector, 155.
•' angle of, 155.

Segment, angle inscribed in, 2CK).

*' of circle, 199.

Segments of line, 268.

Semicircle, 161.

Semicircumference, 161.

Sides of angle, 14.
" of polygon, 65.
" of triangle, 55.

Similar polygons, 274.
Solid, geometrical, 2.

" geometry, 13.
*' physical, 2.

Space, geometry of, 13.

Square, 114.

Straight line axiom, 10.

" " determined, 10.
" " divided externally, 331.
" " " harmonically, 332.
" " " in extreme and

mean ratio, 335.
" " " internally, 331.
" lines divided proportionally,

269.

Superposition axiom, 10.

Supplementary-adjacent angles, 23.
"

angles, 23,

Surface, 3.
" plane, 8.

" unit of, 374. !

Symmetry, axis of, 32.
"

centre cf, 40, 457, 459.

/ I
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Symmetry, «-fold, 459.
"

three-fold, 458.
" two- fold, 457.
" with respect to centre, 40.
" " *' to axis, 32.

TangeiNCY, external, 223.
"

internal, 223.
" point of, 172.

Tangent circles, 223,

common, 226.
" external, 226.
" internal, 226.
'* to circle, 172.

Terms of proportion, 244.
Theorem, p. i.

Third proportional, 281.

Three-fold symmetry, 457.
To measure, 179.

Trapezoid, 132.
"

altitude of, 395.
" bases of, 132.

Triangle, 55.

Triangle, altitude of, 289.
" base of, 289.
" centre of, 107, no.
" equiangular, 57.
" equilateral, 70.
" isosceles, 70.
" median of, 143.

right, 56.
" sides of, 55,

Two-fold symmetry, 457.

Unit of area, 374.
" of measure, 179.
" of surface, 374.

Variable, 184.

approaching limit, 185.
"

limit of, 185.

quantities proportional, 24^;.

Vertex angle of triangle, 70.
" of angle, 14.
" of isosceles triangle, 70.

Vertical angles, 30,

INDEX OF CONSTRUCTIONS

Angle equal to given angle, 80.

Bisect given angle, 75.
" " arc, 169.
" " line, 42.

Circumscribe circle about triangle,

219.

Divide given line in extreme and
mean ratio, 336.

'* " ** into any number of

equal parts, 128.
" " •' into parts propor-

tional to given
lines, 278.

Fourth proportional to three given
lines, 282.

Having given two angles of triangle,

to find third, 87.

Inscribe circle in triangle, 215.
"

regular decagon, 475.
" " hexagon, 472.
" " pentagon, 476.
" " pentedecagon, 47S.
" " quadrilateral, 470.
"

square, 470.

Mean proportional between two giver
lines, 316.

Parallel to line through point, 37,

46.

Perpendicular to line at point within,

212,
" .« .. from point with-

out, 35.

Polygon similar to given polygon and
equivalent to another given polygon,

420.
Polygon similar to given polygon,

having given ratio of similitude, 301.

i
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Polygon similar to given polygon, hav-

ing given ratio to it, 412.

Rectangle equivalent to given square,

having difference of base and altitude

given, 418.

Rectangle equivalent to given square,

having sum of base and altitude

given, 416.

Square equivalent to difference of two
given squares, 407.

" equivalent to given parallelo-

gram, 413.
" equivalent to sum of any num-

l)er of given squares, 408.
" equivalent to sum of two given

squares, 406.

Square having given ratio to given
square, 411.

Tangent to circle at point on circum-
ference, 175.

" " " from point without,

221.

Triangleequivalenttogi veil polygon, 410.
" side and two angles given, 88.
*' three sides given, 90.
'* two sides and angle opposite

one given, 94.
" two sides and included angle

given, 81.

Upon a given straight line to construct

a segment which shall contain a given
angle, 222.

INDEX OF RULES OF MENSURATION

Area circle, 496, 497.
" parallelogram, 385.
'* regular polygon, 495.
" sector, 498.
" trapezoid, 396.

Area triangle, 390, 450(17), 450(36),
Ex. 99,

Circumference of circle, 493.
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